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MATH, SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
EDUCATION: A NATIONAL NEED

MONDAY, MAY 1, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Kansas City, MO.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 8:57 a.m., in room
110, Fei, aral Building, 601 East Twelfth Street, Kansas City, Mis-
souri, Hon. Pat Williams, [Chairman] presiding.

Members present. Representative E. Thomas Coleman of Missou-
ri.

Staff present. Rick Jerue and Michael Lance.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Good morning. I'm Pat Williams, chair of the

House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education. For the informa-
tion of those who don't know me and whom I don't know, I repre-
sent western Montana in the Congress.

I am pleased to be here with my friend and colleague and the
ranking member of our subcommittee, Tom Coleman.

Tom, I feel to some degree that I'm back home. Tom and I went
to school at the same place, although not together. We both went
to William Jewell up here at Liberty. My folks on my father's side
are from Olathe. I haven't been in Kansas City for a while, but I'm
glad to be back, and I see everything is still up to date here.

I want to thank all of you for being here to discuss an issue that
is of great concern to this country, and that is the need for future
engineers, mathematicians and scientists.

The economies of all major nations have international signifi-
cance. America's economy, if it is to not only compete but to lead,
must successfully compete with other nations by continuing to gen-
erate new ideas through research, through innovation and produc-
tivity, and through an educated work force that can keep pace with
changes in this technologically based society.

At the time when we Americans have experienced the shift to-
wards a technology-based economy, we are also, ironically, witness-
ing an apparent erosion in our education of future mathematicians,
scientists and engineers. Although our education system remains
the envy of the world, our colleges and universities are becoming
more and more dependent upon foreign faculty, and we are grad-
uating more and more foreign science and math students.

Today, 75 percent of graduate students receiving financial sup-
port from university engineering departments are foreign nation-
als. By the year 2000, we estimate that 85 percent of new entrants

(1)
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to the nation's work force will be members of minority groups or
women. Yet these groups are significantly underserved by our
schools.

For example, while Blacks represent 12 percent of the total popu-
lation, they earn four percent of the baccalaureate degrees, and
they earn one percent of the doctorates in science and engineering.

Women make up 51 percent of the American population, and
they represent 11 percent of the scientific and engineering work
force. Only seven percent of engineering Ph.D's were awarded to
women.

It appears that we do not have enough scientists and engineers
on the way. By the time students reach their freshman year of col-
lege, there seems to be little interest in majoring in the sciences.
What interest there is, is declining. Of every 10,000 high school
seniors, nationwide, only 1,800 indicate an interest in science and
engineering as a possible choice of study or career path. Of these
students, only 850 will earn B.A. iegrees in these disciplines; only
110 will earn Master's degrees; and of those 10,000 high school stu-
dents, 20 will earn a doctorate.

During the past two decades, freshman enrollment in science
majors has declined by one-third. Since 1982, interest in engineer-
ing is down by a fourth. At the same time, interest in computer
sciences has fallen by more than two-thirds. Imagine that. In a
nation as apparently interested in computers and as increasingly
dependent upon them as we are, the interest, as defined here, in
computer sciences among students has collapsed.

We will hear this morning from a wide variety of witnesses, in-
cluding researchers, faculty members and experts in the math and
science education. This is an issue that deserves our careful atten-
tion, and we are eager to hear your short and long-term solutions
to this critical problem.

I want to particularly thank my colleague, Tom Coleman, for
suggesting that we hold this hearing. As I think many of you know,
I know his constituents understand that he has been one of the
real leaders in the Congress of the United States in calling congres-
sional attention to the problems of American education. During the
past reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, Tom sponsored a
proposal that created a graduate fellow program to focus on critical
national needs in graduate education. I'm pleased to be in his state
to hold this hearing with him this morning.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. Welcome
again to a town that you need no official welcome to, since you
have the heritage and the family members who came from our
community. We are glad to have you back with us for a meeting of
our subcommittee. This is a very important meeting dealing with a
very important subject, that is, mathematic, science and engineer-
ing education, a national need. I thank you especially for having
this hearing in my district and my area to receive testimony from
a variety of witnesses, some from the Midwest, and some from both
Coasts. We have an outstaniing and impressive roster of witnesses
that we look forward to hearing from this morning.

We will hear from those who have studied the problem from the
perspective of public policy and from the point of view of making
reforms in the manner and method of teaching. We will also get a
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perspective from representatives of our national research and de-
velopment laboratories and our research-based institutions. We will
hear from classroom teachers, who are extremely important, and
whose work in stimulating the minds and shaping the attitudes
and habits of their students i3 so essential. Without them, little of
what we discuss today will ever have much of an impact.

We will hear about informal science programs and about ways of
expanding science and math education through technological
means. Finally, we shall hear of the current educational level and
the needed educational level for our future scientists, engineers
and mathematicians at the postsecondary level, as well as how we
encourage students to enter teaching and research career..

We've gathered here today as a subcommittee because our nation
is facing a crisis in the way that we educate American students in
these critical academic disciplines. At the elementary and second-
ary school level, we are simply not stimulating and challenging our
students to become proficient in mathematical and scientific rea-
soning and problem-solving skills. When compared with children of
other nations, American students lag behind. In a recent study
which compared the results of mathematic and science problem
solving by 13-year-olds in several countries, American 13-year-olds
performed substantially below and behind their counterparts in
European and Asian countries.

In math, for example, almost 80 percent of the South Koreans
whc took the test performed at high levels of math. Less than 20
percent of the American 13- year -olds could do so. In science, almost
twice the percentage of Koreans than American youngsters could
use scientific procedure and analyze scientific data to draw conclu-
sions.

The problem continues. Beginning in the junior high, we see the
percentage of students taking math courses declines by one-half
each year. So, it is little surprise to know that at the undergradu-
ate level, by the time these students reach college, of the 340,000
freshmen enuring in 1980 into our undergraduate schools who in-
tended to major in math and science di: '?lines, approximately
200,000 graduated four years later with a degree and only 61,000
then began graduate study. Of those 61,000, it is estimated that
only 9,700 will attain a Ph.D. degree in science and engineering by
1992, 16 percent of those who started out.

We have two charts here which, I think, vividly shows the prob-
lem. We have a declining number of people in mathematics, for ex-
ample, going after the Ph.D. At a high in 1975 of almost 800, we're
down to close to 400 by 1987. This shows, in dramatic form, where
this nation is headed. And it is headed downward, in the wrong di-
rection.

At the same time, as Chairman "Til liams has indicated, foreign
students have increasingly filled this vacuum or void created by
the decline of American students pursuing the advanced degree to
the extent that some of our advanced degree programs are, frankly,
dependent upon foreign enrollment and foreign students.

Another chart which we have shows, i.i four-year periods, in the
last 20 years, the number of Ph.D's that have been awarded by
U.S. institutions to foreign nationals in physical sciences, mathe-
matics and engineering, and those are on the increase. Just as our
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own Ph.D's are on the debline, we are increasingly educating
people from other countries who then return to their own country
to compete with us in areas of international economies and so
forth.

In fact, looking at the statistics, we have almost 41 percent of the
doctorates going from U.S. institutions to foreign nationals, people
with temporary student visas. These are the people who are least
likely to stay behind, if you will, to become part of our system.

I might also add as a side note, to show how important this sub-
ject is, almost half of the patents that the U.S. Patent Office is
granting, are being granted to foreign nationals as well. So, it is a
technology-oriented presence that we have. We are falling behind.
We are here to find out how we can improve the system.

As was mentioned, my concern has focused on areas of critical
national need et math and science, and foreign languages as well.
This is where we see the number of U.S. students pursuing ad-
vanced degrees declining. This is a concern because of internation-
al competitiveness. It is also a concern because of national security.

We need to help American students in these classrooms, and as a
result, the program that I helped pass, and which has been funded
now for two years, has allowed a number of U.S. students to pursue
those Ph.D degrees in these areas of critical national need. We are
working on the third year of funding this year, and we hope to be
able to secure it. Pert of the record that we will make here today
in this hearing will be to go toward convincing my colleagues and
the Administration to support the third year of funding for this
very important program.

It is not unlike in 1957, or so, when the Soviets sent Sputnik into
space. I can recall it vividly as a youngster here in Kansas City.
We were stunned as a nation. We were stunned locally. We did a
lot of thing differently after that. We increased and changed our
curriculum. The Federal Government spent a lot more money on
research and development and educational support at all levels.
We instituted new programs for people going to college. I was
helped by some -'f those programs.

In the meantime, we have fallen behind after that. We were very
successful in catching up. We walked on the moon just a few years
later. America seized that challenge and that opportunity and met
it head on.

I think we have the same type of challenge today, and we as
policy makers have a lot to learn from you, the experts, and people
in the field. That is why we are here today, and I look forward to
receiving your testimony, and again thank Pat Williams for coming
here and Rick Jerue and Michael Lance, our two staff people whu
are with us today from Washington, and look forward to this very
important testimony that you will provide.

Thank you Pat.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you. Let's have our first panel come to the

table: Daryl Chubin, Michael Campbell, Michael Montague, Rich-
ard Hope. If you will put the name cards up as you arrive at your
place, being as you know who you are and we don't, turn the name
toward us.

I want to advise all of our witnesses that we have the following
difficulty: Some of the witnesses who are on the latter part of
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Panel Two and Panel Three have, as do Tom and I, another en-
gagement which will require us to continue to move along. I'm sure
that each of you, just. as Tom and I, could speak for a half hour
about this topic and then still have more to say. I wish the time
today, as it occasionally does in our jobs, would permit a lengthy
hearing. However, unfortunately that isn't so. We either had to do
it this way, frankly, or not be in Kansas City at all today.

So, I am going to have to ask each of the witnesses to submit
your full testimony for the record, and if it takes longer than five,
six, seven minutes to read it, then I'm going to ask you to summa-
rize it. At about six minutes, I'll tap the gavel, and, really, when
we would reach about seven or eight minutes, time will expire and
we'll have to move on to the next witness. I'm not sure that is
going to do justice to everything you have to say to us today, but in
fairness to those who are going to come at the end of the panel, as
well as to the next groups of people that Tom and I must meet
with, I'm hopeful that you can all assist us.

Let's begin today with Dr. Chubin, who is the Senior Analyst in
the Office of Technology Assessment from Washington, D.C. Dr.
Chubin, it is nice to see you here today. We appreciate your coming
out and look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DR. DARYL CHUBIN, SENIOR ANALYST, OFFICE
OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, WASHINGTON, DC.

Dr. CHUBIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, good morning. Good
morning, Mr. Coleman.

The importance of scientists, engineers, and mathematics and
science teachers to the future of the nation led the House Commit-
tee on Science, Space, and Technology to ask the Office of Technol-
ogy Assessment to study the recruitment and preparation of stu-
dents for technical careers. The study resulted in a policy report,
Educating Scientists and Engineers: Grade School to Grad School,
issued last June; and two supporting documents published since
December, 1988.

In these pieces, OTA developed the big picture of science educa-
tion in the United States. I would like to highlight that picture and
in doing so, touch on some of the themes of this hearing. Among
the themes I will not address in my oral statement are the vital
contributions of families, teachers, intervention programs, informal
education, and the Department of Education to science literacy and
career choice. Science, math, and engineering education is best
seen as part of all one system, diverse educational environments, in
school and out, across all grades, culminating in the award of un-
dergraduate and graduate degrees.

The passage of students through the so-called science and engi-
neering pipeline, today as ever, requires individual aspiration and
institutional commitment. Easing the transition of students from
high school to college, from two to four-year institutions and from
the baccalaureate to the master's and Ph.D. degrees, is in the
mainstream of the traditional Federal role: providing financial sup-
port to ensure individuals educational opportunity and assisting
colleges and universities to fulfill their mission of preparin. new
entrants to the U.S. work force.

,-)
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Two major trends are challenging our perceptions of the tradi-
tional path to a science or engineerin6 career. These are the grow-
ing proportion of minorities in the popuk'tion, coupled with possi-
bly smaller college enrollments, and the resultant increased compe-
tition among fields for student talent. These two trends will require
universities, employers, and the Federal Government to adjust
their models and mechanisms of recruitment. The pool of potential
talent needs to be large and versatile, whether or not there is
reason to fear a future shortage of scientists and engineers.

The Federal Government has two strategies at its disposal to in-
fluence the composition and size of the science and engineering
talent pool. The retention strategy would target current undergrad-
uate and graduate students and could increase the number of sci-
entists and engineers within a few years.

A recruitment strategy would, over the long term, enlarge the
bas-3 of potential scientists and engineers by attracting more and
different students into these fields.

O.T.A. finds that the pipeline is permeable and career choices
remain fluid for women and men, whites and minorities, well into
the college years.

A litany of reports has recently documented that the best U.S.
math and science students do not score as well as their peers in
other countries on standardized tests. We must remember, howev-
er, that scores alone are just one set of indicators. In fact, since the
first international comparisons were done in 1964, the United
States has consistently ranked below other nations. Yet, during
this same period, the basic science achievements of America, as
measured by prizes, publications, and citations have been second to
none.

The career intentions of college-bound students, as measured by
UCLA's annual American Freshman survey, provide a better fore-
shadowing of degree trends. In 1987, few first-time, full-time fresh-
man at four-year institutions, regardless of race or ethnicity,
planned science and engineering majors. But this, too, is not a new
trend. In actual degree taking, natural science and engineering
baccalaureates have maintained a remarkably constant 20 percent
share of total baccalaureates. This proportional pattern has been
conspicuous for 30 years.

The attractiveness of graduate study is strongly influenced by
the health of the research enterprise. Graduate enrollments and
Ph.D. awards respond to the availability of fellowship and assis-
tantship funding and to the outlook for research funding and em-
ployment.

Today, a large segment of the graduate student talent pool, espe-
cially in engineering, consists of foreign citizens. We must weigh
the benefits of retaining the skills, creativity, and energy embodied
by these noncitizens, and the risk of depending on foreign stock to
replenish part of the academic and industrial work force. Immigra-
tion policy could be an important lever in future U.S. science and
technology policy.

Tne lead agency for Federal involvement in school math and sci-
ence education has been the National Science Foundation, and as
such, has principally been interested in outstanding students who

1i
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are most likely to become Ph.D. scientists and engineers, and the
institutions that produce them.

The mission agencies, however, are a potent and und--,--valued
source of Federal influence on science education at all levels of the
system. These agencies have a direct interest in developing a pool
of skilled talent, especially the programs of NIH, NASA, DOE,
DoD, and USDA.

Finally, scientists and engineers, although only four percent of
American workers, have specialized skills that are vital to the wel-
fare of the nation.

The OTA reports do not suggest that anyone can become a scien-
tist or engineer. But many students with the ability to do so are
culled out by lack of preparation, insufficient social support, or the
wherewithal to persist. We know what works. The challenge is to
serve students through forme.' and informal education, in schools
and out. The Federal Government can help bridge educational aspi-
rations to achieve this.

[The prepared s'atement of Dr. Daryl E. Chubin follows:]
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Statement of Dr. Daryl E. Chubin
Project Director

Office of Technology Assessment
U.S. Congress

The importance of scientists, engineers, and mathematics and

science teachers to the future of the Nation led the House Committee on

Science, Space, and Technology to ask the Office of Technology

Assessment to examine the factors affecting the recruitment and

preparation of students for technical careers. The study resulted in a

policy report Educating Scientists and Engineers: Grade School to Grad

School, issued last June. Two sunporting documents Elementary and

Secondary Education for Science and Engineering and Higher Education for

Science and Engineering, were published in December 1988 and March 1989.

respectively. In these pieces, OTA developed the "big picture" of

science education in the United States. I would like to highlight that

picture'-- and in doing soc touch on many of the themes of this hearing.

The_All One System" Approach

Science, mathematics, and engineering education is best seen as

part of "all one system" -- diverse educational environments, in school

and out, across all grades, culminating in the award of undergraduate

and graduate degrees. Various factors draw students to science; other

factors influence whether or not they succeed (see Attachment 1, table

2-1).

1
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The passage of students through the so-called science and

engineering pipeline, today as ever, requires individual aspiration and

institutional commitment. Facilitating the transition of students from

high school to college, from 2- to 4-year institutions, or from the

baccalaureate to the master's and Fh.D. degrees, is in the mainstream of

the traditional Federal role: providing financial support to ensure

individuals educational opportunity, and assisting colleges and

universities to fulfill their mission of preparing new entrants to the

U.S. work force.

Although higher education inherit problems from the K-12 system.

it must do more than remediate students and lament the burden. It must

forge partnerships with schools districts, as well as local business and

industry, to reach students early in their educational experience, and

illuminate alternative pathways from education to employment.

Trends and Opportunities' The Demographics of Participation

Two major trends are challenging our perceptions of the

traditional path to a sctence or engineering career. These are the

growing proportion of minorities in the copulation, coupled with

possibly smaller college enrollments and the resultant increased

competition among fields for student talent (Attachment 2). These two

trends will require universities, employer-, and the Federal Government

to adjust their models and mechanisms of science and engineering

2
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recruitment. TLa pool of potential talent needs to be large and

versatile, whether or not there is reason to fear a future shortage of

scientists and engineers.

Fortunately, the changing demographics af tae college-age

population do not necessarily predict declthing numbers or quality of

entrants to the science and engineering talent pool. A broader base of

learners has always been possible. There are proven ways to increase

the participation of all kinds of students at lath level of the

educational system.

The Federal Government has twn strategies at its disposal to

influence the composition and preparation of the science and engineering

talent pool (Attachment 3). The retention strategy would target ccr.enr

undergraduate and graduate students. By reducing attrition, retention

programs could increase the number of scientists and engineers within a

few years. (Attrition signifies failure by the institution to invest in

students selected by their admissions process. Role models, mentoring,

and hands-on experience in the laboratory provide intellectual and

emotional supports; they, too, are institutional investments.) The

second approach, a recruitment strategy, would enlarge the base of

potential scientists and engineers by attracting more and different

students into these fields. Such a long-term strategy entails working

with schools and colleges, and with families, teachers, and staff, to

renovate elementary and secondary mathematics and science education.

Thus, recruitment and retention are both national investment strategies

3
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Elementary and Secondary Edue.ation: The Federai Rcle

LTA finds that, contrary to conventional wisdom, the science and

engineering pipeline is not filed solely with committed students who

display early .0titude and achievement. One quarter of those who

eventually go on 'o major in scielco and engineering come from ot.tsi'e

the high school academic curriculum track (Attachment 4, figure 2-2).

While losses of aspiring ;ciente and engineering students occur at :very

juncture of -ne pipeline, encouragement, preparation, and percpiveu

opportunities can attract students into these fields even after they

enter collage. The pipeline is permeable, and career choices rep ,'n

fluid -- f'r women and men, whites and minorities -- well into the

college years (Attachment 5, figures 1-4 and 1-5).

Beginning in elementary school, practices such as ability grouping

or tracking, as well as poor teaching and limited course ofi,rings in

mathematics and scie) discourage students. Families -- espeLiaily

parents' commitment to education -- are critically important. are

teachers. The challenge is to attract good people to teaching, then

provide the climate to make them effective teachers who want to remain

in the profession. While starting salaries for teachers trail those of

other technical professionals, issues of empowerment and career

development may be bigger impediments to recruiting high-quality

mathematics and science teachers, particularly minority teachers

(Attachment 6, figure 3.2 and table 3-1).

4
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Spe,ial intervention programs spark interest and proficiency in

mathematics and science and open an alternative gateway to science and

engineering. Based both in the community and in the schools, they can

motivate children, especially female and minority youth, to explore

mathematics an science. So does the informal education that takes

place in museums and science centers, summer camps, and through

educational television (Attachment 7, box 2-C and table 5-1).

A litany of reports has documented that the best U.S. mathematics

and science students do not score as well as their peers in other

countries on standardized te_ts. We must remember, however, that scores

alone are just one set of indicators. In fact, since the first

international comparisons were done in 1964, the United States has

consistently ranked below other nations. During this same period, the

basic science achievements of America -- as measured by prizes,

publications, and citations -- have been second to none. The link

between test scores and scientific preeminence has yet to be

demonstrated (Attachment 8).

The career intentions of college-bound students, as measured by

UCLA's annual American freshmaa survey, provide a foreshadowing of

degree trends. In 1987, few first-time, full-time freshmen at 4year

institutions, regardless of race/ethnicity, planned science and

engineering majors. But this is not a new trend (Attachment 9, figure

2-4 and table 2-6). The 1988 freshmen data show that business and

5



education majors continue to grow, though over twice as many students

prefer the former to the latter. More alarming is that only 12 percent

plan to seek the Ph.D. and that the category of "educator" -- K-12

through college -- as probable career occupation totals slightly over 9

percent. Competition for this talent among various sectors of the

economy is only going to intensify.

Higher Education and the Federal Role

Any Federal program that alters the size of total undergraduate

enrollments is likely to be reflected in enrollments in science and

engineering majors. Natural science and engineering baccalaureates have

maintained a remarkably constant 20 percent share of total

baccalaureates. This proportional pattern has been conspicuous for 30

years. Enrollments rose with increases in student aid available first

under the G.I. Bill. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the

Higher Education Act of 1965, and Title IX of the 1972 Education

Amendments all boosted college attendance by minority and women

students, thus expanding the supply of scientists and engineers.

Financial support for undergraduate science students differs

little from support for all undergraduates. Any financial aid helps

students attend and complete college. Loans are growing in importance

as a proportion of undergraduate student support. While the amount of

6
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debt incurred during undergraduate education does not affect most

students' decisions to pursue graduate study, it is more likely to deter

minority students.

The attractiveness of graduate study is strongly influenced by the

health of the research enterprise. Graduate enrollments and Ph.D.

awards respond to the availability of fellowship and assistantship

funding, and to the outlook for research funding and employment

(At- chment 10, figures 3-10 and 3-5). The National Defense Education

Act, the Apollo Program of the 1960s, and the War on Cancer launched in

1971, testify to the mobilization of talent to fulfill Federal research

missions.

Today, a large segment of the graduate student talent pool --

especially in engineering -- consists of foreign citizens. We must

weigh the benefits of retaining the skills, creativity, and enargy

embodied by these .,,Icitizens, and the risk of depending on foreign

stock to replenish part of the academic and ind"trial work force. For

example, engineering degrees earned by American minorities, especially

at the doctoral level, contrast starkly with the upward trend in Ph.D.

awards to foreign citizens (Attachment 11, figure 3-11 and table 4-2)

Immigration policy could be an important lever in future U.S. science

and technology policy.

7
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The Federal Government has in the past made several successful

attempts to improve mathematics and science education in the schools.

The lead agency for Federal involvement in school mathematics and

science education is the National Science Foundation (NSF). NSF has

principally been interested in outstanding students who are most likely

to become Ph.D. scientists and engineers, and the institutions that

produce them. But large research universities, small liberal arts

colleges, historically Black institutions, traditionally women's

colleges, 4-year comprehensive institutions, and 2-year and community

colleges all award degrees and replenish the work force. Ideally, each

institutional category also supports and interacts with the others.

Because there is growing recognition that all categories of higher

education institutions contribute degree recipients who enter the

science and engineering work force,, there are now renewed calls to

"broaden the base" of students learning science and mathematics.

Upgrading the "science literacy" of all students must complement the

traditional NSF goals of preprofessional training and research support

At the Department of Education, mathematics and science education

has had relatively low priority. In addition, since most of the funds

are administered on a formula basis, their impact tends to be diluted

The program specifical'y addressed to K-12 mathematics and science

educatiol. Title II of the Education for Economic Security Act, is a

case in point (Attachment 12. figure 6-1).

8
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The other mission agencies, however,, are potent, and under-valued,

source of Federal influence on science education, at all levels of the

system. These agencies have a direct interest in developing a pool of

skilled talent;, the programs of especially NIB, NASA, DOE, DoD, and USDA

reflect this interest (Attachment 13, tables 1-3 and 6-4).

Inviaoratinv the National Work Force

Scientists and engineers, although only 4 percent of American

workers, have specialized skills that are vital to the welfare of the

Nation, The national goal of invigorating a productive and engineering

work force demands that capable young people must welcomed throughout

the educational process, their individual talents nurtured, and their

expectations raised about employment opportunities that provide

fulfilling work.

The OTA reports do not suggest that anyone can become a scientist

or engineer. But many students with the ability to do so are culled out

by lack of preparation, insufficient social support, or the financial

inability to persist. We know "what works." The challenge is to serve

students through formal and informal education, in schools and out.

Through its commitment to equal opportunity and financial support (both

merit. and need-based) for all segments of the population, the Federal

Government can help bridge educational aspirations to achievements.

9
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ATTACH:10NT 1

Table 2-1.-t z... .vs Affecting Undergraduates' Choice
of a Science or Engineering Major

Most students have decided on major by the time they enter college. Innate
interest, school experiences, and teacher Influences play large role. Demographic
factors, particularly socioeconomic advantages, parents' backgrounds, and education and
career values associated with certain ethnic groups, confer preferences that are difficult
to affect through policy. However, there is substantial readjustment during the college
years, as students tackle college-level courses, encounter new subjects, and face the
prospect of earning a living. Many students leave science or engineering altogether;
some shift among the sciences; and a few enter from nontechnical majors. Various
factors during the college years encourage students to enter or stay in science or
engineering.

Factors that tract studenia.

Job market for scientists and engineers

Academic preparation and achievement in high school (particularly :eluding
coursework in mathematics; science and computer coursework are also
important)

Factors that reduce attrition (and improve the chances of college graduation in any field,
not just in science or engineering):

University attention to stud.nt completion ("Institutional nurturing")

Intervention programs and peer support

Research participation

Good teaching

Financial support

Part-time work or cooperative study

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assess. 1988.

FROM: Hioher_Education for Science lad tnaineerinq
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ATTACHKINT 2

Size of 113YearOld Population, by Race/Ethnicity.
1979.2005

Whitelother

Hispanic

1980 1965 1990 1995 2000 2005

There will be a significant decline in the size of the college-
age population in the early 19905. Action will be required to
sustain the suppli' of scientists and engineers
SOURCE U S Cetus Bureau. ao0us a00.00

FROM. Educating Scientists and Engineers. Grade School to Grad School
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ATTACHMENT

Policy Options to Improve Science and Engineering Education

RecruitmentEnlarge the Pool
Elementary and secondary teaching encourage and reward teachers, en
nand support for preservice and inservice training
School opportunities reproduce sclencrintensive schools. adjust course-
taking and curricula, review tracking. and rev:se testing
Intervention programs increase interest in and readiness for science and
engineering majors. transfer the lessons from successful programs en-
courage sponsorship from all sources
Informal education increase support of science centers, TV fairs ano
camps
Opportunities for women enforce Title IX of the Education Amend-
ments of lon and provide special support and intervention
Opportunities for minorities enforce civil rights legislation and provide
special support and intervention.

RetentionKeep Students in the Pool
Graduate training support. "buy" Ph D s with fellowships and trainee
ships, these people are most likely to join the research work force
Academic R&D spending bolster demand and support research assis-
tants. especially through the mission agencies
Foreign students adjust immigration policy to ease entry and retention
Undergraduate environments support institutions that reward teach.
mg and provide role models, such as research colleges and universities
and historically Black institutions
Hands-on expenence encourage undergraduate research apprenticeships
and cooperative education that impart career skills
Targeted support for undergraduates. link need or meritbaseu o
college major

Strengthen Federal Science and Engineering Education Efforts
National Science Foundation as lead science education agency under-
score responsibility through the Science and Engineentvg Education Dime
tora:e for elementary through undergraduate science programs
Federal interagency coordination and data collection. raise the visibil-
ity of science education and the transfer of information between agen
cies and to educational communities

FROM: EstmoitIno_S .. . . .Irrs, C:rld_e_sonooi so.grad senoet
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Figure 3.2 Storting Salads* la Teachers,
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Table 3-1.Mathematics and Science Teachers.
by Race and Ethnicity, 1985-86 On percent)

Subject
and grade Black Hist' C White other, Unknown
Mathematics

K-3 . - . 10 1 S4 0 .:
4-6... 12 o 84 0 2
7-9 . . . 6 1 90 1 3
10.12 . t 1 94 1 1

Selena
1(-3 . - 9 4 82 1 4

4 86 1

7.9. .. 5 1 88
2

41

1042 . 5 1 92
NIC:441111 Native AnwPfcan Alaskan Nat. Asian and Paciec isience,
NOTE Son* rows do not sow 0 ICO owes, dim to ,ounien9

SOURCE PIZ A Wt ss Passer Of fly 198386 Nalbeta) Survoi of Sconce and
Matt...Ms Ecluctan(RostartfirnanOs Pat hC Rnn,cr,
pe t11 VAMP NOVM b., Hon. aye 75

PROM: rjcantary and Secoodary Education for Science and Encaneerinq
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Box 2-C.Characteristics of
Intervention Programs That Work

Over the past 10 to :0 years, special programs
have been used to encourage children's interest and
proficiency in academics and especially in science
and engineering. Programs have worked in school
and out of school, with students of all ages, cul-
tures, and races; with youngsters of exceptional
mathemancs and academic achievement and with
high school dropouts; in fields froin agriculture to
engineering Some programs use professional ex-
perts and the latest in testing and computer tech-
nologies; others work on shoestring budgets with
egg cartons and volunteers From these experi-
ences, both successes and failures, have emerged
lessons about what makes an intervention program
work. The charactensncs of intervention
programs are listed below:

learly defined educational goals.
high expectations among teachers and leaders.
committed leadership.
role models to motivate students.
peer support with cnncal mass of students.
student commitment and investment (in
creased study time).
hands-on laboratory experience.
assessment and feedback to students.
specific goals for minorities or women.
recruitment,
financial aid (fellowships and rraineeships aug-
mented by research assistantships).
multi -year involvement with students, and
program evaluation based on student
achievement.

SCAACES 0.5re a Technology Aarestornt :355 Crovernow-r
Unmoor ta.5..on, Betroth Ro.nekable Vuovrtrug So-
erxt sod Encnernr< ',Jam 01.,,nron. rc. Nroonat
1.1en. of Sc000u. .l. 7051 ro 364'
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Populations Thst Participate In Informal Solstice

and Engineering Education Progrems
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Mathematics and Science Education in
Japan, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union

Dunng remit years, a steady stream of international
comparisons of elementary and secondary education
has painted an increasingly bleak maim of the deft-
amines of American mathematics and science educa-
tion. Depressing comparisons with teaclurtg practices
in Japan, Taiwan. Haug Kong. and South Korea have
been sand on by many of those pressing for the
United States to address its crumbling competmveness.
The source of competitive advantage is often referred
to as 'human resources' or "human capital' slulled,
talented, and flexible workers. For example, a recent
commentary noted that international comparisons of
mathematics education . . . typically depict Korean
10-year-olds working out the Four-Color-Map Prob-
lem in thew heads while Americans of the same age
struggle to do double.cligit multiplication without
removing their socks."'

Problems in Making International
Comparisons

Whit international comparisons do point to sagruf-
Kant differences in mathematics and science course
offenngs. curricula, and teaclung, it is important to
bear m mind two major problems in any sort of policy-
oriented comparisons among cultures and countries:

developing a sufficiently accurate explanation of
the awes of observed differences wluch are very
often rooted in what are, to the outsider. opaque
cultural and social differences in the roles of fam-
ilies. business, the State. law, and education: and
hence
determining what aspects of other systems could
readily be appropriated and transferred across
cultures and soaet.es. and which would be fool.
WI or even counterproductive to consider trans..
fermis

For maniple. the United States could adopt a na-
tional curriculum. but arch a move would be resisted
strongly by many colic-makers Such a move would
threaten the fragile compacts between national and
cal autonomy stipulated in the Federal as well as State
constitutions. Further. a -national curriculum would
likely corset of bide more than a lowest common

Tdoeoed III Polo, 134.1 Arookset. Pret.le. Wtth Meth. A Ctoeet.on
of 59.1 Aoroetlos Mao Pori Thy. pr is Int p SS

denominator of topics defined by special interest
groups and argued out WIC by line en tughly partisan
congressional debates Rather than providing models
to be emulated. the ultimate value of doing interna-
tional comparisons may be to provide a kind of-mir-
ror" in which to examine and better understand the
reasons for well-entrenched. culturally rooted Amer-
ican educational practices and policies.

On an analytical level, it n difficult to make sound
international comparison in education unless studies
are designed to compare like with like" and to col-
lect enough data to build a picture of overall educa-
tionist capacityteachers. students. and schoolsin
each country. In considering the high school students'
exposure to mathematics and science, for example, it
is important to note that the American school system
is designed to retain all students to age 18 (and actu-
ally succeeds in enrolling about three-quarters of this
group), whereas schools in other countries typically
enroll a much more select group of students in the 14-

to 18-year-old range.
These caveats aside, it is generally agreed that the

American education system devotes relatively less time
to mathematics and science education compared with
other countries: estimates are that American students
spend only onetfurd to one-half as muds time on
learning science as their peers in japan. China. the
U S S R.. the Federal Republic of Germany. and the
German Democratic Republic.' Sign cant differences
in the mathematical progress of &Wren in selected cit-
ies in the United States. Taiwan. and the Peoples
Republic of Chia have been found from the elemen-
tary grades. Japanese kindergarten children already
surpmc American children in their understanding of
mathematical concepts.' It ms evident that differences
ate mass the entire educational system of each nation

Genes ft ado.larel et Al Snenn eider .on Persoec,, le.-
eons how Ave Cowin. (Waolevon OC Nome. A.C.81100 leg Ow
Afrawencnt J Soencv

14sid W Sormvon ,ter 1,4chrossecl Mw..wn ilOaner Up
rm.. ANA...mug OAS.: Sown vol. 231 Feb 14 Oft ;9 01.05

!ROM: glerentary and Secondary Education for Science and gingering
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Table named Majors and Careers of Freshmen,. 4-Tear
tratitutroco. by Se., 1978 and IOU

On percent)

Total

197%

114m 40.7.7 Total

19114

ram Women

Waist
S1E pool 167 458 298 116 413 201

Segineertes :0 3 18 0 2 9 10 1 17 8 1 2

Somlutence, 92 68 118 94 :0 :19
Biological wenee. 7 1 S I 4 1 5 5 5 8 4 9

Pre-medicine 43 54 52 18 1 9 1 8

Phyreal menses 42 59 26 29 43 21
Computer smense I 5 1 7 1 2 1 9 2 4 1 2

Career
E-cineer 69

37 7
90 15 10

Seientlfe researcher 8 1 4 1 8 3.3 1 4

Computer prorrammer 2 8 1 1 1 4 1 0 4 s 1 3

NOTE. Biological sciences 144104es scieult and forestry; physscs1 stem.* Includes
mstbernstivd sciences Total a fre.bstea at 4-year Institutions Only Total numb.. of
students In the uswetellet1 .111p. .03 :09,627. percentsges reflect weIghted natIchs1
roans

SOURCE Kenneth C, University of California, Ida ANeleS, personal
COmmust14411" 11117

FROM: Uinher Education for Science and Enoineerinq
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Table 4-2.-Engineering Degrees, by Level and Race/Ethnicity, 19C7

B.S. M.S.
All

Ph.D.s
U.S. MD-,

1966

Blanks 2.9 % 1 5 % 0.4 % 1.4 %

HIspanicsa 3.1 1.6 0.6 3.3

American Indians 02 0.1 5.1 0.3

Asian-Americans 6.7 7.3 5.6 15 3

ALL MINORITIESb 12.9 10.5 6.7 19.0

a includes degrees awarded by the University of Puerto Rico MHO. If these data are not
included. Hispanics ore 2.4% of 8.2. degrees. UPR data would not change M.S. or MD
results.

S. minonties u a percent of engineering Ph.D.s awarded to U S citizens. "U.S "

include, foreign citizens on permanent visa,

SOURCE: Richard A. Elite, .Engineering and Erginerring Technology Degree, 1067."
Engineering Education. vol. 78, No. 8, May 1966, p. 785.

FROM: aldher EdgSLation for Sclenco and Enolneersnq
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Figure 84 Distribution of Federal Funds Appropriated Under TM* II of
the Education for Economic Security Act of 1984

70%
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secondary educoCon
(Stole education agencies)
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907.

:-707 llow School districts 44%

207 Exemplary programs
VI run by Stole Education

Agencies I2

Technical assistance
57.' to school districts

by Stoles 3 17.

57.

Department
of Education

Secretory s I
Discretionary Fundl

107.

30S :J
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(Stale higher education agencies)
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Michael Campbell is a Program Director of the Nova Project,

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California. Dr. Camp-
bell, it is nice to have you with us today. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. MICHAEL CAMPBELL, PROGRAM DIRECTOR,
NOVA PROJECT, LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORA-
TORY, LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA

Dr. CAMPBELL. Good morning to the Committee. I want to thank
you for asking me to testify.

What I'm going to do in my testimony is to more or less give you
an ides of the sorts of needs that occur in the national laboratories,
a breakdown of the workforce and why we see the problem in edu-
cation, as the Committee is addressing, and then the sort of activi-
ties that Livermore is doing.

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory is one of the main Department
of Energy laboratories engaged in national security concerns. It has
active programs in nuclear weapons: design, development, and test-
ing. It is one of the only two institutions in the country that does
that.

It is very much involved in the Strategic Defense Initiative, X-
ray lasers, Free Electron Lasers; the 'brilliant pebbles' concept is
from Livermore. It is one of the foremost international research
centers in fusion research, not counting cold fusion, but Livermore
is one of the outstanding institutions in traditional hot fusion.

It has many more important research programs dealing with na-
tional security directly, as in, for example, the weapons research,
but, as everyone knows, national security is economic competitive-
ness, also, and high technology down at Livermore is very impor-
tant to that.

Let me show you an example of a type of research, one that I'm
very familiar withthe Nova program just to show you what it
looks like and so you can get an idea of the type of people that we
need.

This is a picture of a window. That is a big window the dia. of a
football field It is a 100 trillion watt device. It requires skilled sci-
entists and engineers to both design and build it, construct and to
use this facility. Its main purpose is to do Inertial Coni.nement
Fusion for both military and civilian applications. There are typi-
cally 200 or so people involved this, about half of whom are scien-
tists and engineers.

The work force of Livermore is composed of around 8,000 people.
Of those 8,000, about 3,100 are scientists and engineers. Of those
3,100, approximately 90 to 93 percent are Caucasian men and the
rest are women and minorities.

We have an annual budget of $900 million to $1 billion dollars a
year. The Government and country spend enormous amounts of re-
sources in national laboratories.

One of the interests we have in education obviously is not only
maintaining the work force, but in getting the work force. Typical-
ly, Livermore loses about five percent of our work force per year
due to retirements and attrition. Science is competitive, and the
Bay area is very competitive in terms of top quality people. That
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translates into about 200 or so scientists and engineers that we
deal with or have to try to . ecruit.

Because of the security concerns of research, not only may we
not have any foreign scientists, but it is very difficult to get people
who 'ant to do classified research. Many scientists become scien-
tists because of the ability to communicate with their peers, to deal
in international forums, and this is not possible in much of the
classified work. Classification policy really does reduce the amount
of people we get interested.

So, typically, about half of the people that we make offers to,
accept. That means, typically each year we're looking for about 400
scientists and engineers, which is basically, four percent of the
graduating class. So one out of 25 people the U.S. graduates, Liver-
more is after. That gives you an idea of our concern.

Since they must be American citizens and because security clear-
ances are required, it causes additional difficulty.

The education problems are real for us, and they will impact
what we do today and probably what we will do in the future.

Livermore has had, since the late 60's, an educational outreach
program directed towards those who are not yet in the work force,
starting in kindergarten through postgraduate education, with a
lot of emphasis in eighth through twelfth grades. There ere about
10 active programs that we have. I won't remember them unless I
look at them.

We participate in conferences and skill training. We have people
assigned to science teachers in the local high schools come to Liver-
more to get computer skills, to see what an active research pro-
gram is.

I am very much involved in touring and speaking to both univer-
sities in the typical scientific programs, but also in grammar and
high school in the local area.

We targeted the Oberlin school district, which is overwhelmingly
minority populated, as a place where we try and basically show
them science is fun.

We advise and consult.
We provide materials, because one of the things which is lacking

in the early schools is equipment. National laboratories are over-
whelmed in equipment and, in fact, a way of transferring out is
something that we do.

There are workshops where teachers and the students are
brought in.

We have programs during the school yearpeople can come to
work up to fifteen hours a week at Livermoreto try to show them
what it is like to work in a research environment.

Summer students: We have an active program in undergraduate
and graduate summer students. It is much easier to get undergrad-
uates because they are not involved in thesis work. They come out.

We have teacher training and, when possible, have collaborative
research with institutions which have rather large minority enroll-
ments.

So Livermore has an active program because of the future needs
of the Laboratory and the changing demographics of the work
force.
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From my standpoint, it is clear that what is lacking in our young
is the idea that science is not done by nerds, it is fun. Science is
fun. I enjoy my work. It is very interesting. I don't watch the clock,
which is something, I think, which is an important feature of any
job. That doesn't get across very well. It is clear that one of the
ways in which science can become a ' integral part of the society,
at least from education's standpoint, is that research institutions
require as their job to educate, to be involved in education.

Because research science, again, is fun. It is challenging, and it is
not just done by people with slide rules and calculators in their
belts.

I think, as the previous speaker said, that agencies such as DOE,
which is a heavy funder of Livermore, must recognize it is their
job, it is part of their mission to train the next scientific work
force. It is not just a part of education because research is such an
aspect of that. The future needs of the country will only be met if
universities, national laboratories, and industry work together in
getting the perception that science is fun to the young students
today.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Michael Campbell follows:]
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LI NL), located in Livermore, California, is one of the
leading Department of Erergy (1)0E) institutions dedicated tot go, .,tific and engineering research
and development in numerous areas of national security concern. LLNL, founded in 1953, is
administered by the University of California for the Department of Energy. A similar
arrangement exists for both Los Alamos and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories.

Numerous topics for national need and security are addressed at LLNL. The most notable present
programs are shown in Fig. 1. Most importantly, LLNL and 'ANL are the only two scientific
centers in which nuclear weapons research, design, and development are undertaken. Many of
the warheads in the tactical and strategic U.S. arsenal were developed at 1.1.NL. Recent examples
in-lude warheads for the MX, Trident, and land based cruise missiles. Many of the concepts for
thi-d generation nuclear devices also origir sled at LLNL. Of particular note is the research
directed towards nuclear pumped x-ray lasers of interest to the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI)
Program. CO

1.1.111. is also one of the principal contributors to the SDI effort. In addition to the x-ray laser
research mentioned above, the Laboratory has leading programs in Free Electron Lasers (FEL)
and Kinetic intercept weapons such as the 'brilliant nebbles" concept.

The Laboratory has used its expertise in high temperature plasmas and nuclear physics to
become one of the premier institutions in the world for fusion energy research. The decline in our
domestic capabilities in environmentally acceptable fossil fuels as well as the inevitable global
environmental catastrophe resulting from airborne pollutants arising from the use of this fuel,
will make advanced energy research such a nuclear fusion an urgent national concern. The
Laboratory has two large efforts in this area: Magnetic Confinement Fusion (MFE) and laser
driven Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF). The Magnetic Fusion Program has pioneer& the use
of magnetic mirrors for plasma confinement, techniques such as neutral beams and free electron
lasers for heating plasmas to thermonuclear temperatures, and in reactor designs. This effort



has recently been reduced due to pressures on the national magnetic fusion program budget and
the resulting concentration on Tokamak devices.

The Laser Fusion Program at LLNL is presently the world leading center for ICF research The
100 tnllion watt Nova laser at LLNL shown m Figs. 2 and 3 is the largest and most powerful laser
facility in the world The national ICI'' Program has made significant progress during the past
several years. To both illustrate the progress and to hetter delineate the promise and benefits of
ICF, a recent presentation given to the Subcommo tee on Energy Research and Development is
included with this written testimony. The ICF P.ograin has significant applications for both
military and civilian needs. The science and technology associated with 1CF is relevant to many
issues in nuclear weapons design. In addition, high gain ICF would he valuable for studying and
evaluating the effects of nuclear explosives on systems and components (vulnerahility and
lethality) and for civilian energy applications. The science and technology of ICF are also
important in numerous other cn than and military areas Examples include laser physics, x-ray
lasers, non-linear optics, high energy den,ity plasma physics, and advanced instrumentation and
technologies such as xray optics and high speed electronics.

The technology efforts within the ICE Program have lead to other research activities at LLNL.
Indeed, these efforts have made the Laboratory -n international leader in laser research Two
programs are worth noting laser isotope separation and high average power laser research. The
former program is developing for commercial and military exploitation, isotope separation
techniques for fissionable materials such as uranium and plutonium utilizing powerful tunable
lasers This advanced materials processing technique is far more efficient and cost effectne then
the present gas centrifuge plants that have been used for the past 40 years, The High Average
Power Laser Program, sponsored '-ly the Department of Defense, 's developing high repetition,
powerful lasers for remote sensing, energy sensor destruction, and for oscillators for free electron
laser amplifiers.
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In addition to the areas presented abbve, the Laboratory has other research programs of
importance to national security Illustrative examples include biophysics, atomic and nuclear
physics, super computers, glohal environment and the effects of nuclear war, super-conductivity,
astrophysical research, and nuclear testing verification.

As shown in Fig. 4, the present -.pork force of the Laboratory involved in all these programs is
approximately 8,000 career employees. Scientists and engineers comprise about 391 (3,1001 of the
total work force with the majority of the remaining employees providing technical,
administrative, and clerical support. In addition to the career staff, there are approxiintitel 3,000
contract employers (primaril), engineers and technicians) on site at LLNL to support the
programs. The yearly operation and construction budget for all of the ongoing research programs
at LLNL is approximately nine-hundred million to ene billion dollars (FY89)

The demography of the LLNI. %%elk force is similar to other scientific research institutions. Of the
3,100 scientists and engineers at the Laboratory, approximately 12r1 and 10'e of the work force are
women and minorities, respectfully. The vast majority are eaucasian males. This lack of
representation is especially acute in physics and engineering where women and minorities
comprise only 517c of the staff The situation in the technician ranks is similar to the levels
reported above except that %%omen are represented at an even lower value (5311) This situation is
found presently at LLNI. despite an aggressive recruiting program for women and minorities.

The cutting edge research needs of the Laboratory demand a highly skilled and motivated labor
force. Physicists with expertise in lasers, biophysics, plasma radiation, atomic, nuclear
accelerator, and solid-state physics are required. Mechanical and electrical engineers with skills
in high speed electronics, optoelectronics, materials fabrication, microfabrication, precision
machinir-% metrology, and vacuum systems are needed. In addition to the professional staff, a
pool of skilled -mechanical and electrical technicians with expertise in the above areas is also
necessary to successively conduct the state of-the-art research found at LLNL. Because of the
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demanding nature of the research and the need for a security clearance, it typically takes two
years of more after arriving at LLNL, for a new employee to become a fully contributing member of
the work force.

The yearly workforce turnover rate due to retirements and terminations is approximately 4.5% to
5% of the staff. Thus, to simply maintain the present staffing level, approxm ately 350 to 400
positions, of which 200 are scientists/engineers, must be filled each year. If the Laboratory grows
at all, these numbers will certainly increase. Because of industrial and university
competitiveness, the high cost of living in the San Francisco, area and the classified nature of
much of the research, the acceptance rate for LLNL employment offers is typically 50%. Thus
LLNIJ alone recruits some 400 scientists/engineers per year. This number represents
approximately 4% of the national PhD graduating class in science and engineering.

From the above discussions, it should be apparent why LLNL as well as other research centers in
the U.S , are increasingly concerned about both the number of students and the quality of the
education in science and engineering. As mentioned above, the Laboratory typically recruits
about 4% of the PhD graduating class in science and engineering. This number does not take into
account the fact that greater than 40% and 20% of graduate students in engineering and the
natural sciences are foreigners and that most programs at LLNL require U.S. citizenship. In
addition, the changing demographics of the work force is further cause for concern. As
mentioned previously, caucasian men, which presently comprise nearly half of the existing
overall labor force, have traditionally provided the pool for the vast majority of the technical staff.
The work force at LLNL is clearly representative of this fact. During the next 15 years, however,
the changing demographics will markedly affect the composition of the future work force. Of the
new workers entering the labor force by the year 2000, only 15% w::: be caucasian men.

In addition to the numbers of students, the quality of the technical education particularly in
grades K through 12, is cause for alarm. The consistently poor performance of U.S. students in



international science and mathematic competition attests to the low quality of education that
presently exists in our country A highly trained work force is required to perform state-of-the-art
research and to enable the U.S. to effectively compete in the military and economic arenas

While such statistics and generalities are now commonly heard, it i.. worthwhile to relay some of
my own experiences. In my present position, I am responsible for the csxperimental physics
program conducted on the Nova laser A staff of approximately 200 scientists, engineers, and
tachnicians are associated with this effort. One of my principal duties is recruiting first rate
scientists to conduct the ongoine, research effort and to develop new programs. Of the 75 to 100
applicants that I've interviewed during the past 10 years, there have been only two women, four
blacks, and one hispanic-American One of the black scientists, alth-ugh educated in the U.S.
and a naturalized citizen, was even born in Cameroon, Africa. Three of the five scientists, that I
have most recently hired are not American citizens. They were hired into temporary positions
with no classified work assignments Their positions become permanent when they becom U.S.
citizens. We endure such difficulty and inconvenience because they are simply the best qualified
applicants.

It is clear that if the present situation continues, the United States position in a highly technical
and competitive world will continue to decline. The present undesirable state of ,cientific
education in the U.S. has taken seveml decades to develop and it will most likely take a similar
length of time to be corrected. A coherent long term national effort to increase the general public's
awareness of the importance of science and technology and to impro e our science education must
be developed. The country must use its national resources to come both our poor science
education and the low scientific literacy of the general population. National laboratories such as
LLNL, industry and universities must work together with educators in formulating, developing,
and executing such a program. Efforts must be focused on grades K through 12 in which
children, parent, and teachers are targeted.
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Some efforts along these lines are already underway. Since the late 1960's, LLNI, has been
involved in educational outreach programs from K through the post doctoral level. As shown in
Fig. 5, the Laboratory sponsors 10 types of such rograms. The programs target both teachers and
students and they include extencive involvement by LLNL scientific and technical staff. Examples
of some of the programs are displayed in Figs. 6 through 10 and a partial listing of participating
schools are shown in Fig. 11

The Laboratory has also been actively involved in minority programs. Example; of ongoing
programs are shown in Figs. 12 through 15. Participating schools ar the college level are shown
in Fig. 16 Funding for these educational outreach programs are provided by the Laboratory and
various fidual agencies (NSF, DOE, NASA).

In addition to the ongoing programs, more extensive efforts are required to combat the present
educational short falls. A true national commitment rather then simple political rhetoric must be
made. While a r:alistic and effective program and strategy must be developed by experts, there
are several approaches that are clearly worth mentioning. They include:

Federal funding directed towards educational programs involving
universities, national laboratories and local schools (K through 12) should be
established.
Scientific equipment that is no longer needed by well equipped institutions,
such as the national laboratories should be transferred to either universities,
or local K through 12 schools.
Grants for retired scientists/engineers to teach in local schools should be
established. The grants shouid not affect other retirement benefits.
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Science and technology summer camps run by science teachers at the K
through 12 level and university teachers or retired scientists should be
established.
Sabattical leave for scientists at universities and national Inhorattries should
be established to teach (or assist teachers) at grades 8 through 12

Thank you for the invitation to testify at this subcommittee hearing. Your concern for the future
of the country is well founded and I hope that you are successful in your endeavor



Numerous topics for national need and
security are addressed at LLNL LI

Nuclear weapons design and development
tactical and strategic defense
third generation weapons
(i.e., x-ray laser research)

Strategic defense initiative
x-ray lasers

- free-electrcn lasers
"brilliant pebbles"

Fusion energy for defense and civilian applications
inertial fusion
magnetic fusion

Laser Isotope Separation for strategic materials

Numerous others r



The Nova laser facility routinely produces 24 kJ of
0.35 pm light in 1 nsec

50-70 kJ on beget, pulse shaped by 1990
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LLNL facts n

Workforce
8,000 career employees

3,100 scientists/engineers
3,000 contract employees on site

Operating/construction budget
900 M$ 1,000 M$/year
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HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

THERE ARE 10 TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH
PROGRAMS/ACTIVITIES

Conferences School Year Work Expenence

Skill Training Summer Work Experience

Tour/Speakers Teacher Training

Advisory/Consultant Collaborative Research

Workshops Other

51
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HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

SOME EXAMPLES OF THE LAB'S ACTIVE PROGRAMS -
BY PROGRAM TYPE, TITLE AND GOAL

GRADE LEVEL = K-8TH

SKILL TRAINING

Logo Classes - Student/Faculty Programs

- Beginning, intermediate & advanced level logo computer classes are offered to 3rd thru 8th so.
1

grade students. Classes are 2 hours and are held before, during and after school. Summer
classes are offered to students as well as faculty.

TEACHER TRAINING

Hands-On Experimental Laboratory Program (HELP) - Faculty Program

- HELP workshops provide hands-on experiments and projects that elementary and middle
school teachers can adapt for their own classrooms. Workshops are conducted at the Science
Education Center

I S
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HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

GRADE LEVEL = K-12TH

TEACHER ENRICHMENT

5EC Saturday Lecture Series Faculty Program

Lecture series is designed primarily for elementary through high school teachers, to let them
meet with leaders of the computer and science fields. This gives teachers an opportunity to 4.
experience some of the powerful ideas that they so often have read about, but have never had oo

the chance to experience first hand. The base audience is teachers, but students who attend
alsc find these lectures interesting and informative.

WORKSHOP

Art in Science - Student Program

Project goal is to have students understand the role of art in science, science history and learn
about black scientists and inventors. The workshop is designed to enhance students' art skills,
teach graphic design and discuss careers of art in science.



HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

GRADE LEVEL = HIGH SCHOOL

SCHOOL YEAR WORK EXPERIENCE

Plant Engineering Experience Program (PEEP) - Student Program

- A high school work experience program for students 16 years of age until graduation. Students
work 15 hours weekly during the schoo' year and full-time during the summer and holidays.
Major emphasis 1;, leamina responsibility and commit.nent to what having a ;- 'N means.

SUMMER WORK EXPERIENCE

DOE dgb_BgtoL$tudent Supercomput;nlionors Program - StudentfIrfs1M

- The program offers the brightest high school students in the field of computatioral science
hands-on experience with the world's fastest and most sophisticated computers. In addition, It
introduces the students to Laborztory scientists experts ,ri a variety of disciplines .



HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

GRADE LEVEL = COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY

ADVISORY/CONSULTANT

klivanic Engineering Education Support Program - Student Program

Program provides NAU Hispanic engineering students support in three areas: academic, such
as counseling, tutoring and mentoring; cultural, pairing each student with a Hispanic community
support group in their hometown; and economic, under which NAU will contact industries in the
student's hometown to arrange for part-time, summer or cooperative employment.

COURSE WORK

1 0. -re alit: s - el .r.gle,1 es -1 *1

- DAS, LLNL and the Hertz Foundation offer appointmer.is to outstanding undergraduate physics
and engineering students. The curriculum r Jnsists of lectures and projects. The Summer
Institute students gain hands-on experimental, theoretical or computational physics experience
by completing a small project.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING Al '0 DEVELOPMENT

GRADE LEVEL = ELEMENTARY/HIGH SCHOOL/COLLEGE

TOUR/SPEAKER

Speakers Bureau - Student/Faculty Program

Speakers are available to present virtually every phase of Laboratory operations and work. A
few topics: Overview rf the Lab, Nuclear Weapons Research & Testing, Arms Control, Comput-
ers, Science & Math careers, etc. The Speakers Bureau's goal is to provide current and rele-
vant information about the Laboratory

CONFERENCE

Preparing for Tomorrow :,5 I e f, bnolQgicaLliezi LEaQ121,L'g_w w n

The goal of the conference was to increase the interest of elementary, high school and college
students in careers in science and technology so there will be no shortfall of manpower in these
fields in the future. There were 300 Bay Area educators and representatives from private indus-
try and the Laboratory in attendance. As a result of the conference, LLNL staff have been
asked to attend curriculum and school district advisory boards.



HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

EXAMPLES OF SCHOOL PARTICIPATION IN LLNL'S
EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS/ACTIVITIES

Student Programs
California High School
Claremont Middle School
Livermore High School
Del Valle Continuation School
Northern Arizona University

Esyulty Programs
Atlanta University
California State University
Stanford University
Livermore Unified Sch. of District
University of Virgin Islands

Student andfsigully_prennma
Bay Area Elementary Schools (45 miles)
Navajo Community College
UCSF Medical School
Associated W .:ern Universities
Howard University
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HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

EXAMPLES OF PROGRAMS THAT HAVE CONTRIBUTED
GREATLY TO THE LAB'S AFFIRMATIVE ACTION GOALS

TEACHER TRAINING - (K-8th)

Lawrence Livermore Elementaty School Stuc'j of Nature (LESSON) Faculty Program

The goal of LESSON is to develop anl maintain in students the potential for science study
and to motivate them to embrace the study of science through high school and college. The
Lab provides 2.5 week workshops for elementary/middle school teachers. The workshops
demonstrate the "hands-on' acproach to teaching science. Materials for in-class and take-
home experiments arm provided.

SKILL TRAINING (Apprenticeship)

Apprenticeship & Pre-Apprenticeship Program (AP) Student Program

The program supplies OJT and classroom training lea to state certification as a journey-
level craftsperson Participants work full-time in ac; .. ..:chnologies during their 3-4 year
apprenticeship Applicants must be 18 and have a high school diploma or (GED) and take a
standard math/mechanical test.



HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

EXAMPLES OF AA/EEO PROGRAMS - CONTIN

SCHOOL YEAR WORK EXPERIENCE (High 1. ,o1/College)

Student Technology ExperienceaogramLMEL:$Idant_ersararn

a

- Program offers lo,a1 high school and college students meaningful work experience and encour-
ages them to continue their education in science, engineering or business. Participants must
be full-time students and maintain satisfactory academic standira

Tr1JR/SPEAKER - (Community College)

Navajo Community College Program (NCC) - Student/Faculty Program

- LLNL technologists make week-long visits to the Navajo Community College campus and as-
sist the college faculty in teaching classes, evaluating curricula and equipment. Presentations
are made to :ocal high schools and junior high schools.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

EXAMPLES OF AA/EEO PROGRAMS - CONTINUED

COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH - 'College /University)

Summer Institute for Faculty Program (SIF) - Faculty Program

- The purpose of the program is to enrich the research and education programs at colleges and
universities with high enrollments of minorities, Nomen and handicapped students. Candidates
should be faculty members from these colleges and universities. en

en

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT/SUPPORT - (College/University)

Historically Black Colleges & Universities Program (1-1BCU) - Student/Faculty Program

Primary goal of hBUC programs is to increase scientific and technical ?xpertise at individual
colleges and universities and to train black students who with to become scientists or engi-
neers. Currently, the prograr 1 works with 13 different HBGJ's on various projects.



HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

EXAMPLES OF AA/EEO PROGRAMS - CONTINUED

OTHER-GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP (Graduatb Students)

National Physical Science Consortium foi Graduate Degrees-Min/Women -Student Program

The main purpose and goal of this program is to expand the pool of qualified women and
minority PhD's in the physical scisTicc,,.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

A NUMBER OF SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN AA/EEO EDUCATIONAL
OUTREACH PROGRAMS ARE AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL

Alaba na A&M University

Atlanta University

Fort Valley State College

Hampton University

Howard University

Jackson State University

Mississippi Valley State University

Northern Arizona University

28

University of Minnesota

Montana State University

Stanford University

University of New Mexico

Cornell University

Nevi() Community College

Southern University, Baton Rouge
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Michael Montague is with Monsanto, and is manager of Research

Operations and External Funding Biological Sciences. Mr. Monta-
gue, it is good to see you here today, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF MR. MICHAEL MONTAGUE, MANAGER, RESEARCH
OPERATIONS & EXTERNAL FUNDING BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES,
MONSANTO, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

Mr. MONTAGUE. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Coleman. It is
a privilege to address the subcommittee this morning.

I would like to begin by describing the company which I repre-
sent. Monsanto is a U.S. based multinational company engaged in
researching, manufacturing and marketing a widely diversified line
of products, including chemical and agricultural products, pharma-
ceuticals, low-calorie sweeteners, industrial process controls, man-
made fibers and plastics. These products are made pssible became
of intensive research in both the discovery an' development
arenas. Thus, Monsanto is a science-driven company. Science
a 1ows us t" derive the technology, the know-how, which adds value
to the raw Laterials we use to produce our products.

Because science and technology are so essential to our existence,
it is absolutely vital that we attract and hire the best scientific and
engineering talent available. Indeed, we must attract a large
number of scientists and engineers from many different disciplines.
Monsanto currently employs approximately 4,000 technical people.
Roughly, one employee in twelve is a scientist or engineer. Their
expertise covers a wide range of disciplines, including many differ-
ent areas of chemistry, biochemistry, molecular biology, plant sci-
ence, animal science, et cetera. The difference between our success
and failure in the vast international marketplace rests wit's the
quality of scientific talent that we have in our company. Therefore,
the quality of training and the number of scientists and engineers
produced in the United States is of serious concern to us.

Over the past ten years, Monsanto has undergone significant re-
structuring. We have moved away from low value-added commodity
chemical businesses and into high value-added specialty chemicals
and into products derived using life science based technologies.
This new emphasis on the life sciences has necessitated consider-
able recruitment of scientists in these disciplines. We have been
quite successful at recruiting excellent talent, as demonstrated by
the considerable progress we have made toward the commercializa-
tion of a multiplicity of new products.

Current trends strongly indicate that it will be far more difficult
to recruit top-notch scientific talent in the future. These trends
suggest that Monsanto and other U.S. based companies will have to
develop new strategies to find and attract the scientists and engi
neers who are so vital to our businesses.

U.S. based companies, will have to become more aggressive in re-
cruiting the best talent, especially in the business, scientific and
technical areas. They will be forced to develop even more directed,
more effective recruitment prograras by working closely with uni-
versity departments to identify top-notch talent early on and follow
those individuals through their undergraduate and graduate ca-
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reers. In some cases, financial support will be essential. Financial
support alone is rarely enough, however. University students must
be made aware of the opportunities and challenges that science-
driven companies have to offer.

These steps will be particularly urgent with regard to the re-
cruitment of women and minorities. Industry must find better
ways to encourage the entry of women and minorities into scientif-
ic and technical careers.

One program that Monsanto is involved with is called Inroads.
This program effectively places minority undergraduate students
who possess intellectual ability, scientific aptitude and an interest
in pursuing science as a career in our laboratories during the
summer. They gain exposure to actual scientific research and begin
to experience the intellectual and aesthetic thrill of discovery.
Moreover, they learn about the discovery and development of prod-
ucts, first hand. This not only provides these students with infor-
mation about the scientific world, but it also increases their self-
esteem and self-confiience.

Another area for the activity of U.S. based companies is in the
support of education. For example, scientists from Monsanto Com-
pany have worked with high school biology teachers to develop a
curriculum unit on biotechnology. Thus, the latest findings in this
exciting new technology have been made available to high school
science teach ;rs and through them, to their students, some of
whom will become future scientists and engineers.

These kinds of programs are important if we are to counter the
trend toward ever greater scientific and technological illiteracy in
the U.S.

On yet another front, Monsanto has formed a partnership with
the University of Missouri, St. Louis, and the St. Louis area public
schools. This partnership is called the Bridge Program. Its goals
are designed to raise levels of skill and interest among disadvan-
taged students in the public schools, to increase the numbers of
these students who go on to college, and to motivate them to
pursue careers in mathematics, science and technological fields.
Monsanto contributed $500,000 to this program.

In other areas, Monsanto offers financial support to a range of
projects. We support the Science Fair, various worksh'ps for sci-
ence teachers, the development of novel exhibits for the St. Louis
Science Center, the purchase 9f desk-top personal computers for
the St. Louis public schools, as well as special public lectures on
science for the non-scientist.

It may be especially important to reach students at the elemen-
tary hvel. Monsanto supports the development of new curricula at
this level. We also help to expose elementary students to our facili-
ties by inviting them for presentations. In addition, our scientists
often go out to make presentations to science classes throughout
the St. Louis area. They also act as mentors to help students devel-
op suitable science fair projects. It is probably at the elementary
level that we would have the most impact in inviting females and
minorities to consider science as an interesting and potential
career direction.

Corporations will have to develop programs which address the
special needs of women employees who often have dual or triple
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roles at work and at home. Daycare and eldercare provisions are a
minimum. In addition, special programs for the continuing educa-
tion of older employees will be essential because it is likely that
their services will become more and more important with the de-
cline in the number of younger entrants into the work force.

But companies cannot resolve these issues by themselves. Every-
one has a vested interest in finding solutions to the pressing prob-
lem of developing scientific and engineering talent and, indeed, to
the problem of obtaining a more highly educated general popula-
tion. The threat posed by this issue to our standard of living and
the defense of our way of life should not be underestimated. As
never before, the U.S. must compete in a truly international mar-
ketplace of products and ideas. We simply cannot afford to become
a second rate nation.

Some of the changes which have to occur to address this isst:e
include the following: One, the public must be helped to unde-
stand that science and technology are the driving forces of our civi
lization.

Two, the choice of science or engineering as a career must be
seen as at least as prestigious as medicine, law, or finance.

Three, the government must foster science and science education
at a higher financial level than in the recent past. In addition, gov-
ernmental agencies must regulate the products of technology with
laws based upon good science, verifiable data and accurate inter-
pretations, and not on emotional, irrational or anti-technological
arguments. Government must take an active role in advocating
technology and technological development, helping the public to
derive accurate risk/benefit assessments.

Four, we must find new ways to encourage the entry of women
and minorities into technical careers. Science careers must be con-
sidered to be a viable option for anyone with the ability and inter-
est, regardless of race or gender.

Companies like Monsanto are committed to success in the inter-
national marketplace. The achievement of such long-term success
is an enormous challenge, given the intense competition from
abroad. For science-driven companies, the quality of the technical
labor pool is critical. We are committed to the development of
novel strategies for recruiting the best of those who are trained in
our universities, regardless of race or gender. Moreover, we are
committed to doi our part to help to fill the pipeline with those
who might never before have considered a career in science.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Montague foliows:]
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TESTIMONY BEFORE CONGRESSIONAL SUBCOMMITTEE

ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

U S HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr Chairman'

I am Mbhael J. Montague, Manager of Biological Sciences Research
Operations and External Fundi.ig for Monsanto Company, which it
headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri. It is a privilege to address the
subcommittee this morning

Introduction to Monsanto Company

I would like to begin by describing the Company which I represent
Monsanto is a U. S -based multinational company engaged in researching,
manufacturing and marketing a widely diversified line of products,
including chemical and agricultural products, pharmaceuticals, tow -
calorie sweeteners, industrial process controls, man-made fibers and
plastics. These products are made possible because of intensive research
in both the discovery and development arenas. Thus, Monsanto is a science-
driven Company. science allows us to derive the technology--the know-
how-- which adds value to the raw materials we use to produce our
products.

Because science and technology are so essential to our existence, it isosolutely vital that we attract and hire the best scientific and
engineering talant available Indeed, we must attract a large number c.f
scientists and engineers from many different disciplines. Monsanto
currently bmploys approximately 4,000 technical people. Roughly one
employee in twelve is a scientist or engineer. Their expertise covers a
wide range of disciplines, including many different areas of chemistry,
biochemistry, molecular biology, plant science, animal scienc , etc. The
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differe 'ice between our success and failure in the vast international
marketplace rests with the quality of scientific talent that we have in our
Company. Therefore, the quality of training and the number of scientists
and engir -rs produced in the United States is of serious concern to us.

Current Status of Recruiting

Over the past ten years, Monsanto has undergone significant restructuring.
We have moved away from low value-added commodity chemical
businesses and into high value-added specialty chemicals and into
products derived using life science-based technologies. Biotechnology nas
become a major thrust within the Company to produce products for human
health care (including pharmaceuticals), for the improvement of animal
growth and nutrition (including animal growth factors), and for the
improvement of crop productivity (including genetically engineered crop
plants with resistance to viral diseases and insects). This new emphasis
on the life sciences has necessitated considerable recruitment of
scientists in these disciplines. We have been quite successful at
recruiting excellent talent, as demonstrated by the considerable progress
we have made toward the commercialization of a multiplicity of new
products.

Future Availability of Scientific Talent

Current trends strongly inticate that it will be far more difficult to
recruit top-notch scientific talent in the future These trends suggest
that Monsanto and Jther U.S.-based companies will have to develop new
strategies co find and attract the scientists and engineers who ate so
vital to our businesses.

Some of the trends that portend greater difficulty with recruiting include
the following:

(1) There is a decline in the percentage of U. S. '-, -n white males
entering science and engineering as a career. This may be due to a
decline in the regard with which science and engineering are held by
the American public. This trend may also be due to the fact that
science is considered difficult, not well-co oensated, and

C i
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tnerefore unattractive as a career, especially as compared with Ir v
or finance.

(2) There is a continuing decline in the percentage of white males
entering the total workforce. Only 15 percent of new workers
entering the labor force over the next 13 years will be white males.
compared to 47 percent today. Because the majority of scientists
and engineers have come from the ranks of white males. 'his is a
particularly disturbing trend.

(3) Minorities, women, and foreign nationals will make up more than
five-sixths of the net additions to the workforce by the year 2000.
At prt sent, these three groups make up only about half the
workforce. Traditionally, women an' blacks have been under-
represented in the technical areas. Ac.ording to the Council on
Research and Technology, women make up 51 percent of the
American population, t ut only 11 percent of the scientific and
engineering work force. Only one percent of the doct" rates in
science and engineering are earned by black Americans.

(4) Foreign students who received their secondary education elsewhere
are accounting for a large share of science, mathematics and
engineering c)ctorates awarded each year by American universities.

(5) There appears to be a decline in the technological literacy and
general academic preparedness of ti e U.S.-based workforce.
According to a 1987 National Sc ice Teachers Association survey.
of the nation's 16,000 high schools, more than 7,000 offer no
physics courses, 4,200 no chemistry and 1,900 no biology. The
number of undergraduate science majors has fallen by half since
1960, and in another ten years, tie number will have dwindled even
further. A 1987 National Research Institute study snowed that more
than 90 percent of U. S. adults are technologically illiterate. In
short, they have no background whatsoever in physics, chemistry.
biology, or even middle-level mathematics.
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The impact of these demographic treads is likely to include the following

(1) The future work environment will require highly skilled labor but
the future workforce, if present trends continue, will actually be
less skilled than today's labor pool.

(2) Clearly, the numbers of white males will no longer be sufficient to
meet the U S. demand for scientifically and technically trained
employees.

(3) Significant labor force shortages will exist in the future-
especially in science, technology, and engineering-related fields

(4) The shrinking numbers of young people, the rapid pace of industrial
change, and the ever-rising skill requirements of the emerging
economy make the task of fully utilizing women and minority
workers particularly urgent between now and the year 2000.

(5) In addition to the full utilization of women and minorities, industry
will be forced to look for high-level scientific and technical talent
in foreign nationals and possibly even actively recruit abroad for key
talent. The disadvantage of such a strategy is apparent, however, in
that trained fore gn nationals cannot be spared by their home
countries.

(6) There is a substantial risk that the U.S. will decline as a world
power because of a loss of scientific and technological leadership.
Gwen the fact that our standard of living, even our very survival, is
dependent upon advanced technology, this is one of the most critical
issues facing our country today.

Action Plan for U.S.-Based Companies

U S -based companies will have to become more aogressive in recruiting
the best talent, especially in the business, scientific and `echnical areas.
They will be forced to develop even more directed, more effective
recruitment programs by working closely with university departments to
identify top-nutch talent early on and follow those individuals through
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their undergraduate and graduate careers. In some cases, financial
support will be essential. Financial support alone is 'arely enough,
howaver. University students must be made aware of the opportunities
and challenges that science-driven companies have to offer.

These steps will be particularly urgent with regard to the recruitment of
women and minorities. Industry must find better ways to encourage the
entry of women and m;norities into scientific and technical careers. Ore
program that Monsanto is involved with is called Inroads. This program
effectively places minority undergraduate students who possess
intellectuzi ability, scientific aptitude and an interest in pursuing science
as a career in our laboratories during the summer. They gain exposure to
actual scientific research and begin to experience the intellectual and
aesthetic thrill of discovery. Moreover, they learn about the discovery and
development of products first hand. This not only provides these students
with information about the scientific world, but it also increases their
self-esteem and self-confidence.

Another area for the activity of U.S.-based companies is in the support of
education For example, scientists from Monsanto Company have worked
with high school biology teachers to develop a curriculum unit on
biotechnology. Thus, the latest findings in this exciting new technology
have been made available to high school science teachers and through
them, to their students, some of whom will become future scientists and
engineers These kinds of programs are important tf we are to counter the
trend toward ever greater scientific and technological illiteracy in the
U. S.

On yet another front, Monsanto has formed a partnership with The
University of Missouri - -St. Louis and the St. Louis area public schools.
This partnership is caller.. the Bridge Program . its goals are designed to
raise levels of skill and interest an Tino disadvantaged students in the
Public schools, to 'crease the numbors of these students who go on to
college and to motivate them to pursuo careers in mathematics, science
and iechnological fields. Monsanto contriouted $500,000 to this program

1
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In other areas, Monsanto offers financial support to a range of projects.
We support the Science Fair, various workshops for science teachers, the
development of novel exhit is for the St Louis Science Center, the
purcl.ase of desk-top perso,a1 computers for the St Louis public schools,
as well as special public lectures on science for the non-scientist.

It may be especially important to reach students at the elementary level
Monsanto supports the development of new curricula at this level. We also
help to expose elementary students to our facilities by inviting them for
presentations. In addition, our scientists often go out to make
presentations to science classes throughout the St. Louis area. They also
act as mentors to help students develop suitable science fair projects. It
is probably at the elementary level that we would have the most impact in
inviting 3males and minorities to consider science as an interest and
potential career direction.

Corporations will have to develop programs which address the special
needs of women employees who often have dual or triple roles at work and
at home. Daycare and eldercare provisions ar- a minimum. In addition,
special programs for the continuing education of order employees wise be
essential because it is likely that their services will become more and
more important with the decline in the number of younger entrants into
the workorce.

fe ham:3es in Public Attitudes and Policies

But companies cannot resolva these issues by themselves. Everyone has a
vested interest in finding solutions to the pressing problem of developing
scientific and engineering talent and indeed to the problem of obtaining a
more highly educated general p3pulatr 1. The threat posed by this issue to
our standard of living and the defense of our way of life should not be
underestimated. As never before, ti.., U. S. must compete in a truly
internatioal marketplace of products and ideas. We simply cannot afford
to become a second rate nation.

Ni
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Some of the changes which must occur to address this issue include the
following:

(1) The public must be helped to understand that science and technology
are the driving forces of our civilization. Science is essential if we
are to maintain our high standard of living, as well as the freedoms
that we cherish. We must continually push forward with the
development of new technologies.

(2, The choice of science or engineering as a career must be seen as at
least as prestigious as iedicine, law tnance.

(3) The government must foster science and science education at a
higher financial level than in the recent past. In addition,
governmental agencies mus: regulate the products of technology
with laws based upon good science, verifiable data and accurate
interpretation: and not on emotional, irrational or anti-
technological arguments. Government must take an active role in
advocating technology and technological development, helping the
public to derive accurate risk/benefit assessments.

(4) Vt t must find new ways to encourage the entry of women and
mi orities into technical careers. Science careers must be
coi .dered to be a viable option for anyone with the ability and
interest, regardless of race or gender.

Companies like Monsanto are committed to success in the international
marketplace. The achievemert of such long-term success is an enormous
challenge, given the intense competition from abroad. For science-driven
companies, the quality of the technical labor pool is critical. We are
committee, to the development of novel strategies fo1 recruiting the best
of those who are trained in our universities, regardless of race or gender.
Moreover, we are committed to doing our part to help to fig the pipeline
with those who might never before have is.dered a career in scienco

11111111ww
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Dr. Richard Hope is with MIT, the Massachusetts Institute of

Plinology at Cambridge. He is Executive Director of Quality Edu-
cation for Minorities Project. Dr. II,-;pe, it is nice to have you with
US.

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD 0. HOPE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
QUALITY EDUCATION FOR MINORITIES PROJECT, MASSACHU-
SETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHU-
SETTS

Dr. HOPE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Coleman, I appreciate the opportunity to

appear before you today to discuss ways of imprr ving math, engi-
neering, and science education for minority students. I'm going to
talk very briefly about the role of minorities in meeting our na-
tion's need for scientists and engineers, and describe the Quality
Education for Minorities Project, which I direct. I will share with
you some examples of successful programs working to incre Ise the
number of minorities in the math and science fields, and conclude
with brief recommendations.

I will submit this report, of course, and as usual, MIT presented
the thickest report, I see, for which I apologize.

The background data I think are clear, in fact, Mr. Chairman, as
you well articulated, the problems of science today. We are suggest-
ing that the answer to this challenge, quite simply, must come
from America's minority populations, in part. Demographers tells
us that the college age population will decline in the 1990's, exactly
at the moment when we need more college trained sciertists and
engineers. The nation is beginning to comprehend that the vast un-
tappea potential of minority students lies not as a threat to great-
ness, but as the best hope for America's revival.

Demographic trends are changing the face of America. Right
now, more than 20 percent of the citizens in our nation are non-
white. By the best estimat s indicated, by about the year 2020, one-
third of the nation will ae American Indians, Asian, Black, and
Hispanic.

The Quality Education for Minority Project was founded on the
goal to eeveiop an action plan, due for release late this year, to im-
prove minority education along the entire length of the educational
pipeline. The action plan will be aimed specifically at improving
the education of our nation's educationally under-represented mi-
nority populations.

Mr. Ray Marshall chairs our advisory council, a council includ-
ing such members as Senator Edward Kennedy and Senator Jeff
Bingaman.

We have conducted nine hearings around the country with par-
ents, teachers, students, directors of various types cf intervention
programs, with minority leaders around the entry, and there
have been a series of basic principles that we e receiving from
these hearings that will serve as, in part, the basis for these recom-
mendations.

One of the most obvious is that we must be early. We believe this
is a pipeline issue and that we miiqt, to look at the number of
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"h.D.'s, we literally have to look at the number of youngsters going
into kindergarten and what is happening to those youngsters.

Secondly, we must mobilize the resources available from minori-
ty communities themselves. There are considerable resources in the
communities that can serve as support to this educational enter-
prise.

Third, we must restructure educational systems at all levels, in-
cluding higher education, to promote, rather than to discourage mi-
nority students.

Fourth, we must make the curriculum more responsive to the
needs of minority students. For example, eliminating systems of
tracking.

The best teachers should be available in those communities
where there is the greatest need.

Sixth, we must improve what we call the total learning system.
There is a concept of the :ban school, that the urban school has to
be more than a school itself. Schools must stand for the absent
parent, the substitute for welfare departmerts, work with teen-age
parents, deal with drug and sexual problems, and provide after-
non- ad daycare centers.

Ally we must improve school-to-work, "second chance" pro-
grams.

The National Science Foundation just completed a study which
indicated that youngsters, in fact, could produce very effectively,
ar d that minorities can attain high levels of achievcment, and in
fact are superior to their white counterparts, if given certain kinds
of situations: one, where they find C.a study of the math, science
and engineering enjoyable, as was indicated; two, they are enrolled
in colleges that provide a range of programs and services designed
to assist the youngsters; three, hey participate during high school
and after school in math and science programs; and four, that they
had an opportunity to meet and even work with scientists. We find
that mentoring, and their ability to meet with scientists and see
the reality of that rather profound.

Lessons of this type of study are very simple but profound. When
talented minority students are exposed to science role models,
when they ar- properly prepared so that they can handle college
level courses, when they have an onportunity to actually do science
on a first hand basis.

In short, when they have tilt opportunities that their more
affluent peers have, then they are quite likely to become scientists
and engineers.

There are three recommendations I would like to mention very
briefly. One, we would like to join with others who undoubtedly
will urge you to increase financial support available to minority
students, both as undergraduate and graduate students.

Secondly, I urge you to establish an incentive program to facili-
tate linkage between higher education and other schools. This in-
cludes such summer programs, in-service programs. camp pro-
grams, mentoring programs, et cetera.

Finally, we would like to urge that you closely consider the con
cept of residential academies for minority students of exceptional
promist. ac., a way of extending linkage between higher education
and students at the pre-college level.

r,
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Our action plan will also propose a similar model, but one aimed
at minority students, gra es seven through twelve, from a mix of
backgrounds and achievements.

Wa will seek to provide minority students the same quality high
structured learning environment as available for more affluent
youngsters.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Richard 0. Hope follows:]
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Draft April 27, 1989

Testimony by Dr. Richard 0. Hope
Executive Director

Quality Education for Minorities Project

before the U.S. House Education and Labor Subcommittee on
Post-Secondary Education

Kansas City, MO
May 1, 7989

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate

deeply the opportunity to appear here before you today to discuss

ways of improving mathematics, engineering, ari science education

for minority students. I'm going to talk very briefly about the

role of minorities in meeting our nation's need for scientists

and engineers, and describe the Qualizy E,ucation fof Minorities

Project which I direct. I will share with you some examples of

successful programs working tc Increase the number of minorities

in the mathematics and science fields, and conclude with a few

recommendations for your consideration. I will also submit for

the record a longer version of my remarks, which will contain

somewhat more detail about each of these points.

Context

In a world of increasing international economic competition,

the overall decline in the quality and interest of America's

students in the mathematics, science, and engineering fields

presents a frightening omen for our future. The economists tell

us that we stand at an economic crossroads of momentous
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importanc-. To compete in the world economy, we can take the

path of increasing our productivity, which leads to a higher

standard of living and greater well-being, or Ue can take the

path that results in lowered real wages and a standard of living

we presently ensociate with third world nations. The preliminary

evidence is disheartening: a widening gap in income in which

over the last decade the poorest fifth of American families

became eight percent poorer and the richest fifth became 13

percent richer; a decline in real earnings of unskilled workers;

and a 23 percent increase in the working poor, who are

increasingly finding their wages inadequate to maintain living

conditions that most of us would find acceptable. It seems

clear that we have already taken a first few steps down the path

that leads to economic decay, social disintegration, and possibly

political turmoil.

The alternative path, which leads us to increase our

productivity to compete with other nations, depends to a great

extent on the way we nurture and harvest our human resources.

Unfortunately, the evidence from our schools and colleges is

nearly as disheartening as the figures cited above. In 1987,

aczording to the Committee for Economic Development, one million

young people left high school without graduating, and most were

essentially unemployable, deficient in the most basic skills

needed in today's economy. Another 700,000 received their

diplomas but were hardly more skilled than the dropouts, Indeed,

fewer than 50 percent of that year's high school seniors read

2
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well enough to master moderately complex tasks, an_ a majority

were unab;e to write adequately. CED estimates that each year's

class of dropouts costs this nation $240 billion in lost earnings

and forgone taxes over their lifetimes.

Focusing on science education, the news is r.rhaps even more

dismaying. A recent NSF international comparison of mathematics

and science skills among 13-year-olds in 6 nations _ws American

youngsters at the bottom, with Korean children scoring four times

better than their American counterparts. A 1986 survey of fifth

graders showed that our best science and mathematics students

scored below the average Japanese student. A recent National

Assessment of Education Progress test shows that half of American

17-year-olds cannot handle iunior high level mathematics

problems, and only 7 percent were ready for college science

courses. The number of qualified mathematics and science

teachers has been declining in the last decade, and a recent RAND

Corporation study suggests that traditional teacher education

programs will supply less t An half of the 60,000 mathematics and

science teachers we will need between now and 1992. An NSF study

estinates that of the 4 million students who were sophomores in

high school in 1977, less than 10,000 just 0.2 percent -- will

earn doctorates in mathematics science, or engineering.

The gloomy news goes on, but the result of the mathematics and

science education crisis is best foretold in the NSF estimates

indicating that by the year 2000, the' will be 45,000 fewer

students with mathematics and science bachelor's degrees than we

3
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will need to maintain our present economic status, and by the

year 2010, thee wi - be 700,000 fewer workers with

baccalaureates than needed to fill existing jobs. This is a

challenge of the first order, and one in which America simply

cannct afford to waste any of her precious human resources.

Demographic Changes

The answer to this challenge, quite simply, must come from

America's minority population. Demographers tell us that the

college-age population will decline in the 1990s, at exactly the

moment when we need more college-trained scientists and

engineers, as well as doctors, social workers, teachers, and

policymakers. Minority students can fill that gap, and indeed,

must fill that gap. At a time when our technological supremacy

is under challenge from abroad, and when we are fac; g a massive

shortage of engineers and scientists the nation is beginning to

comprehend that the vast untapped potential of minority students

lit. not as a threat to greatness, but as the best hope for

Lmerica's revival.

Demographic tre%ds are changing the face of America. Right

now, more than twenty percent of the citizens of our nation are

non-White, and the best estimates indicate that by about the year

2020, one-third of our nation will be American Indian, Asian,

Black, or Hispanic (Figure 1). This will occur not because of a

decline in the majority White population, but because of a much

faster growth rate among minority groups, as well as immigration.

From 1985 to 2000, for example, the White population is expected

4
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to increase by less than 7 percent, while the Black and Hispanic

population will increase by 23 and 46 percent (Figure 2). These

figures remind us that if we take the world view that the modern

international economy compels, then what we call "minority"

peoples in America are, in fact, the majority population on this

planet.

These enormous demographic changes in the United States have

implications for all segments of our society, but nowhere will

they be more immediate, more evident, and more important, than in

education. Indeed, in our nation's schools, the future has

arrived: right now, some thirty rcent of all kindergartners

minority, and by the ysiar 2000, a third of all public school

students will be non-White (Figure 3).

Of course, the distribution of these students is far from

even. The greatest concentration of minority students takes

place in our urban centers, and in the West and Southwest.

Today, minority students are in the majority in 23 of our 25

largest central city school districts, the atates of

California, Mississippi, and New Mexico, and near'y so in Texas.

In anothe. 25 states, minority students make Ili tore than 25

percent of the public school population. (Figure 4)

The question that we must answer is complex, but the

implications are stark: Will these schoo's inspire and teach our

non-White childret `o be the next generation of engineers,

scientists, scholars, doctors, an policy"akers that the nation

needs so badly, or will schools c,itinue to be so alienating and
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frustrating to minority youngsters that v- end up squandering

another generation of minority talent?

The urgency of this question was illustrated in the landmark

study by the Hudson Institute, Workforce 2000. There we learned

that by the end of t Is century, one in six members of the U.S.

workforce will be minority, and that 30 percent of all new

workers between now and then will be minority ( Figure 5). There

we also lea-.'2,1 that these new workers will not only require

better educatior 1 schools, but in college as well, for in the

year 2000 half of all jobs will require some college, and 30

percent will require a bachelor's degree (Figure 6). Minority

students will need better and more education than ever before.

Unfortunately for minority students, progress has been

excruciatingly slow. Schools must cope with the severe damage to

some minority families caused by poverty and the legacy of

racism. Last year, approximately 43 percent of Black children

and 40 percent of Hispanic children lived in poverty. Unwed

mothers, half of whcm were teenagers, bore 75 percent of the

Black children born in 1986. Over half of all Black children

and 30 percent of all Hispanic children live in single-family

homes. As a result of these factors, as well as the lack of

resources, the low expectations, and the often-deficient

curricula we find in many uroan schools, minority yerrogsters

typically test six months or more below grade level in all areas

by the third grade, reaching two years or more below grade level

by the 7th grade. While there have been some improvements, high
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school dropout rates continue to be extremely high: 35 percent

of all Black and 45 percent of all Hispanic 18- and 19-year-olds

drop out of school (Fivre 7). A study of lf:130 high school

graduates showed that six ye.,rs later, White students had earned

bachelor's degrees at twice the rate of Black students and three

times the rate of Hispanic students (Figure 8).

Currently, about 18 percent of all students in higher

education are non-White (Figure 9), with nearly half of .,l

minority students in the two-year colleges (Figure 10). While

estimates are difficult to obtain, it appears that fewer than 15

percent of minority students in community colleges successfully

transfer to a four-year institution, an(4 less than ten percent go

on to earn bachelor's degrees. If one compares college

enrollment figures with degree attainment numbers, it becomes

clear that there are high levels of attrition in higher education

for minority students, especially Blacks, as we proceed through

the undergraduate and graduate levels (Figure lla-f).

It is Important to icmember that we are not just losing

students as we proceed through the educational pipeline: we are

losing scientists, engineers, mathematicians, and science

teachers. This particular loss is not limited to minority

students. Increasingly, White students are showing a disinterest

in pursuing graduate studies, especially in the mathematics,

science, and engineering fields.

Much of this loss has been made up in our universities by

intensive outreach to international students, as well as a
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welcome increase in doctorates awarded to Hispanic, Asian, and

Native American students, although this reflects at least in part

population growth. This is especially true in the iematics

and science fields, where from 1978 to .987 Whites e. .ed 300

fewer doctorates (- 3 percent), while Hispanics earne" 132 more

(+83 percent), Asian-Americans earned 165 more I+ 6C percent),

and Native Americans earned 28 more (+ 133 percent). These rates

are much higher then the overall growth in doctorates for these

groups. (Figures 12 -12e). This happy news is bolstered by a

recent NSF study showing that high-ability minority youngsters

are pore likely to persist in their pursuit of science careers

than White youngsters. Unfortunately, these gains are tempered

by the disheartening drop in doctorates awarded to Black

students, both in science and engineering fields (20 percent) and

overall (26 percent -- Figure 13), In 1987, only 765 doctorates

were awarded to Black students, including just 2 in computer

science, 3 in chemical eng :2ering, five in physics, and none in

eiectrical engineering, Nearly half of all doctorates awarded to

Blacks in 1987 were in education (Figure 14).

What I have tried to make clear from this brief overview is

that the education of our nation's minority students represents a

great challenge to our schools, as well as other social

institutions, but these youngsters also represent our best hope

for the futhre. While w' must proceed with efforts to increase

the number of White st .rants entering mathematics a.d science

fields, the needs are so great that our economic security can

8
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L.Ily be ensured by providing minority students the opportunity

and preparation needed to consider, enter, and succeed in a

science, mathematics, and engineering career.

The Quality Education for MinoriC Project

It was with these pressing issues in mind that a unique

partnership was formed in 1987 by the Carnegie Corporation of New

York, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the

University of Texas at Austin. The Quality Education for

Minorities Project founded with the pal of developing an

Action Plan, due for release late this year, to improve minority

education along the entire length the educational pipeline.

The Action Plan will be aimed specifically at improving the

education of our nation's educationally underrepresented minority

populations: Alaskan Natives, American Indians, Blacks, Mexican-

Americans, and Puerto Ricans.

The projec, is based at MIT, with a small staff supplemented

by researchers based at the University of Texas at Austin. UT

Austin is the home institution of Dr. Ray Marshall, the chairman

of our national advisory group, the Action Council for Minority

Education, which includes Representative Ben "iahthorse Campbell

and Senators Edward Kennedy and Jeff Bingaman. We also

established a Resource Group of 16 educators to work most

directly with staff in the development of the plan. The Resource

Group is directed by Dr. Shirley McBay, the Dean for Student

Affair:, at MIT and QEM Project Ditector.

It seems to me that ther- are five aspects of our effort that

9
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will provide a unique and important perspective to the ongoing

education reform process:

First and most importantly, the QEM Action Plan will be

prepared for minority students and communit'.es and under minority

lead..rship. Most of the other education reform reports, and many

of the actions they have inspired, have teAded to overlooked the

neads of minority students. We and the Carnegie Corporation

felt taat the t4me had come for minority educators to present our

sense of what needs to be done for minority students.

And I don't mean just Black students or just Latino students.

While the needs and circ,stances vary greatly among each of the

groups with which we are concerned, they share common goals: to

have control over the education of our children, to eliminate our

present two-tier system of education and provide educational

equity for all, and to inrIre a sense of self-worth and pridz in

o.r children while enabling them to succeed in the majority

culture. Our report will deal with the needs of all

underrepresented minorities in our schools.

Second, wo are viewing the problem from what we call the

pipeline perspective. That is, we recognize that it is

impassible to effect real improvements unless we take a

comprclienLve approach and eliminate barriers along the entire

educational pipeline, from pre-school to post-graduate levels.

If we want more minority Ph.'i.s or college graduates, if we

want more minority doctors and lawyers and business exe7utives,

if we want more minority teachers and social t-drkers, we must

10
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start at the beginning of the pipeline and make changes along its

entire length. Only a comprehensive approach to reform can seal

all of the leaks and remove all of the barriers.

Many groups have focused on pieces of the problem, but few, if

any, have taken a comprehensive approach tc quality education for

minorities.

Third, our strategy is to focus on what we know forks. While

there are no magic bullets and no simple formulas for success,

there are tea:.: -rs that teach and students who excel despite even

the greatest odcit. We have traveled the nation learning 'ram

programs that help minority children succeed in schocl, and we

intend to base or recommendations whenever possible on such

examples.

Fourth, we recognize that while such programs. are Important,

and that we need to expand the ones that work, we must not ignore

the fundamental and systexic changes necessary to the overall

educational system. So W2 will t calling for a variety of

institutional changes along the pipeline, from the way that

schools and colleges are accredited to the way that teachers are

tested to the way that students are tracked, to provide the same

basic opportunities for minorities that are availale to majority

students.

,finally at the conclusion of the planning process, that is,

after we release the Action Plan at the end of 1989, we plan to

relocate the project, most likely in Washington, D.C., and to

establish a nonprofit organization there to implement the

11
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strategies we are recommending. One of the specific steps we

intend to take is to set up demon-tration projects in five to six

locations around the country, including both urban and rural

areas, where we will focus on two critical areas: the production

of more minority teachers and university faculty and the

development of residential academies that can provide the kind of

educational opportunities for minority students that are

presently available only to the wealthy.

We will also have a strong resea:ch arm, we hope to provide

evaluation services to existing intervention strategies, ani if

possible wn hope to provide funding for such existing programs.

Over the past year, we have been traveling the nation seeking

cht advice of educators, policym:,kers, mnority leaders, parents,

and students about ways to improve education for minority

students. Out of nine regional meetings with more than 350

presenters, dozens of individual meetings, and through many, many

'etters and telephone a growing c)nsensus is developing

about what needs to be done. While the specifics are sometimes

controversial, the principles seem clear. I'd like to share

seven such principles with you now.

The fire and most obvious principle is that whatever intervention steos

are taken they must begin early. Early intervention in nucric, parent

education, day care, iiid preschool education is essential. It has lasting

effect, and, as the Committee on Economic Development demonstrated, is

extremely cost-effectize. Each dollar invested in prenatal care, for example,

saves about $3.38 I' the cost of care for low birthwel,-*.- babies. Each dollar
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spent Gn preschool education, they estimate, saves about $4.75 in the cost of

special education, public assistance, or future crime:.

Too any minority youth begin school behind, lacking the health and

nutrition T care and achieve=r.t skills enjoyed by their more affluent peers

The evidence from programs s-,n as Head Start shows that early childhood

education plays an enamor., role in academic development in later years. 't

may not be an exaggeration to so,' that potential iinority ph D.s are lost for

lack of a pre-school education.

We believe that, therefore, that early childhood nutrition and education

programs such as WIC and Head Start must be fully funded. We must provide day

care, with a significant child development component, to low-Income parents.

And we rust provide parent training and support, building the roots for home-

school partr rships.

Second, ve mcst mobilize tie resources wailable from minority commilties

themselves. The exodus of middle-Income minority families fraz "le inner

cities, the departure of minority professionals and shop-owners and teachers.

the less visible role of the black churci', and to some degree, the very

success of integration, at least for some, have all served to dissipate the

community institutions and networks that formerly served as informal safety

nets for children from the poorest circumstances Where minority children are

succeeding In school, one almost always finds support and participation from

parents, local business, and local community organizations.

Recognizing the shared responsibility of all, we must work to increase

family and community Involvement In education. Minority leaders must

woe- to revitalize such networks, especially in the areas most

13
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devastated 5y poverty, substance abuse, and crime.

Third, we must restructure educational systems at all levels, including

higher education, Co promote, rather than discourage the education of minority

students. io achieve this goal, we must Introduce a great deal more

flexibility, decentralization, and most importartly, accountability into the

system. Schools. principals, and teachers should have the authority and

resources to respond to the unique needs of the students they serve, but at

the same time, should be accountable for results That includes the ability

to promote and fire based upon the impact educators have upon our children

Tne need for better accountability is illustrated in its extreme by the New

York ele.entary school principal who suffered from emotional a.,d substance

abuse problems for years without serious sanction from the school board until

he was arrested for possession of crack. But in a more subtle sense, lack of

accountability allows teachers to remain in the classroom or on the college

campus, poisoning youngsters with racism low expectatiims, or lack of vision

abo, the potential of minority youth.

Just as we must restructure the system to provide intent ves for Leachers,

we must restructure the system to provide incentives for students It should

be clear to students from an early age that education ,an pay off, either

through employment or through an Affordable college t_ucatinn In 1984, 30

pe cent of the students at historically black colleges and universities who

received federal aid ca -om families with Incomes below $6,000 annually

These are the truly neediest of the truly needy. But instead of providing the

financial support they need to ,tay in school and reverse the cycle of

poverty, we ask them to take on a loan burden bigger than their family's

annual income. No Yonder that the dream of college seems hardly worth the
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effort to some children. And when the only jobs a child can imagine is

flipping burgers at MacDonald's or Wendy's, the incentive to learn calculus is

greatly weakened Programs that offe- tuition guarantees, such as New York's

Liberty Scholarships or Eugene Lang's "I Have a Dream Foundation," can help

youngsters understand the payoff for their efforts Programs that offer

youngsters a chance to participate in the world of wo:!, such as California's

Partnership Academies, in which students are guaranteed work by local

businesses when they graduate. can help shah, that their learning has meaning

in the real world.

Fourth, we must make the curricula -- what we teach, as well as how we

teach it more responsive to the needs of minority students. and we should

begin by eliminating tracking that steers children as young as ages 6 and 7

irreversibly away from ac..demic pursuits Research shows that heterogenous

classrooms. along with rontrad clonal teaching techniques such as cooperative

learning, grade clustering, and ,eer tutoring can reach students we now wri

off academically.

We need to expand the amount of schooling we provide to our children,

especially to minority children WP will propose that 11month school years

be mandatory every Curd year, prov.ding time for students to catch up if they

are behind or to it.cu their present knowledge if they are not

We oust give Leacher, more flexibility to use texts, lesson plans, and

other resources that are better able to instill a sense of pride and self-

esteem in the children in their classroom

We must give all children, and especially minority children, the chance to

learn the same kinis of higher order skills and by that I mean the ability

to frame and solve problems, to use knowledge, to communicate effectively, to
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think critically -- as most of their more affluent peers in the suburbs are

learning. Su:h skills are now critical to opening doors fox -'udents who want

to go on Into technological or scientific careers, but experts tell that in

the future all workers will need these hrgher order skills More to the

point, as Ted Sizer of the Coalition of Essential Schools tells us, "A good

education for the least is a good education for the t A good education

for those that have not much Is a good eck-ation for ::,se to whom great

advantage has been given, and a high quality education for minorities is a

high qualit,' education for all." At Coalition schools, and at successful

schools In other places, educators are developing a set of core skills that

all children -- and not Just the elite -- wil: rn in the humanities and in

the sciences. I would like to be clear that to us, that core kr ',ledge must

include an understanding and appreciation of a multi-cultural, multi-lingunl

society.

We must revise the way we test knowledge, so that we can learn not whether

students are good at taking tests, but rather whether they are actually able

to use the material they are learning Our tests must be used to cultivate,

2nd not to weed

And given the tl at to minority children from caln."..tion, drug or

alcohol abuse, and pregnancy, we must incorporate health education materials

into the curricula beginning as early as grade three We must ebolish

the mandatory use of federal categorical fund; to create special "pull-out"

courses that label children as fa1Ires As proposed in the recent report

from the Netional Center for Education and the Econo7y, schools should have

the option of using those dollars In more flexible ways that keep ch'Idren

together, rather than separate them.
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We must have In place a bilingual education policy that builds upon the

student's first language to achieve proficiency in both that language cs well

as in English, and promotes the learning of a second language for all

students. When possible, content classes should be available in a student's

firs languag. until English proficiency is reached

F.'th, the best teachers should be available to those who need them the

most and we should Improve preparation for all teachers. All too often, it is

the lease experienced teachers who are assigned to the lowest-achieving

schools. Through financial and administrative incentives, we must recruit the

best teachers to the 'oughest schools We m st redouble our efforts to

recruit more minority teachers, including college loaf forgiveness, and

lateral entry from business, government, and the military.

And we must ?vise radically the way we train teachers, to improve the

ability of minority and majority teachers aliko to work with a multicultural,

mu 1 t ilingua I studci, bogy

Sixth, we must improve what we call the total learning system. In the

words of New York financier a^d civic leader Felix Rohatyn,

"Urban schools have to be more than ch,ols." Schools have to

stand in for absent parents, substitute for welfare d'ipartmants,

work with teenage parents, deal with dreg and sPxual abase,

provide afternoon and evening day care, anc undertake a host of

other extra-curricular activities that are a far cry from the

glee club and track team that occupied schools in bygone days.

Schools mist take a much more active role in coordinating social

services, emulating the most successful models already in place,
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such ar the cities in schools programs, Schools must remain open

for much longer hours and provide activities for children as well

as some educational programs for their parents. To further

improve the total learning system, we must pay much closer

attention to informal learning situations, including youth-

serving agencies, museums, science centers, civic and community

organizations, and churches, as well as summ_-, after-school, or

Saturday learning programs. Such experiences should include

enrichment and acceleration activities including hands-on

science.

And finally, we must improve school-to-work, "second chance,"

and on-the-job learning opportunities for minorities. Minorities

suffer serious economic problems because of disproportionately

high school dropout rates and are less likely than majority

students to go to college. The absence of effective school-to-

work transition systems is one of the weakest American labor

market institutions relative to other countries, as documented in

the Grant Commission's The Forgotten Half. Similarly, minorities

participate heavily in various "second chance" systems for people

with limited education or other labor marxet problems, and are

much less likely than white males to participate in the best on-

the-job learning systems.

These seven principles, and the recommeniations they inspire,

will be the foundation of the Action Plan we will be releasing

next December. We certainly would welcome the opportunity to

work with all of you and your staffs in the coming months as we
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flesh out our Plan, and we look forward to sharing copies with
you when we release it.
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Examples of Successful Mathematics, Science, and Enginlring

Prograns

Earlier, I referred to an NSF study that indicated that high-

achieving minority students were mot. likely to persist in their

pursuiA. of science careers than their White peers. In that

fascinating study, they identified several characteristics of

these successful students: 1) they find the study of

mathematics, science, and engineering enjoyable and rewarding; 2)

they enrolled at colleges that provide a range of programs and

services designed to ease the transition from high school to

college; 3) they participated during high schorsl in after-school

mathematics and science clubs, in honors courses, and in science

activities; and 4) they had opportunities to meet or even work

with scientists and engineers.

The lessons from this study are simple but profound: when

talented minority students are exposed to science role models,

when they are properly prepared so that they can handle college-

level courses, when they have an opportunity actually to do

science on a hands-on basis -- in short, when they have the same

opportunities that their more affluent White peers may take for

granted -- then they are quite likely to become scientists and

engineers. When we make the right investment, we get an

extremely high payoff from these youngsters.

As I mentioned, we have been tiaveling the nation over the

past year talking with educators, parents, students, community
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leaders, and policymakers about examples of outstanding programs

that promote a quality education for minority youth. Among the

many programs we visited our heard about, I'd like to share some

examples with you that accomplish ex-,tly what we just described,

I'll skip over two of the most celebrated and successful

mathematics and science programs for minority youth, the

Mathematics, Engineering, and Science Achievement (MESA) program

and the Professional Development Program at DC Berkeley, which I

will assume you already know well. and instead describe briefly

th 1 others, beginning with a program sponsored at MIT.

Minority Introduction to Engineering and Science (MITES) Program,

Cambridge, MA

MITES is a six-week summer residential program at MIT for 40

minority high school students who have -mpleted their junior

year. Now in its 15th year, the program's main objective is to

introduce highly qualified, disadvantaged minority students to

careers in engineering or science. The program has been highly

successful in bringing minority students t IT, and more

importantly, in keeping them there or at other outstanding

universities. In 1986, 16 of the 40 MIT:' students ent red MIT

in the class of 1991, and virtually all of the others went on to

other institutions. More importantly, 92 percent of all MITES

alumnae who entered MIT either gr,duated or are still enrolled.

The MITES curriculum provides students with the practical and

analytical skills needed to enhance their senior-year course work

and ready them for college work. r.:.,,orous courses 1A
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mathematics, physic, biochemistry, humanities, and design are

offered by MIT facui_y, practicing professionals, graduate

students, and high school teachers, with resident tutors

available to assist with homework., In to their

academic coursework and lab work, students take seminars on study

skills and time management, meet with top scientists and

policymakers, spend one day each week touring industrial or

public sector agencies involved in mathematics and science, and

meet with campus library, admissions, financial aid, and police

representatives to learn more about the college environment.

What MITES represents is an extremely intensiv., and quite

successful outreach by higher education to minority youth with

great potential for success in science and technology.

Youngsters are exposed to hands-on science, meet potential role

models, and are provided a friendly process for making the

transition to higher education -- exactly the elements found to

be crucial in the NSF study.

Massachusetts Pre-Engineering Program for MinoritY_Stu,lents

( MASSPEP) Boston, MA

MASSPEP is a comprehensive program working with more than 650

minority middle and senior high school students, as well as

undergraduates, in the Greater Boston area. The program provides

students with practical experience in applying mathematics and

science skills and concepts through independent science and

technical research projects, role models working in engineering

and math-science based professions, and academic and technical
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environments to help them understand what engineers aqd

scientists really do.

For middle school students, MASSPEP provider a summer, as well

as a Saturday Science Laboratory, offering the chance to engage

in the exploration, planning, _.:sign, and "doing" of science and

technology. For high school students, MASSPEP offers the In

School/After School program, which provides participants the

chance to work on indel.".ndent and group science and technical

research projects, provides academic counseling, tutorials, and

study skills in mathematics and science, field trips to

laboLatories resea,:711 centers, and the opportunity to meet

role models as speakers and mentors. MASSPEP also offers a

summer residentia' progran for 40 high school students on a

college campus and a summer technical internship program that

places students in paid positions with high-tech companies in the

Boston area. For college students, MASSPEP offers the Graduate

Research Development Program, supported by NASA, that helps

prepare minority undergraduates for graduate school through

counseling, research skill development, and GRE exam preparation.

These students also serve as mentors for MASSPEP high school

participants.

A survey of 63 graduates of the high school program showed

that 95 percent of them were enrolled in college, with more than

half majoring in engineering, science, or pre-med. What MASSPEP

illustrates again is the importance of providing research

experience and mentoring for minority science students, but it
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also demonstrates the importance of early exposure to science.

The MASSPEP middle school program captures students they

still have a chance to take the courses they need to enter

college or pursue a science career. This theme of early

intervention is crucial, and is also amply illustrated in my last

example, Project C.A.U.S.A.

Comprehensive Activities to Upgrade Science Activities, Rio

Piedras, Puerto Rico

Project C.A.U.S.A. is a new program sponsored jointly by the Ana

G. Mendez Educational Foundation, which is a private university

in Puerto Rico, and the Puerto Rico Department of Education. It

is an example of the potential of university/school partnerships

in producing young scientist: and engineers from even the most

adverse economic circumstances.

For the last three years, C.A.U.S.A has provided an intensive

Saturday enrichment program for talented, low-income Puerto Rican

9-12th grade students. The courses are offered at three local

branches of the Mendez Foundation, where students receive

instruction in science, mathematics and Erglish, enjoy laboratory

and research experiences, and meet with guidance counselors to

help them set and reach personal and career goals. Students

continue their enrichment at six-week summer programs, am'.

C.A.U.S.A has established links with mainland universities and

sends students to summer programs here. One of the most

important elements of C.A.U.S.A is the in-service training it

provides high school science teachers in summer institutes,
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helping prepare them in content areas as well as the development

of hands-on enrichment programs for their students.

C.A.U.S.A.'s 260 students have shown extraordinary promise.

95 percent who have entered the program have remained until

graduation, and all who have graduated have entered college,

with 85 percent majoring in science or engineering. Thirteen

have been admitted with full scholarships to major mainland

universities. I must share with you the testimony of one young

C.A.U.S.A. participant at our own hearing in San Juan, who told

us how she, a poor girl from a small town in Puerto Rico, had

decided -o become an astronaut, thanks to Project C.A.U.S.A.

Recommendations

In closing, I'd like to share with you three brief

recommendations for your consideration.

To begin, I'd like to Join with others who undoubtedly will

urge you to increase the financial support available to minority

students both as undergraduates and graduate students. An

undergraduate education at MIT will cost ???? next year, and as a

result of budget pressures, the self-help level was raised to

???? for the 89-90 academic year. The financial and

psychological barrier this can place before a talented young

minority student is enormous, and all too often, final. At the

graduate level, too many of our potential minority scholars are

deflected to the private sector or business school by the

nrospect of large debt and low salaries. Only about 5 percent of

all graduate students now receive federal fellowships and
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traineeships. Increasing the Pell Grant funding for

undergraduates, and a boost in funding in particular for the

various NSF and NIH fellowships for minority graduate students

would ease the financial burden on students and would also signal

a renewed commitment by the federal government to the training

and nurturing of minority scientists.

One potential application of graduate funding opportunities is

illustrated in a program that we will be proposing in our Action

Plan, the National Minority Faculty Development Project. This

pr-,Jram will identify potential minority scholars in their junior

year of college, and then provide counseling, research

opportunities, and support services designed to ease their way

into graduate school, The project will be developed in a

consortium with major research universities, who will guarantee

admission to students meeting the very high standards for

retention in the program. These students will receive support,

mentoring opportunities, and full scholarships throughout

graduate school, with funding derived from the host institution,

private, and public sources. The goal as now planned is to

produce 8,000 new minority scholars by the end of the century,

which, for comparison purposes, would roughly double the number

of Black scholars we might expect under current trends. We hope

that we can turn to you and other members of Congress for support

as we develop the program.

Second, I urge you to establish an Incentive program to

facilitate linkages between higher education and our schools, As
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the examples I shared with you earlier illustrate, collaborations

between teachers and students at the precollege levels and the

faculty, staff, and students of our colleges and universities are

among the most powerful tools for change, and are practically

essential for success in turning around a troubled school system.

We know that science-based university outreach activities work,

includ_ng summer programs, in-service teacher education, research

opportunities, campus orientation programs, and mentoring, and we

know that a small amount of federal seed money could go a long

way toward establishing such programs at institutions that are

poorly endowed, especially those in urban areas.

Finally, I'd like to urge that you closely consider the

concept of residential academies for minority students of

exceptional promise as a way of extending linkages between higher

education and students at the pre-college level. Residential

mathematics and science academies for gifted students are

currently in place in six states, most notably the North Carolina

School of Science and Mathematics, but recent efforts to expand

such programs into new locations have faltered ode at least in

great measure to lack of state funds.

As mentioned earlier, our Action Plan will propose a similar

model, but one aimed at minority students, grades 7-12, from a

mix of backgrounds and achievements. We will seek to provide to

minority students the same high quality, highly structured

learning environment now available to affluent, chiefly White

students, at our most prestigious private schools. There are
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four points to be made about sucn academies: first, they will

provide gifted minority students now languishing in inferior

schools the opportunity to be challenged and the exposure to a

world outside the inner city. Second, they will remove students

with talent from destructive home and community environments

which may be holding them back, and nix such students with their

nor^ affluent minority peers. Third, they will provide

apprentisceship opportunities for students that will be of value

to those who choose to enter the ,Jorking we -ld after high school

as well as those who go on to college. And finally, they will

provide shelters in which effective learning strategies can

flourish and develop into models for the larger school systems.

bee such academies again being the product of university,

school, private sector, and public sector resources, drawing upon

the most effective and dedicated talents available to develop a

pool of minority scholars, scientists, and teachers who will

serve ds a beacon of hope and inspiration for their peers.

I urge you to consider ways of assisting in the development

and implementation of such academies, as part of a long-tern

strategy to utilize the enormous human resources contained in the

minds of our Black, Hispanic, and American Indian youth.

I thank you for your time and attention, and look forward to

working with the subcommittee in the future.
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Figure 4

MINORITIES ARE MORE THAN 50% OF THE
PUBLIC SCHOOL POPULATION
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High School Dropout Rates, 1986
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Figure 10

Enrollment by Type of Institution
1986

Minority Enrollment
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college students are at two-year colleges
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1984 Share of Total Enrollment
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1984 Share of Total Enrollment
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1984 Share of Total Enrollment
and Degrees Earned, Foreign Students
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Figure 12a
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Science and Engineering Doctorates
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Figure 14

Fields of Doctorates Earned by Blacks
1987

Education 379

Social Sciences 136

Life Sciences 78

Source: National Research Council
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Figure 15

RACIAL DISTRIBUTION (PERCENT) OF FULL-
TIME FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATORS

IN HIGHER EDUCATION
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Figure 16

Underrepresentation of Minority Teachers
By Student Proportions, 1986
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Figure 17

QEM TARGET GROUPS
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Figure 18

QEM ORGANIZATION

o MIT

o Carnegie Corporation of New York

o Resource Group (Shirley Mc Bay)

o Action Council (Ray Marshall)

o Staff at MIT and UT Austin
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Figure 19

NUMERICAL GOALS OF THE QEM PROJECT

1. Eliminate the gap in the '-',211 school graduation rate that
now exis between mino 's and whites.

2. Increase two-fold the number of minority high school
graduates who successfully complete a college preparatory
curriculum.

3. Increase three-fold the number of minorities receiving
bachelor's degrees.

4. Increase four-fold the number of minorities receiving
bachelor's degrees in mathematics, science, and
engineering.

5. Increase five-fold the number of minorities receiving
bachelor's degrees who enter the pre-college teaching
profession.

6. Increase three-fold the number of minority Ph.D.

recipients, especially those who enter university teaching
and who ear- degrees in mathematics, science, and
engineering.
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Figure 20

KEY ACTIVITIES TO DATE

o Regional meetings (New York, San Antonio. Los Angeles,

Chicago, Anchorage, Albuquerque, Atlanta, San Juan,
Atlanta and Boston)

o Washington meetings with National Organizations

o Action Plan Drafts under way

o Computerized data base

o Task Forces and Commissioned papers

o Meetings with scholars and practitioners to review
recommendations

o Speeches and articles
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Figure 21

LESSONS LEARNED

o Role of Teacher Expectations

o Harmful Impact of Tracking

o Importance of Linkage Between Systems

o Importance of Culturally Relevant Curriculum

o Importance of Parental Involvement

o Role of Self-Esteem and Confidence Building in Children

o Importance of Qualified Teachers

o Importance of Having Minority Teachers and Professors

o Fostering Greater Student Revntion

o Mentoring in Higher Education

o Attracting and Rewarding Good Teachers
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Thanks to each of you. Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Again, thank you. All of your testimony was very

interesting.
Dr. Montague, let me say that I noted in your testimony that in

some cases financial support will be essential between corporate
America and the outreach program, which all of you have indicat-
ed is necessary. I think it is something that we need to address and
look at in depth, but the fact of the matter is, that you identified it,
as a representative of a very large research-oriented corporation,
which leads credence to the fact that we need to really develop this
aspect as well.

Also, note, as Dr. Campbell did, that we have national security
issues heavily involved with what we're talking about here. Be-
cause of our national security restrictions on classified data and in-
formation, we need to produce more American scientists to be able
to go into these fields. This is extremely important for this country
to recognize.

Dr. Hope, I just would say that what we're hearing from you is,
that not only are we passing up America's opportunities for scien-
tific betterment, we're passing up large segments of American stu-
dents, Blacks in particular, and minorities. When you think about
all of the people in this country in 1986, who received Ph.D's, and
the number of Blacks was-421 of the 820 recipients of Ph.D's went
into the engineering, science, math Ph.D. programs and graduated
with a degree-14 in the whole country in engineering, 25 in physi-
cal sciences, 70 in humanities, 163 in social sciences. We're just
simply not reaching a large number of people of American citizen-
ship that we need to, and we need to address that proble 1.

Thea I was handed this, which reflects what you've said here.
The Asians that are coming here, for example, are recruiting them-
selves back. They are holding out after they get a U.S. education,
instead of going to work for Monsanto or somewhere else. The com-
panies are enticing them back to work for Korean companies,
Korean governments, Korean corporations. So we have the worst of
all worlds now. We are, in fact, training them, not retaining them,
and they are leaving us, competing with us at the same time.

I thank all of you for coming here today and providing your im-
portant testimony. I will review all of it very closely.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Dr. Hope, visit with us another couple of minutes
about the proposal for, what do you call them, residential acade-
mies for minority students who would go on and become scientists
or engineers or mathematicians.

Dr. HOPE. We're finding that one of the issues, and all you have
to do is read the newspapers and see the problems of the communi-
ties that many of the youngsters live today.. These youngsters we
are finding, one or two trickle in to MIT, are absolutely bright, ab-
solutely talented, and could have tremendously successful careers if
simply given the opportunity.

What we're suggesting is, and this is not anything new, but what
we're suggesting on a much larger scale, is that minority young-
sters be given an opportunity to have a live-in experience where
the best of all possible teachers, health care, daycarewe would
like to have these residential environments near the mino-ity corn-
. unities so that you have a close relationship between the commu-

5
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nilies. But at the same, it would be a secure time, be healthy for
the youngsters, and youngsters would also have an opportunity to
link with the higher education community. For example, MIT or
Stanford, could have university faculty rotating in and out. Law-
rence Livermore could have some their scientists coming in to
these residential academies, having allowed the youngsters a
hands-on experience.

Mr. WILLIAMS. What age youngster, or year in school, do you en-
vision as being the Participants of this?

Dr. HOPE. In talking with most of the headmastersfor example,
I spoke to the headmasters out in Albuquerque not too long ago, of
independent schools, and the attemptsin North Carolina, there is
one program where they have youngsters in a residential environ-
ment for science. Generally, the seventh grade, beginning at the
seventh grade through the twelfth grade is the residential compo-
nent.

In addition, now of course, there would be early intervention re-
lationship associated, because we would like to see the parents in-
volved in the residential situation, that they should not view it as a
kind of reservation situation, if I can refersay to the Native
American experience, but that would be a very positive situation.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Would this supplement or supplant the students'
normal schooling?

Dr. HOPE. During those years, yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. It would supplement it?
Dr. HOPE. No, it would be there, their schooling for the year.
Mr. WILLIAMS. So, high school students would attend full time

these residential academies.
Dr. HOPE. That is correct, from the seventh grade through the

twelfth grade. At least that is the way we would like to begin.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Our thanks to each of you. We very much appreci-

ate your good counsel here this morning.
I will ask our second panel to join us: Shirley Hill, Cynthia

Yocum, Kent Kavanaugh, Hal Gardner, and Dennis Wint.
Each of the members of our first panel were kind enough to try

to follow our time constraints, and we encourage each of you to do
the same so that everybody can be aptly heard and people can
make their next appointments with some earl.

We will first hear from Dr. Shirley Hill, who is the chairperson
of the Mathematical Sciences Education Board at the University of
Missouri. Dr. Hill, it is nice to see you and look forward to your
testimony.

STATEMENT OF DR. SHIRLEY HILL, CHAIRMAN, MATHEMATICAL
SCIENCES EDUCATION HOARD, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI,
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Dr. HILL. Thank you. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman, Mr.
Coleman.

I will limit my remarks this morning to mathematics education,
and I would like to say first that there is much that is good and
healthy in American school mathematics. There are many classes
in which superb teachers use innovative techniques to give stu-
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dents rich mathematical experiences and understanding. But de-
spite such pockets of excellence, signs of weakness still abound.

I believe that nothing less than a major restructuring of the
entire system of mathematics programs in the schools is necessary
if our children are to receive the mathematical knowledge, and the
confidence to use it, that they will need to be prepared for the 21st
century.

I would like to place what I see as the problems in five broad
categories. They are first, low achievement, whether we talk of it
in either comparative or absolute terms; second, the serious and
growing deficiencies in supply relative to demand; third, an in-
creasingly obsolete cu riculum and outdated instructional prac-
tices; fourth, continuing changes in mathematics itself, its nature
and its methods; and fifth, increasing levels of mathematic literacy
demanded by modern life.

The achievement of our students has been well publicized and
has been mentioned here today. I would like to point out that in
addition to its standing comparatively, national assessments have
shown that United States students do well in computational pro-
grams, but very poorly in problem solving and applications.

We have had a good deal of talk about the pipeline issue, so I
will not say anymore about that except to reinforce the notion that
at all levels we are filtering students out of that pipeline dispropor-
tionaWly, and it is minorities and women who are filtered out dis-
proportionately.

That pipeline question, that supply and demand question, cer-
tainly suggests that we must learn to attract and retain minority
and female students in mathematical studies. This is a matter I
think not only of our economic well being, but of equity. Because as
mathem tics is more and more a key to opportunity, equity finds
common cause with our collective economic needs.

But even if we could solve all these problems mentioned, we still
have a serious concern. I'm speaking here of the fact that our
school curriculum in mathematics is becoming obsolete. It does not
anticipate the changing nature and uses of mathematics. It looks
backward and not forward to a new century, and it fails to take
advantage, largely, of the available laboratory tools that are vital
to doing mathematics today.

The essential organizing principles of what is a computational
formula-driven curriculum are in very few substantive respects dif-
ferent from those of 500 years ago, 500 years. Even if we look at
upper levels of algebra, geometry and calculus, we see a curricu-
lum chat is just about three centuries old, harkening back to
Newton.

I think one of the barriers to needed support for change is indeed
the public's misconceptions about what mathematics is. It is dy-
namic; it is not static. It is much more experimental and investiga-
tive than formula dependent, and indeed it is fun.

What we have here, in my opinion, is an inordinately complex
set of very deep-seated problems. rhe need for solutions is urgent,
but I certainly think they will not, and in fact warrant against, the
attempts at short-term interventions at just one or two points
alone, or to quick fixes. The problems are interdependent and I
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think the task is no less than to move an entire system in a set of
coordinated, cooperatively planned efforts.

There are many fine, truly outstanding projects today in this
country. They are based on good ideas, and they are demonstrating
impressive successes. But when we look at the magnitude of the
entire problem, our efforts are inevitably fragmented, piecemeal,
and uncoordinated.

We do need mechanisms to form networks, coalitions, and final-
ly, an agreed upon set of national goals and standards. I think an
important contribution in recent months has been the publication
of what is the first, ever, set of national curriculum standards pro-
posed by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

I think there are several necessary conditions for making and
sustaining, and I would like to stress sustaining, systemic change.

First, and absolutely basic, is a broad public support, which is
built on a foundation of understanding.

Second is achievement of a consensus among all concerned sec-
tors and stake-holders on directions and goals. Our present efforts
are largely incoherent.

Third is agreement about a set of universal standards.
Fourth is a coordinated program of national leadership and

action toward reaching the goals and standards around which we
develop the consensus. National leadership, in my view, is not syn-
onymous with Federal leadership, but the Federal role in creating
a climate for support and, indeed, a portion of financial support for
research must be a key ingredient.

I would like to propose that there are two instrumentalities that
exist today. There are many, but two that I know of that I think
that can serve as models for national leadership.

One is the Mathematical Sciences Education Board of the Na-
tional Research Council, whose program is one of establishing link-
ages and coordinated leadership toward needed reform. This Board
has the active support of a good many government agencies.
Among the co-sponsors of the MSEB is, in addition to private foun-
dations, the National Science Foundation and all of the mission
agencies that were mentioned in earlier testimony.

The other if; the National Board for Professional Teaching Stand-
ards, whose goal is the improvement of student learning in general
through high and rigorous standards for a true profession of teach-
ing. A recent report of the Mathematical Sciences Education Board
at its end said that the key ingredient for everything we are talk-
ing about must finally be the teacher.

As I heard previous testimony about intense need for recruit-
ment of top talent, of what will inevitably be a highly competitive
position of bringing these talerted mathematicians and scientists
into 7' .mis agencies and into science, I must confess that I had a
very concer n As I see that happening. T ChP ChQrtats,; Of
mathP_ ics teachers and seianc,. Leachers increasing in such corn-
petiti ie stance.

I would want to urge industry and government to take a long
view n this respect and not eat our seed corn. We cannot afford to
attract, even in the face of these intense needs, all of our best
talent away from the teaching profession.
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The two boards I mentioned have much in common. They both
have very diverse membership with not only professional expertise,
but public sector membership as equals. They both are concerned
with outreach to inform and listen to many constituencies and the
public at large. They both conduct research and development
which will provide state-of-the-art programs, and they both have a
true commitment to the ultimate goal, the better education for all
of our citizens and children. They work for the public intere.t and
not narrow objectives. And they are finally about cooperation and
are, in these two instances, already working together.

I personally have very high hopes for the current efforts, and
those that I think will be set up in place in the next few years, and
I'm optimistic about solving these problems. It will certainly not be
easy, but I think it can be done.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Shirley Hill follows:1

1 a.: 1/4./
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TESTIMONY OF SHIRLEY A. HILL

BEFORE THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND usok

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

t-. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE. My interests in the issues

before the subcoamittee in this hearing are directly related to my professinral

life in teacher education as Professor of Education and Mathematics at the

University of Missouri - Kansas City, in national policy in mathematics education

as the Chairperson of the Mathematical Sciences Education Board of the

National Research Council, the operating arm of the National Ace'emies of

Science and of Engineering, in The teaching profession as a member of the

National Board for Professional Teacting Standards. Thus my testimony will be

confined to mathematics education at a,1 levels and to mathematics teaching ,s

a profession.

It is at no risk to suffer the fate of the boy in the fable who cried

"Wolf", that I say that mathematics in this country is in a serious crisis.

The evidence mounts that our students are ill prepared to confront the challenges

of an information age, when much of that information is quantitative; of a

glob'' economy dependent more and more on mathematical and computer models;

of a technological future whose bedrock must be . _chematical and scientific

knowledge ; on an everyday world in which the demands for mathematical literacy

and number sense are significantly higher than ever before in numan history.

To put it the simplest and most straiOtforward terms, our mathematics

achievement levels in the United States are unacceptably low On absolute or

comparitive terms), our curriculum is ot.u,ete, and our textbooks and especially

our tests are woef:lly out-of-date.

The consequences of the crisis as it relates to the health of our labor

force are becoming well 'Torn in the boarorooms and o, I:ne in industry and

corporate America. The deleteriou: affects are rot just in the - called "high-

tech' industries. They rl,o, rocogrized in the financial as 4ell as the scientific

sertors, ir the se vice industries as well as in manufacturing, and alarmingly

in the military

But this is a crisis t fully comprehended by our broader public. There .s

little awareness or new pervasive mathematics is, or of the nature of its modern

face and its dynamic quality. There is a very limited perception of the really

astonishin, aoplic,oility of mathematics, its "unreasonable effectiveness" as
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one mathematician put it many years ago.Mathematics is part of an "invisible

culture", and this is a reflection of a curriculum that scarcely ever mentions

any mathematics newer than that of 300 years ago. No other subject could get

by with so obsolete a curriculum.

The media have not been particularly helpful when they persist in presenting

the concerns of a large profession as a parochial argument among "nerds" and

"professors". The inability to get a message of concern across to the public

is a constraining factor in needed reform. For a necessary cona Lion for

change , especially if it is to be sustained, is public support .id understand-

ing. What is needea now is a broad-based national consensus on aew goals and

directions for mathematics education at all levels and for all students. To

achieve such a consensus requires national leadership around standards, in the

context of local and state implementation and control.

Within the last few months two publications providad the first steps in

the process of national leadership. One was the report, EVERYBODY COUNTS, issued

by the National Res2arch Council. It sets out the problems in stark terms and

outlines a plan for attacking the problems in coalitions, networks, linked

projects , and a coordinated national ,galogue to build consensus. The other

publication is a first-ever set a national standards developed by the National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics in CURRICULUM AND EVALUATIONS STANDARDS FOR

SCHOOL MATHEMATICS These standards represent goals and guidelines, and a

yardstick by which local schools and districts can measure their programs.

Such standards for a forward-looking mathematics program in the schools can be

a rallying point for the entire effnrt in reform.

But these are first steps although giant ones. They must be followed up

and they must garner a broad base of support. In reality, what we have is an

enormously complex set of interrelated problems. They will not yield to quick

fixes or simplistic though splashy solutions. They will not yield to limited

focus or intervention at just one or two points. The many current efforts are

often thoughtful and excellent, but inevitably fragmented and geographically

limited. What is needed is systemic change. The task is to change an entire

system. This will mean coordinated effort, cooperative prugrams in which all

factors, textbooks, tests, curricilum, teaching, teacher education and school

management evolve in parallel and related ways toward widely accepted goals.

This means new paradigms of funding, of leauership, of coalition-building,

of coordination. Out must go defense of turf and self-interest, in must come

14
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joint effort and shared responsibility and risk, and shared credit as well.

Can we do this on a large scale? My only answer to that questions is, "WE

MUST".

There are two basic reasons that we must develop a program of excellence

in mathematics education. One is to build a strong work force and sustain a

viable, competitive economy. Here the well-being of society as 't collective

is at stake. The other is to assure the widest individual opportunity.

In a technoloc cal age, the foundation for problem solving is mathema-

tical. Mathematical models are used now , not just in the physical sciences

and engineering, but in the social sciences, the life sciences, business and

management, finance and medical research. At less sophisticated levels, much

of postsecondary training in business, government and the military demands

technical training, most often grounded in mathematics. Training in computer-

based manufacturing, in office work, in advanced weaponry, in systems

management has serious mathematical prerequisites. Few college majors have

no required mathematics components. Yet an inordinate amount of collegiate

resources in mathematics are expenoed on remedial work In fact, it should not

always be called "remedial" because the problem is often that the students were

never exposed to the mathematics needed for collegiate-level mathematics courses.

The second compelling reason for excellence in mathematics education is

that more and more, mathemat'cs is a key to opportunity. By the some arguments

raised above,, individuals who can think for a living and can think mathemati-

cally are more in demand. Mathematics opens doors. To drop out of the study of

mathematics is usually to close many doors... sometimes forever.

Even in everyday life, mathematics is more pervasive than ever before. The

level of numeracy , or mathematical literacy, demanded by the complex' ies of

modern life go well beyond the era when shopkeeper arithmetic and the quantita-

tive and measurement needs of agrivilture were sufficient for most people. Yet

c. curriculum largely reflect those times.

Humans are more than ju ,corkers. There are other aspects of our lives

in which a high-r level of mathematical literacy is advantag. is. To be en-

lightened consumers we need to understand data and statistics as represented in

advertising, we need to comprehend rates of interest and mortgages, complex

investments Otherwise, we are vulnerable and dependent on others. As an In-

formed electorate, we understand polls and survey processes, we are asked to
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vote on issues as diverse as acid rain and AIDS in which research and solutions

will be couched in terms of mathematical modeling. Many large public issues have

substantial quantitative aspects and measurable consequences.

The grounds for positive reform of mathematics education have a dual

characters individual opportunity and societal economic well - being.

In mathematics education, equity finds common cause with collective social

economic health. To quote EVERYBODY COUNTS, "Mathematical illiteracy is both

a personal loss and a national debt."

This has been a broad-brush picture of the crisis. Let me now provide

some supporting data in the context of supply and demand, The demand for

mathematical knowledge is incr, ;mg. Perhaps more critically, the demand for

the kind of thinking and pm solving skill central to Going and apply.ag

mathematics is increasing. Ma matics provides good training in higher-order

thinking skills.

The report 4ORKFORCE 2000 states that "The fastest growing jobs require

much higher mat- language , and reasoning capabilities than current jobs, yhile

the slowly growing jobs require less." The most critical basics today are

literacy, numeracy and logical reasoning. Publications by the Mathematical

Association of America have shown that a very large fraction of college majors

require some mathematics . Translating this to high school mathematics prerequi-

sites, .n analysis by the Math-Science Network shows that most jobs and careers

aemand at least three years of high school mathematics and many that do not

require a college degree still require at least two.Th.: report EVERYBODY COUNTS,

which makes the case that all American students can and should learn mathema-

tics, recommends that students study mathematics every year they are in school.

Tuning to the supply side we face some grim data. I will discuss some

of these data in terms of the pipeline and the sources for the supply in the

pipeline. I will begin at the end of the pipeline with data on production of

Ph. Ds in the mathematical sciences (mathematics, statistics, operations research,

etc.). Between .373 and 1987, the surveys of the America Mathematical Society

and the Mathematical Association of America show a drop in the Ph.Ds from nearly

1000 to about 750. But wnen .e sort out U.S. citizens we find that the decline

is far more precipitous- from over 750 to about 350. The band of non-U.S. citizens

in the graph is widening while the band representing U.S. citizens is narrowing

and by more than 50%. Should we be concerned about this? Many of the foreign

students return to their homelands so the number that can be employed by U.S.

universities and industry and government is even less than the decreasing pro-

duction figures would suggest. There is one agency that surely is especially

1 A"
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worried about these figures. That is the National Security Agency. the

largest employer of mathematicians in the country. One other band in the graph

is worth noting. The number of/YeAale recipients of the mathematical sciences

doctorates in th" perioJ from 1973 to 1987 has remained at about 100 per year,

at best less than 1/3 the total number of U.S. recipients. The good news is that

the percent of the total has increased. The bad news is that the actual number

has not. To break out the most recent data on Ph. Ds, we find these subsets:,

white male', 74%, white females, 19%, non-white males, 5%. non-white females 1%.

What is not seen in the usual graphic presentation of the data is our

greatest failure. During the last 15 years, the total number of blacks and

Hispanics receiving doctora' degrees in the mathematical sciences has averaged

less than 10 per year. That is 10 in absolute number not percent.

The pipeline problem begins much earlier when students discontinue study

of mathematics in school. (Its genesis is probably even earlier, when children

are allowed to lose interest in a subject their natural sense of wonder and

curiosity causes th'm to love initially.) In fact, the leak in the pipeline

is general and not specific to the top talent. If we look at the numbers of

students in mathematics study from ninth grade through graduate study we find

that the half-life is one year, i.e. on average we lose half the population

every year.

There are many reasons for this gushing loss from the pipeline. For me

the saddest is the loss of motivation, the change of attitude that seems to

come as children progress up through the grades. The process of "doing" mathe-

matics at any level, real mathematics not the boring exercises of computation

and formula memorization, is enjoyable, stimulating and even fun. Good teachers

and surveys convince us that virtually all young children like mathematics. They

do it naturally, discovering patterns and making conjectures based on observa-

tion. Natural curiosity is a powerful teacher for mathematics Why is it that

as children become socialized by school and society, they begin to view mathema-

tics as a rigidee.ternally dictated rules governed by standards only of

accuracy, speed and memory? Attitudes go from enthusiasm to apprehension, even

fear and revulsion. This need not nappen;it should not happen. And good new

programs sprouting up in many places today show that it does not happen.

Many teachers can teach in ways that sustain motivation in mathematics.

Most want to. They need example< of good models, they need good materials and

ideas, and most of all they need the instruments of testing and assessment and

evaluation to be brought up to date, so thpt they are not a drag on the ability

1/1
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to change and to improve instructional techniques and add new content.

Currents tests and the public testing mania are the greatest barrier to

reform in mathematics instrJction.

In an apt metaphor,, Robert White, the Pres'dent of the National Academy

of Euineering, described the central role of mathematics in the economic

growth of die :ountry. He said, "Mathematics must become a pump instead of

a filter in the pipeline."

When mathematics filters students out of the pipeline it does so

disproportionately for women, blacks and Hispanics. Mathematics has been

perhaps the worst curricular villain. When it acts as a filter, it not only

filters students out of careers but frequently out of school itself.

As data have shown, mathematics has been in extreme terms primarily the

province of the white middle-class male. The cold water of reality should

hit when we compare that fac& with the demographics for the rest of this

Century. The proportion of the population that is non-white is growing

dramatically. If mathematics has drawn almost solely from the white male

population then it will have a smaller and smaller proportion of the students

to draw from. The report WORKFORCE 2000 states that "White males, thought of

only a generation ago as the mainstays of the economy, will comprise only 15%

of the net additions to the labor force between 1985 and 2000." The little

syllogism has a clear conclusion. We need far more mathematical expertise and

general literacy. We have only succeeded in attracting from the white male

population in sufficient numbers. But that share of the total population is

in decline. Conclusion: We MUST learn to attract and retain minorities and

women in mathematics study. We know it is possible. Many well publicized pro-

grams show that minoritiy groups and females can be interested in mathematics

and achieve at very high levels. Ae need tne will and the base financial

support to widen thee excellent models to more areas and schools.

Not everyone will want to become a mathematician of course. But most

should aspire to careers and professions that represent opportunity. Most of

those will require some mathematical ability and skill. Furthermore, everyone

needs numeracy. In another striking metaphor from EVERYBODY COUNTS, It is

noted that in the United States we have been reasonably successful at tapping

and channeling the highly visible talent springs which develop without spec al

support from formal schooling .. but now we must raise the entire water table.

While the problems are daunting, we are not just sitting around wringing

our hands. There are many, many excellent programs and projects but it isn't
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enough. There is an inevitable fragmentation and unevenness about the move-

ment to change, to reform. It suffers froio a lack of coordination and a

fundamental consensus about directions and goals. If the basic need is to

change an entire system simultaneously, then the components of the system

need to be changed along parallel paths and in a coordinated pattern. In

our decentralized system of education in the United States, this is especially

hard to accomplish. We need national leadership but in its limited jurisdiction

that cannot be solely federal leadership. National leadership rather than

mandates needs to be voluntary.

Two boards on which I serve seem to me to be examples of how national

leadership can be effected. The very reason that the Mathematical Sciences

Education Board was formed at the National Research Council was the recog-

nition by the mathematics community itself that its organizations alone could

not bring about needed change. What was needed, they felt, was a group that

represented very wide-ranging interests in mathematics education. Thus the

Board is a diverse group consisting not only of mathematicians and mathematics

teachers (though there are a fair number of these), but also of school ad-

ministrators , chief state school officers from two states, scientists, and

members from the pulic sector, e.g. representatives from business and industry,

from the school boards'associations, from the leadership of the National PTA.

The business of tne Board is all about linkages, reinforcing, publicizing

good rrograms, augmenting ongoing projects, brokerir
. partnerships,

establish9 networks, in short coordinating a wide-raging effort at reform.

It exists to encourage coot ation, communication and coalitions, to discourage

redundancy and to help fill gaps. One of its major efforts is outreach, in the

belief that a broad base of understanding and support will be needed to effect

lasting change. Its report EVERYBODY COUNTS was intended as a public preface

to its role in garnering support for the CURRICULUM AND EVALUATION STANDARDS

referred to earlier and to its initiation of z national dialogue throughout

the country to try to achieve a consensus on new goals and directions for

mathematics at both school and college levels. That process has begun.

What we need to accomplish an ambitious program is the participation of

every group wit') a stake in the problem. To get thia we need many groups to

call attention to the effort. It is not always easy to get an audience even

when you are asking that audience for its opinion.

The MSEB does more than publish reports, establish outreach and solicit

opinion. It is actively engaged in the implementation of several plans

that attack a number of factors central to the problems I have outlined.
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I will mention some of these projects and my office would be happy to

provide details on any that are of particular interest to ycu. An ongoing

series of projects relates to the need to revise radically the mathematics

curriculum of the schools. Because the use of technology, computers and

calculators calls into question the organizing principle of computation

and symbol manipulation around which the traditional curriculum was

structured, we are engaged in an examination of several strands around

which a curriculum for the next century could be organized. These are selected

to represent several of the "big ideas" of mathematics, e.g. uncertainty,

change, dimension, shape and quantity. The strands could he woven together

to illustrate mathematics as the science of patterns.

In addition, we will be releasing a guide to reform that should bE

helpful to localities that want to revise their mathematics curricula. Our

view is that our role is an "augmented grass roots" form of curricular change,

with guidance for local and state efforts toward a flexiblf set of standards

but retaining local initiative and decision-making.

Anothr ongoing project Is directed toward the revitalization of

collegiate mathematics. We are conducting it jointly with the Board on

Mathematical Sciences of the National Research Council.

Two important projects now funded and set to be launched are one

entitled "Making Mathematics Work for Minorities". It will begin with a set

of regional planning conferences. The other is a project to establish

coaltions at state level. It is envisioned that these coalitions would bring

together at state level the diverse constituencies represented by MSEB.

Taken all together, the several programs represent the intent of the

N3tional Research Council to engage in an unprecedented study of the mathe-

matics enterprise from pre-kindergarten through the graduate school, and to

offer leadership in a broad based coalition toward reform.

The organizations that represent the mathematics and mathematics education

communities are also concerned with standards for teaching mathematics. MSEB

will help to coordinate he work of the National Council of Teachers of Mathe-

matics and the Mathematical Association of America in the development of a

set of standards for mathematics teaching. We believe that we can present a

consensus of the entire community on what these standards should represent.

I believe that in the last analysis, the key to positive change is in

teaching. In the preface to EVERYBODY COUNTS, my co-chairmen in the develop-

ment of the report,, Phillip Griffiths, the Provost of Duke University and

J. Fre4Bucy the retired CEO of Texas Instruments and I stated, "whatever

1
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any of us do as individuals or through organizations to improve education,

we see our role as supporting the efforts of the central person who can

bring about meaningful and lasting change: the teacher."

It is for this reason that I have such high hopes and expectations

for the goals of the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards.

To have and maintain high standards, to recolnize teachers who meet these

standards, to have these standards defined and set by tne professionals them-

selves with the heir and cooperation of public members, to provide the sort

of environment in ,.rich professionals can work and reach their goals of

student learning; all of this will surely enhance the profession of teaching,

but most importantly, it will make a difference for America's children.

The goal of assessment in five years is s short time to do such a

large task and do it right. But we must have impact on the large numbers of

teachers who will come into the profession in the 1990's as well as

encouraging those many , many teachers who continue to provide excellent

teaching year after year . I work with teachers as well as with students

who are candidates for teaching. When I describe the vision and goals of

the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards, there is an almost

universal positive response and excitement. The overwhelming majority welcome

the Board and what it represents. Especially among members of the Board who

have worked for many years to improve education, there is a sense of new

mission and dedication.

As chair of the Assessment Committee, I sometimes feel overwhelmed by the

awesome task we have set ourselves... an assessment that breaks new ground but

is built on the best research and development that exists or can be done.

This job must be done right and it will only be credible If it is truly

based on good teaching performance. There are few existing paradigms for

Performance-based assessment. But current experiments are very promising.

The itzy to success is adequate research. In this the Congress can help and

play its legitimate leadership role. This effort could well be the linchpin

for bringing American education into the position of e..cellence our

children deserve.

The report, EVERYBODY COUNTS, states that our national goal 's *o make U.S.

mathematics education the best in the world. The 87/83 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROFESSIONAL TEACHING STANDARDS states that Board certification

is a means to many ends' better teaching,, better schools, better graduates,

a better America. Our goals are similar, our efforts are complementary. 8dth



Boards represent mechanisms for nat,flfll leadership that bring together

diverse constituencies in commor cause. Both work together with,not in

isolation or in competition with other groups and both make a practice

of seeking opinion from many sources. Neither represents a narrow special

terest. It seems to me they are exactly the kinds of national leadership

dels that can actLally make a lasting difference in American education.
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Dr. Hill.
Cynthia Yocum is an elementary school teacher at Hall Elemen-

tary School over here in St. Joseph, Missouri. It is nice to have you
with us.

Ms. Yocum. Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. What grade do you teach?
Ms. Yocurvt. I'm a sixth grade teacher.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I, too. That is what I did before
Ms. Yocum. I've taught several different le- 'is, but right now

I'm in the sixth grade.
1 want to thank you for inviting me to be a part of such a distin-

guished panel. I want you, first of all, to take your hats off that
you came on with, and belome a sixth grader now, so I'm not so
nervous and I can talk to you more free' j.

Mr. COLEMAN. Let me say that m, .y congressman haven't at-
tained that level yet, present company excluded, cf course.

Ms. Yocum. Okay, don't be hitting each other; don't be calling
each other names so we can get this done.

STATEMENT OF MS. CYNTHIA YOCUM, TEACHEP, HALL
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI

"Like it or not, science education is where the future of our coun-
try lies, and you don't want your child left behind." I made this
statement to a group of parents, and this came from a person who,
in previous years, had a very poor science teacher. I had the oppor-
tunity to attend a class called Air wad Space Science for Elementa-
ry Teachers that was funded by the National Science Foundation.
We've heard that a lot this morning.

I didn't take the class because I was interested in the material
that was being taught. I took the class because it was five hours
graduate credit and it was going to be free and they were going to
give me a little money on the side. As a teacher, we are always
looking for those things.

So, I took this class While I was there, I gained much valuable
information. Probably the most valuable I gained was the fact that
the teacher doesn't have to always know the answers. Up until this
time, I had been very afraid to tP,Ach science. I had taken every out
of teaching science possible, be I didn't think I knew the }A n -
s we rs that were necessary, and taerefore, if there wasn't time in
the day for a certain subject to be taught, it was sc.ence.

But through this class I found that it i3 okay if you don't know
the anqwers. You can find them someplace. I also found that if you
do -atory work and it doesn't turn out with the results you
expect,, you can do it again and change the variables and you learn
a lot of things in the meantime.

So, I decided that if this is okay to take place in a college class,
then it would definitely be okay 10 place in my elementary class-
room. I felt much more comfortable going back to my classroom
with that attitude.

In the fall of 1C1.5, I went back to my class and decided that I
couldn't allow myself to be the weak link in the chain that joins
children and science education. I, therefore, have taken a number
of different classes, most of them have been through grants. They

u
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are classes that have been funded by someone else. I've been at
minimal expense for several of these and they dealt with science
education.

My concern is for the teachers who haven't had the positive ex-
periences that I have had, who have not had the opportunity or
have not taken advantage of the opportunity of some of these class-
es that are offered for elementary teachers. They make the choices
not to.

The greatest problem with science in the elementary classroom is
the fear of teaching science. My problem stemmed from elementary
school, myself. I don't remember one single class in science being
taught. I had some excellent teachers, but they weren't very good
science teachers. Therefore, I didn't have a very good role models
to follow.

I see many problems in the field of science, the greatebi, being
the fear of teaching science, that we simply do not have the knowl-
edge. Other teachers just simply express that they don't have the
interest to teach science. Another is the lack of time We have
schedules that we have to follow, and working science into our
schedule is one problem, but anot'ter problem is we have a 30-
minute planning time set aside each day, and by the time we find
our supplies and get them all set up for our labs, we most generally
run out of time.

Probably the greatest problem we have in elementary school is
the expense of the materials and supplies and the necet.sary equip-
ment. My school has set aside $50 a year for science. We have 450
students in our building, and it is very difficult to have An effective
program when you don t have the necessary equipment available to
us.

These are a few of the most blatant problems that I see. The so-
lutions don't come very easy for us, as I'm sure you're well aware.
The problem begins with teacher education, teacher training. I'll
take the blame for that, just like any other teacher would, I think.
Education has been hit several places here, and I'll be the first to
agree it does takeand it begins in elementary school.

I'm gning to be taking a class during the summer, again IL is
through a grant, and this grant is going to approaching several sci-
ence concepts as though the teacher has absolutely no knowledge
of science. For the next several years, until we've brought science
educated students up through the system, maybe that is path that
teacher training in science education needs to follow, as though the
people who are participating don't have a science knowledge, so
they become more comfortable with the subject matter itself.

Another solution thai was given to me was that possibly we need
to increase the requirements for teachers, that they need to have
maybe a B.S. in Arts and Science. One of the best teachers in my
school says that without that type of a degree, she wouldn't have
the necessary knowledge to have stepped in and taught what she
has been teaching.

The favorite solution that was given to me was that we need to
put our classes into departments, with the best science teacher
teaching science. This comes from teachers who are not comforta-
ble with teaching science. There are lots of arguments against that.
One would be the scheduling problems that we would have. An-
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other would be that we are causing children to grow up too quick-
ly, that they are going to be faced with those things, that we are
taking them out of a safe and secure structured environment, and
they are going to be having those things soon enough when they
reach the middle school.

The people who make the decisions don't always come up with
the things that are going to be best for the children, the things
that are the easiest to put into practice is what we most often see.Teachers who like to teach science also have many frustrations
with the system. Probably the most often thing you're going to
hear is that we are required to teach certain things. We have objec-
tives that we have to teach. Part of the Teaching Act states that
we have to state the objective orally as well in writing, and when
we do that, we take the discovery away from the students. We're
telling them what they are going to be learning, instead of letting
them find out for themselves what they are going to be learning.

A suggestion was made by a high school teacher that in elemen-
tary schools they should have many hands-on activities that deal
with the science concepts, keep the enthusiasm alive and then send
them on to middle school where they can teach the objectives and
the students are more ready to learn those objectives. Therefore,
they are still enthused when they get there and they have lots of
good experiences with science when they reach them.

Until the general public, especially parents, realize the impor-
tance that needs to be placed on science education, I don't think
that we're going to have a very easy solution to these problems.
The public holds the purse strings that control the funding as well
as the power to ask for the excellent education that each child de-
serves. The public, as well as teachers, need to realize the impor-
tance of the statement I made in 1985, like it or not, science educa-
tion is where the future of our country lies, and you don't want
your child left behind.

[The prepart.d statement of Cynthia K. Yocum follows:]
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TESTIMONY FOR THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECOPDARY EDUCATION
BY CYNTHIA K. YOCUM

SIXTH GRADE TEACHER. HALL SCHOt
ST. JOSEPH SCHOOL DISTRICT

ST. JOSEPH. MISSOURI

May 1. 1989

Like it or not, science education is where the future of our country
lies. and you don't want your child left behind.' I made this statement
to some parents who did not understano why, all of a sudden, when their
chic reaeled f.fth grace. there was so ach .mpbrtance placed on the
area of science. This was probably extra confusing for those parents who
had previously had children in my class. This was new territory for me
also. Up until tAat year I had been the worid's worst science teacher.
If there was something that had to be left Jut in a school day because of
'act: of tlne. it =ac science. I did nct orderstand science and I was
very afraid of :t. 'The teacher never wants, to let the student know she
coesn t ha=e a.. tne answers was how hac felt up until the summer of
ISIS.

If I c.as going to be making statements like I did to that group of
parents, I could not afford to be the weak link in the chain. In the
summer of 1986. I had the opportunity to take an Air and Space Science
for Elementary Teachers class on the campus of Northeast Missouri State
University. I didn't take the class because I was particularly
interested In the subject content, out because it was a five hour
graduate level class that was completely funded by the National Science

tr.s class we hac a lab 1 became a7.azec at ho.:
mucn tun you couia have learning all tne information I had missed in
elementa y school, high school, and, yes. even colleae. We had
experim Its that cidn't turn osit the way they were expected to turn out,
but we didn't panic. I decided If these things could happen to a college
professor of science. then it would be okay if they happened in an
elementary classroom. This began my transformation as a science teacher
as well as a teacher of all other subjects.

we nix., tc my classroom ,n the fall of :985, au: transformed It
Into a space laboratory. We did many experiments and activities that had
to do with space, but also hu.: basic science concepts. I did not have
much knowledge in the area of science, but I was having as much fun as my
students learning. If we ran across questions I didn't know the answers
to, we would search together. Many times the students would come up with
the answers before I did, but we still learned. Still most of the
science concepts we covered were aerospace things.

In the fall of 1986. T made a move to a much larger school district
where there was a 'science curriculum" with specific 'objectives' to be
taught. I discovered very quickly I was going to have to broaden my
horizon to more than aerospace. I had lets of homework to do because if
I expected my students to understand these things, I first needed to
understand. I continued with ' aerospace activities and each spring
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would have an open house for the parents to see some of these activities.
My Principal, Leo Blakiey, attended one of these and considered It as a
mini-science fair. I had never thought of it as that, Just as something
fun for the students to do.

Later in the spring of 1988, Mr. Blakley received some information on
a School Science Improvement class to be held that summer. This class
was funded by a grant and in order to participate, the principal had to
recommend the teacher, Mr. Blakley thought It might be a good idea for
me to participate in this class, but he aiso inluded the stipulation I
would share my information and organize science fair for Hall School,
I agreed to this and became a member of a very ftiA class. In this class
I was exposed to physics, chemistry, biology, ani earth science. I had
taken these classes as an undergraduate. but had only put in my time
without much understanding taking place. During that summer, these
classes increased my understanding of many concepts. I also had access
to many th:nge I could use in my classroom. As part of my assignment I
had to go back to my classroom and have my students draw GI picture of a
scientist I also had to keep a journal of all the things we did In our
science c.ass.

The 1988-1989 school year began with many things to bt accomplished.
The very first cay cf schoo:, my st,:cents uere glveh a b:ank piece of
paper and ask to draw a picture of a scientist. Most of the pictures
turned out as expected with men wearing lab coats in a laboratory.

It was my good fortune to be selected to represent my building at
another science class. The class was itled Kindergarten -Sixth Grade
Science and Math. This class, again 1 funded by a grant. This was
probably one of the most useable c'- had ever taken. We spent
three hours a night doing experiments we could take back and do in our
classrooms. Imagine addlts crawling around on the floor acting like
ch.ldren. Cur ass:gnment was tc choose at least one of the experAments
and have our students do it. These experiments were total student
Involvement ,nd not merely observation. The students loved this and
looked forward to the days after my class because I always wanted to try
at least one the very next day. 7$ studtpts, both boys and girls, loved
the experiments and could often be .leard to ask if they could go home and
try it some more to see If they could make any improvements. Students
asking for homework, especially In science, was very exciting for me. I

had lots of information to add to my Journal as well. This group of
students became my group of 'guinea pigs' because of the many things we
tried for the first time.

In the fall of 1988, I began the planning of Hall School's first
science fair. It was decided we would include third through sixth grades
and it would be a sclence/consumer fair. The students were required to
participate since school time would be allowed for work on their
protects. The students could work in group, of two or they could work
individually. The students were given a time line as to when each part
of their project should be completed. The science/consumer fair was held
in January of 1989, with approximately 160 projects completed and around
250 students being involved. Each participant received a ribbon plus
some positive feedback. In our award ceremony, we Invited the primary
classes to come and had our winners present their projects so the younger
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children could become excited and look forward to when it was their turn
to participate. All students came away from the experience feeling very
good about themselves.

Because of our success I was asked to write a grant for teachers on
how to organize a science fair. The grant was not funded, but the schoo,
district felt it would be valuable eo they are funding the making of the
video.

We have continued our school year with many hands-on activities. The
class's favorite unit so far was our unit on electricity. I had written
the unit as part of my assignment in the School Science Improvement
Projects class.

In December i askeu my class to draw a picture of a scientist at work.
The drawings had greatly changed from the ones they did at the beginning
of the year. They, for the most part, drew pictures of themselves doing
experiments on the floor We had at least gotten rid of part of their
sterotype.

I have set aside the last part of the school year for the part I like
best, aerospace. My class is very excited and looking forward to this.
We are making hot air balloons, studying air pressure and the principles
of flight, making glidders, launching rockets, and planning our first
aerospace day.

I am also In the planning stages of organizing a Young Astronauts Club
for fifth and sixth graders. The interest in this area is great.

When I came to Hall School, I was asked to be the building coordinator
of Starlab, a portable planetarium. I knew absolutely nothing about the
constellations, but I thought it might be something fun to learn about,
I was then asked to help write curriculum for the district. The purpose
of the curriculum was to help other teachers become more comfortable in
using Starlab.
Mere does the future taKe Cina, Yocum. science teacher? I gill be

taking advantage of every opportunity that arises to increae my
knowledge in the area of science education. I will be taking w class
miring the summer that will further change my classroom next year. I

have learned to ne%er allow an opportunity to pass me by because that
opportunity might carry along with It something that will completely
change my life or the lives of my students. The links I'm adding to my
student's chains are becoming stronger with each of these opportunities.
I have evolved into a teacher who loves to teach science. My knowledge

is still lacking, but I am constantly learning. My concern is for those
teachers who have not had the positive experiences. Some have not had
the opportunity or have not taken advantage of the opportunity to become
involved in the excellent science classes available to teachers.

As part of teacher training, students are required to take so many
science classes, but, if the student does not have a good science
background, the science phobia 13 allowed to grow. Teachers, often, were
not taught science when they were elementary students, and, therefore, do
not have many good role models. It appears to me that the problem begins
in elementary school.

Along with teachers being dfrald of teaching science are many other
problems. Some teachers nave expressed they simply do not have the
interest. Time also plays a big factor. Not only time to work it into
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the daily schedule, but time to prepare for the class. Most teachers
have only a 30 minute planning period, and by the time everything is
rounded up there is no time to try the experiment first. Some cf the
equipment and supplies needed for science are very expensive. My
building is allowed fifty dollars a year for science. It is difficult to
have an effective program when the necessary equipment Is not avallahle.

The problems re simple to point out, but solutions do not arrie so
easily. Teacher education seems to be the logical place to begin. I

will oe taking a class during the summer that is approaching several

science concepts as though the participants have no science knowledge.
For the next several years, until we bring science educated students up
through the system, this is possibly the path teacher training in science
eaucation should follow. Another solution might possibly be to change
the requirements for teaching so that each teacher would need a B.S. in
Arts and Science. One of our best science teachers at Hall says she
would not have had the necessary background without that type of a
degree. This solution would create another problem. With increased
education should come an increased pay schedule compounding the already
great problem of funding. A favorite sugoestion, especially from those
who do not feel comfortable teaching sc.ence, 15 to departmentalize with
the most qualified person teaching science. This. In turn could create
more problems to deal with. Some of the arguements against this might
be scheduling, or the removal of the child from a 'safe' structured
environment. The people who make these decisions don't always come up
with the solution that has the child's hest interest at heart, but one
that might bq the easiest to f.it into practice.

Teachers who enjoy teaching science have many frustrations with the
system. Many feel too much emphasis is placed on teaching the
'objectives.' Part of the requirement of the teaching act is to state
the objective both orally and Ir wrItIng. If this Is done, then
discovery by the student is removed. Some feel the objectives should be
removed from the elementary school altogether. The suggestion was made
by a high school teacher for elementary schools to concentrate on many
hands-on activities that deal with science concepts, thereby keeping the
enthusiasm alive. Then send them to middle school where the objectives
could be taught and the student more ready to learn. A teacher's
favorite time of the year is after achievement tests have been taken.
This is when we do things that couldn't have been justified earlier
because they were not part of the objectives for that grade level.

Until the general puLlic, especially pPrents, realizes more emphasis
needs to be placed on sc.ence education the road appears to be long and
rough. The public holds the purse strings for the necessary funding, as
well as the power to auk for the excellent education each child deserves.
The public, as well as teachers, need to believe my statement made in
1985, 'Like It or not, science education is where the future of our
country Iles, and you don't want your child left behind.'
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Kent Kavanaugh is also a teacher, at Park Hill Senior High

School in Kansas City.

STATEMENT OF MR. KENT KAVANAUGH, TEACHER, PARK HILL
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Mr. KAVANAUGH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Coleman.
I am an advanced chemistry teacher who teaches in an affluent

suburban high school. Approximately 43 percent of the Park Hill
School District lies within the city limits of Kansas City, Missouri.
I will give testimony to the problems as I see them in my classroom
and in the educational field. Our educational efforts are beset by a
number of hurdles :effecting our ultimate successes and failures. In
an attempt to address these problems, I have found that they are
best approached from three separate categories: students, teachers,
and resources.

Students: Because the drop-out rate in the United States is about
one out of four, or higher, I will only see about 75 percent of the
possible number of students who could take science classes. Of
those remaining three, a high percent, have been turned off to sci-
ence before they enter high school and will take the minimum sci-
ence requirement for graduation. I have to spend a good percent of
my time in the Plassroom convincing my students that they can
succeed in scier, -e, that science is for everyone and not just the
elite.

Only about 30 percent of my advanced chemistry students are
girls. If I can get them to take the first year of chemistry, they go
on to take more scienze. Tt is getting them into the science room in
the: first place that is the challenge. We need to attract more mi-
rarity students also into the sciences and in thk math fields.

The high ability student that I see is, by far, ietter informed and
better prepared than a decade ago. But this group is not a reflec-
tion of the average student in the our classroom today. Today's stu-
dents are born into a world of minimum effort and a desire for in-
stant gratification. They have been exposed to too much passive en-
tertainment which can be obtained with a push of button, 24 hours
a day. There are times when I feel I must be as much an entertain-
er as a teacher. The American work ethic is virtually non-existent
in 09 classrooms today.

The average student will either be from a single parent family or
om a family where both parents work outside the home. The stu-

ient will often lack the support and encouragement of the family
base. I find my role in the classroom become more and more one of
a pseudo-parent, as well as an educator. I think many of today's
parents look to the school to not only educate their children in the
three R's, but to teach them about morals, ethics, commitment, and
to shift the basic role of the family to the educational system.

It s true, we should support and reinforce these ideals in the
classroom, but we cannot instill them or make them a high priority
in their lives. One of the major problems in education, and there-
fore, science education, is the lack of parental involvement.

The average science student has gainer' his or her basic educa-
tion from the fill-in-the-blank tests and assignments. I realize the
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limitations of fostering independent thought or critical thinking at
the elementary level, but this approach does not have to be perpet-
uated at the secondary level. Many of the students I see think that
science education is looking up the answers in their textbooks with-
out reading the assignment. To instill problem-solving skills in the
average science students in my biggest challenge and goal.

Of the teachers: We are not attracting high quality of science
majors in the educational field. The single most important step
that can be taken to improve science and math education for the
21st century is to raise the monetary consideration for the math
and science teaching profession. The average age of the secondary
science teacher is 43 years. This means that at a time when our
country is entering the technological arena of the next century, a
large percent of our current science teachers will be retiring. There
is an extreme shortage of science teachers today. This problem will
be catastrophic by the 21st century if we continue to assume that
the laws of supply and demand work everywhere except in the field
of education.

We must attract bright, highly qualified students into the fields
of math and science teaching. This is not possible when the first
year chemistry teacher will earn approximately $7,000 less than
the same educational entry position in industry. Unfortunately,
those who are attracted to education are often in the lower one-
third of their graduating classes in science and math.

A great many science teachers must maintain another job to fi-
nancially survive. The month before I left for Washington, D.C., to
receive the Presidential Award, I averaged 40 hnirs a week at my
job, not my teaching job, my second job as an analytical chemist for
the Mobay Corporation of Kansas City. I must work at two or more
jobs to make ends meet and to try to pay for the college tuition for
my son, who graduates this spring. Becaus of this, I often come to
school physically and mentally worn out. I am not the exception, I
am the rule.

One of the biggest frustrations I fee' i education is that because
I have reached the top of .ny salary schedule and years service to
my school, I cannot get any increase in salary for another three
years. No matter how hard I work, no matter how well I do my job,
I can't increase my salary. There is little monetary incentives to do
or be the best that you can be in education. This is one area where
education can learn from industry. This is my sixth year with my
secondary job, working summers and part time. I have received in-
creases in wages, consideration, and responsibilities it those years.
I do not view this job as a financial dead end, which is the way I
often see my career in education.

As for the resources: As in most areas of education, it appears
that there will always be a limited number of resources for class-
room instruction. I have found that industry can play a major role
in contributing to classroom supplies. What is considered as mate-
rial no longer suitable for industrial needs is a godsend for educa-
tion School districts should form partnerships with community
businesses and resources. Because of a partnership that my science
department has formed with the Mobay Corporation, we have been
able to improve science education in our districts and others. But
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many science classrooms are not located where these resources are
available.

The science textbooks get larger, the contact time between stu-
dent -.nd teaching gets smaller, labs give way and are reduced in
the name of safety and available resources. If these problems do
not find solutions, our future as a leading nation in the world is
very dubious.

If we do not make the science teaching fields ones which are
competitive with industry, we can only expect more reports like,
"A Nation at Risk" or the "International science Report Card."
The role of the United states in the 21st century can only be that
of a second ^r third rate country, because the general population
will be scientifically illiterate and unable to function in an ad-
vanced tezhnological world. The very apex of democracy, the voting
booth, will be of little salvation for an American population that
hat, little understanding of the 9CieriafiC issues they will be facing
in the coming century.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kavanaugh follows:]
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I am an advanced chemistry teacher who teaches in an
affluent suburban high school. Approximately 43% of the
Park Hill School District li,s within the city limits of
Kansas City, Missouri. The. .tea is centered around 1-29 in
the vicinity of Kansas City International Airport. ThP high
school is about 20 minutes north of downtown Kansas City and
about 20 minutes northeast of the Fairfax industrial area.
The Park Hill District includes rural, suburban, and small
town communities, in close proximity to urban end industrial
centers. The district operates nine schools with a total
enrollment of approximately 6,600 students.

I will give testimony to the problems as I see them in
my classroom and in the educational field. Our educational
efforts are beset 5y a number of hurdles af`ecting our ultimate
:,uccC'SSeS and failures. In an attempt to address the,& problems,
I have found that they are best approached from three separate
categories: students, teacher,: and resources.

Students: Because the drop-out rate in the United States
in about one out of four, I will only see about 75% of the
possible number of students who cou'd take science classes. Of
these remaining three, a high percent have been turned off to
science before they enter high school and will ta1.e the minimum
science requirement to graduate. I have to spend a good percent
of my time in the classroom, cunvincing my students that they
can succeed in science, that science is for everyone and not
just th, "elite".

Only about 30% of my advanced chemistry student. are girls.
If 1 cr.() get them to take the first year of chemistr, they go
on to ake more science. Its getting them into the science
room in the first place that is the challenge. We need to attract
more minority students also into the science and math fields.

The high ability student that I see is by far better informed
and better prepared than a decade ago. But this group is not a
reflection of the average student n our classrooms today. Today's
students are born into a world of tinimal effort and a desire for
instant gratification. They haw_ been exposed to too much passive
entertainment which can be obtained with a push of a button,
24 hours a day. There are times when I feel I must be as much

an entertainer as teacher. The American wor ethic is virtually
non-existent in the classroom.

The average student u.11 ( her be from a single parent
family or from a family where ,,h parents work outsice the home.

The student will often lack t.,-; support and encouragiment of the
family base. I find my role in the classroom becoming more and
more one of a vuedo-parent a, well as a teacher. I think many
of today's parents lo(Ak to the school to not only educate their
children in the three R's, but to teach them about morals, ethics,,
commitment, and to shift the basic role of the family to the
educational sy-Lem. It is true we should support and reinforce

.... ......
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these ideals in the classroom but we cannot instill t',em nor
make them a high priotity in their lives. One of the major
problems in education, and therefore, science education, is
the lack of parental involvement.

The average science student has gained his or her basic
education from "fill-in-the-blank" tests and assignments. I

realize the limitations of fostering independent thought or
critical thinking at the elementary level, but this approach
does not have to be perpetuated at the secondary level. Many
of the students I see think that science oducaLioh is looking
up the answers in their textpooks without reading the assign-
ment. To instill pronlem-solving skills in the average science
student is my biggest challenge and goal.

Teachers: We are not attracting high 'utility science
majors into the educational field The single most important
step that can be taken to improve science and math education
for the 21st century is to raise the monetary consideration
for the math and science teaching profession. The average age
of the secondary scioce teacner Is 43 years. This means that
at a time when our country is entering the technological arena
of the next century, a large percent oC our current science
teachers will be retiring. There is an extreme short.ge of
science teachers today. This problem will bo catastrophic by
the 21 t century if we continue to assume that the laws of
supply and demand work everywhere except in the field of educa-
tion.

We must attract bright, highly qualified students into
the fields of math and science teaching. This is not possible
when the first year chemistry teacher will earn approximately
$7,000 less than the same educational entry position in industry.
Unfortunately, those who are attracted to education are often in
the lower one third of their graduating classes in science and
math.

A great many science teachers must maintain anothee lob
to financially survive The month before I left for Wa,.hington
D.C. to receive the President 1 \ward, I averaged 40 hours a
week at my lob- -not my teaching joh, my second job as an analytical
chemist for the Mobay Corporation of itan:-as City. I must work
at two or more jobs Lo make ends meet id to try to pay for
college tuition for my -,n who graduates this spring. Because
of this, I often core to school physically and mentally worn out.
I am not the exception, I am the rule.

One of the biggest frustrations I feel in education is that
beCause I have reached the top of my salary scale and years
service to my school, I cannot get any increase in salary for
another thrce y ars. No matter how hard I work, no mattoi row
well I do my )ob, I can't increase i,ay sailry. There is little
monetary incentive to do o: be the best that you can be in
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education. This is one area where education can learn from
industry. This is my sixth year with my secondary job,
working summers and part time. I have received increases in
wages, considerations and responsibilities in those years.
I do rot vier this job as a financial dead end, which is the
way I often see my career in education.

Resources: As in most areas of education, it ap that
there will always be a limited number of resources isroom
instruction. I have found that industry can play a majur role
in contributing to clascroom supnlies. What is considered as
material no longer suitable for industrial need, ,s a godsend
for education. School districts should form part,.trships with
community businesses and resources. Because of a partnership
that my science department has formed with the Mcbay Corporation,
we have been able to iTnrove science education in our districts.
But many science classrooms are not located where these rescurcL.,
are available.

The science textbooks get larger, the contact time between
student and teacher gets smaller, labs give way and are reduced
in the name of safety and available resources. If these pr lems
do not find solutions, our future as a leading nntion in the
world is very dubious.

If we do not make the science t,aching fields ones which
are competitive "ith industry, we can only expect more reports
like, "A Nation ot I1Lsk" or "InLernaLionzl Science Report Card".
The role of the United states in the 21st century ca only be
that of a second or third rate country, because the neral
population will be scientifically Illiterate and unat to
function in an advanced technological world. The very apex
of democracy, the voting booth, will be of little salvation
for an American population that has little understanding of
the scientific issues they will be facing within the coming
century.

1
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Hal Gardner is the Executive Dire-tor of the Mis-
souri Education Satellite Networ' , a consortium called Midlands
Star Schools Consortium at Col= bia. It is nice to have you with
us, Mr. Gardner.

STATEMENT OF MR. HAL GARDNER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MIS-
SOURI EDUCATION SATELLITE NETWO1K, MIDLANDS STAR
SCHOOLS CONSORTIUM, COLUMBIA, MISSOURI

Mr. GARDNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Coleman.
I want to point out that the matris.1 in the folders, the bro-

chures that I've given you, is primarily a listing of schools, sites,
locations and places where things are happening by way of satellite
delivery. That is a relatively new area. The Education Satellite
Network is an intervention vehi-le, primarily. It is a ..ube, a con-
duit. It is so much plumbing int,- which, I hope, that all kinds of
things that we're hearing this morning can be poured.

The Education Satellite Network is a service of the Missouri
School Boards Association and has been in operation since March
of 1987. In that re' Itively short period of time, the concept of satel-
lite-delivered insvuction, enhancement in service, professional
growth programming, as well community teleconferencing, has
caught the imagination of educators and tl..e public throughout
Missouri and the nation.

The Network has beer. the recipient of two Federal grantsit is
currently providing a major portion of service to public schools hi
Missouriand will be receiving state monies from the proceeds on
a ,o1 taxation on the ental of video cassettes which has been ear-
marked for distance learning. By the way, that will provide about
$5.3 million dollars each year in the area el' technology and educa-
tion, which is a significant first in this state.

Education Satellite Network is the lead organization for Missou-
ri's participation in the Star Schools Program, a program that was
sponsored by Senator Kennedy last yea , and enabled about $19
million dollars, to be distributed nationally to four consortia.

Our consortium, the Midlands Consortium, is comprisnd of Mis-
souri, Oklahoma, Kansas, Alabama, and Mississippi. It is with this
most recent funding that he Education Satellite Network has been
able to build its own audios and facilities and hire the personnel
required to produce and transmit programming throughout the
consortium states and the Americas.

While there are a variety of kinds of programming services made
available to schools, this testimony focuses on science and mathe-
matics instruction as it applies to secor,dary education in selected
Missouri downlink receiving sights during the 1988-89 school year.

The '8f,-'90 school year will show growth, causing the present-day
numbers to seem somewhat insignificant, except, cf course, to the
students taking the courses his year. They simply wouldn't have
had an opportunity had it not been for satellite delivered physics
calculus, analytic geometry, and a number of other science related
teleconferencing opportunities.

I read, now, just a portion from our program guide of a particu-
lar success story, how the Missouri students taking courses by sat-
ellite stacked up with others across the country. Very well, indeed,

r -
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if Clint Rybax is any indication. Rybak takes advanced placement
physics, a satellite delivered course offered through the Education
Satellite Netwcrk in Oklahoma State University.

He is a junior at Cooper County Consolidated High School in
Pilot Grove, Missouri. Recently isa scored an 83 percent, a top score
among 471 students enrolled, on advanced placement physics test
conducted by Oklahoma State University. The average score
ranged from 34 to 50 percent. The physics class is aired to Pilot
Grove students from the Oklahoma State University transmission
facilities and is under the guidance of Cynthia Castle. Advanced
placement physics by satellite reaches 170 schools in 13 states.

"We have been very pleased with the satellite program in our
school districts," said Richard Mandall, superintendent in the Pilot
Grove School District. "It permits us to provide both physics and
German classes to our students, classes that otherwise woul-i not
have been possible. Our teachers are also making extensive use of
other programming available on the network, and integrating it
into their regular classroom activities."

Advanced placement physics by satellite is a one-year advanced
placement course designed for high school students with solid math
backgrounds. It aims to help student., appreciate the physical world
around them and to prepare them for college physics. While this is
an introductory course, it also meets the College Board require-
ments for advanced placement. Advanced placement physics is
taught by Dr. Peter Shoal at OSU.

A.P. physics by satellite is just one of a number of instructions
courses now offered by the satellite network. Others include al
vanced senior English, calculus, German, and pre-calculus. Plansfor next year include offeri' g courses in trigonometry, Russian,
Spanish, advanced placement chemistry, basic English, economics,
and American Government.

Kansas State University will develop a genetics course that will
become available in the Fall of '87. We have two schools right now
being piloted this summer. They have already received kits of bee-
tles and other miscellaneous supplies that they will be doing some
genetics experimentation on this summer. That will lead to a full
course implementation come Fall.

Finally, teachers and teaching partners will advance their under-
standing of many issues in the field through dista ace learning via
satellite. Through a number of teleconference -:tivities sponsored
by agencies all over the world, including NASA, the N tional Sci-
ence Foundation, and the National Diffusion Project.

Our hopes are that those of you in this room, those engaged in
the employment, the education, and training of students in technol-
ogy areas, science and math, will take advantage of the new and
viable mass of satellite receiving sites located throughout, not only
Missouri, but throughout the nation, and that we can join in the
effort to bring an enlivened approach to science and 4:1 teachingin our nation's schools.

Thank you.
[The prepared - ',atement of Hal Gardner follows:]
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The ;*.ifcpuri School Boards Association (MSBA) developed the Education
Satellite il,stwork (ESN) to provide more equitable access to education for
all students in Missouri. ESN offers a unique learning resource to school
districts by providing enhancement ana enrichment programming, in-service
and staff deve'opment program-, as well as instructional courses for high
school credit via satellite.

The Education Satellite Network consists of member schools located across
the state of Missouri -- a "network" of satellite downlink sites offering a
convenient and cost-effective coomunicatic-s service to not only schools,
but government agencies, business organizations, and private industry.

In September, 1987, MSBA/ESN was awarded a $319,050 federal grant to assist
certain rural counties in parts of Northern and Southeastern Missouri in
obtaining satellite receiving equipment for distance learning. The grant is
an historic one; awarded by the National Telecommunications Information
Administration (NTIA), it is the first of its kind anywhere in the United
States.

As a member of the Midlands Consortium, a five-state consortium consisting
of Alabama, Kansas, Mississippi, and Oklahoma, MSBA was awarded tederal
grant money in October, 1988, as a result of the "Star Schools" legislation,
This money is being used to fund the expansion of the Education Satellite
Network, including construction of a production studio, addition of an
editing suite at the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESL)
studios in Jefferson City, the purchase of a p.oduction van and a mobile
Band uplink truck, and the production of several staff-development and in-

s..rvice teleconferences in cooperation with the DESE.

As a recipient of this federal funding, Mi.souri is receiving neional
attention as a provider of satellite learning. Schools in Missouri are
taking advantage of this unique resource, increasing educational
opportunities for all students.

Topics for teleconferences and programming range from Science Awareness to
The Legislative Branch Under the Constitution. Participants are ablc to
interact via phone lines with the speakers despite the difference in
location, phoning in questions and comments and 'ettin9 an immediate
response from the presenter in the studio.

Currently there are 67 active members -irticipatinl in the ESN program,
representing over 30,000 students; 15 sites are pending installation. We
anticipate a substantial increase in membership in Missouri after July 1 due
mainly to the distribution of finds collected through SB 709, A minimum
growth of 90% is projected, reaching as high as 225% oy September 1, 1989.
We are also e7panding our services to reach schools nationwide.

Through services such as the Education Satellite Network, students able
to participate in programs covering such tonics as physics, calculus,
analytic geurretry, various foreign language;, and chemistry. For many rural
schools, satellite delivered broadca-ts are their only opportunity of
offering such courses; geographic anc monetary limitations restrict many
districts from providing advanced-level mathematics, sciPrice, and foreign
language courses.
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Satellite-Delivered Science and Math

ESN Member OSU Course enrollmen for School Year 88-89:

Bismarck R-IV
Braymer C-4 AP Physics 5

Climax Springs AP Physics 4
Cooper Co. C-4 AP Physics 5*
East Buchanan C-I AP Physics 10
East Carter Co. R-II AP Physics 6

Holden R-III AP Physics 13
N. Harrison Co. R-II AP Physics 8

Princeton AP Physics 4

S. Harrison Co. AP Physics 16
W. St. Francois R-IV AP Physics 5

ESN TOTALS:

OSU TOTALS:

PreCalculus 7

AP Calculus 6

AP Physics 76 -PreCalculus 7 71r,alcis

AP Physics 471** PreCalculus 92 AP Calculus 28

* Clint Rybak, PS junior at Cooper Co. C-4 scored 83% in AP Physics exam.
(average score ranges from 34 to 50 percent)

** AP Physics by Satellite reaches 170 schools in 13 states.

OSU Added Math/Science Course Offer, js for 89-90 School Year:

AP Chemistry by Satellite

Trigonometry/Analytic Geometry by Satellite (former PreCalculus)

Applied Economics by Satellite (Fall semester only)
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Spring 89 Science Teleconferences:

NASA: 3/21 "Technology & Your Classroom"

Applications of NASA's aerospace research to industry
and classrooms. Featured NASA Ames Research Center and
it:, new supercomputer, the Numerical Aerodynamic
simulator.

LESN: 4/4 "Joint Missions in Space" (co-sponsor, Challenger Center for
Space Science Education)

Discussions on past, present and future of the Soviet
and American :race programs. Featured student-
moderated, in-studio panel of 12 Soviet and American
students, grades 4-12.

4i, "Fueling Man's Flight to the Future" (co-sponsor, Martin
Marietta Corp)

Featured manufacture of the space shuttle's eAternal
propellant tank (grades 6-12). Live interaction with
scientists and engineers.

NATIONAL DIFFUSION NEtXORK:
3/1 "Science Awareness"

Science segments for elementary & secogdary students
"Marine Science. For Sea"

"Starwalk" (astronomy, grades 3 & 5)
Hands-On Elementary Science" (grades 1-5)

SCISTAR: 5-Part Series from Talcott Mountain Science Center ($25 fee)
Produced for middle and higa school students
11 ESN member sites participated

3/13 "Electronic & Computer Music'
N. Robert Moog, inventor of the Moog Synthesizer

3/20 "New Champion Amor. g Women Comet Discoverers"

Dr. Carolyn Shcemaker, discovered more comets than any
other astronomer

4/3 "Searching for Extrat,,rrestrial Intelligence, Science Fact,
Not fiction!"

Dr. Jill Tarter, fr- SA's Ames Research Center
5/1 "Life in an Undersea De,

Dr. Eugenie Clark, featured in 10 Nat'l Geographic
5/15 "Sonar and the Animal World"

Dr. Julia Chase-Brand, mammalogist & oehaviorist

SCISTAR: Free Teleconferences:

.:/6 "Title II Projects"

Boston Project: Harbor Explorations
New York Project: More Math for More Females"

To be rescheduled: "Project. Prism," a Maine project

1 .
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Star Schools Proje-ts:

OSU: "Distance Education: Is the Sky the Limit?'

4/6 Part I: Kevin Smith, ,t President of the International

Council on Distance Education. Looked at meeting the
curriculum needs of today's classroom.

4/13 Part II: Dr. Glenn Kessler, Director of Media Services,
Fairfax County, VA, on making technology understandable.

4/20 Part III: Will Kitchen, President of Tele-Systems
Associates, Inc., Bloomington, MN, on supporting effective

distance education programs.

4/27 Part IV: Features simultaneous audi. conference with
national and international distance educators, plus a
presentation from the MIT Media Laboratory.

K STATE:
5/1-5 "Genetics: An Enrichment Program for HS Biology Students"

Five-part series, 45 min. each
Two MO Pilot Schools: Fox C-6 at Arnold & Fulton.

Schools received lab experiments prior to telecon-
ferences. Fox C-6 running cable to biology lab.
Experiments including plants and live beetles are
underway.

5/10 "It's a New World: Science, Language & Math Motivational
Workshop"

Staff development for jr. high/middle school educators

& guidance counselors.

5/23 "What is COMETS"
5/25 "Resource Panel and Open Forum"

9/26 "Wrap-up with COMETS and open aiscussion"

"COMETS" (Career Oriented Modules to Explore Topics in
Science" (3-Part series for educators of grades 5-9)

Fundea by the National Science Foundation. Show

students that science study has Practical applications.
Encourage early aaolescents, both girls & boys, to

consider a science-related career. Use community

resource people to help teach science lessons and
stimulate student interest in science. Sr,ice up

science lessons and increase svAdent interest in

science.
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Science & Math Programming

THE LEARNING CHANNEL: (Spring '89)

The Challenge of the Unknown (math & problem solving, 7 half-hrs)
College Entrance Exam Math Review (math portion/SAT, 5 half-hrs)
Computers at Work (15 half-hrs)
Earth, Sea & Sky (concepts of earth science, 30 half-hrs)
For All Practical Purposes: Contemporary Math (26 half -hrs)
High School Algebra Review (basic principals, 1 half-hr)
Intro to Logic, Probability, Statistics & Geometry (1 half-hr)
Life in the Universe (US

space prog. NASA/produced, 13 half-hrs)
Math Review for the ACT (1 half-hr)

Civil Service Exam (1 half-hr)
GED (1 half-hr)

GMAT (1 half-hr)
GRE (1 half-hr)

SAT-PSAT (1 half-hr)
Math TV (high school math series, MTV style, 8 half-hrs)
The New Literacy: An Intro to computers (30 half-hrs)
Oceanus: The Marine Environment (30 half-hrs)
Planet Earth (7 one-hrs)

Principles of Accounting (30 half-hrs)
Real Life Math: Decimal; (1 half-hr)
Real Life Math: Fractions (1 half-hr)
Review of Arithmetic (basic arithmetic principles, 1 half-hr)
Science '-iction, Science Fact (NASA, 1 hr)
The Search for Solutions (fun science/prob solving, 9 :alf-hrs)
A Touching Way to Teach Math (for teachers/parents, 2 half-hrs)
Universe (NASA, 1 half-hr)

THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL: (May Program

Arctic IV (Canadian scientist/North Pole)
Australia Naturally (insects/animal science)
Beyond 2000 (scientific & technological interest)
The Big Ice (scientists/Antarctica)

Natural World ( research /science /environment/animals, etc)
The Nature of Things (technology/animal

communication/nature)
Profiles of Nature (animal science)
Secrets of Nature (animal science)
World Showcase (solar energy/weather/robots)
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Our final witness on this panel is Dr. Dennis
Wint. Dr. Wint is the presideut of the St. Louis Science Center.
Doctor.

STATEMENT OF DR. DENNIS M. WINT, PPRSIDENT, ST. LOUIS
SCIENCE CENTER, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

Dr. WINT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Coleman.
I am honored to sr -ak to you this morning and shas., with you

my thoughts about science education, and I will address the role of
science centers as partners in the formal edus ational institution
and also focus my comments primarily at the elementary school,
which' is where I set 'he greatest need lies. If we have not excited
and motivated students in science at the elementary level, it is un-
likely, as we have heard, that they will become interested in high
school or college.

We are not only concerned about the issues of enough qualified
scientists and mathematicians and chemists and teachers, but also
the adequately educated population to deal with living in a com-
plex scientific and technological society. In the past, the welfare of
the nation has been relatively secure with the few exceptior. ally
well-trained men and women. This is no longer the case because of
competition from other industrialized nations.

As documented in many reports, the general agree ,ent for the
decline of pre-college science education includes to little time
spent on the teaching of science, insufficient curricular materials
that demonstrate the importance of science through application,
improved learning through the interest and the involvement of the
student, cultivate the student's problem solving skills and personal
investigation, and the decline of the number of qualified science
teachers. I add a fourth, a lack of sarental participation in de-
manding an effective science program within our schools.

One nationwide study indicated that students in grades one
through six spend an average of 85 minutes per day on reading, 45
minutes on mathematics, 25 minutes in social studies, and 20 min-
utes per day on science. Out of 25 instructional hours per week,
students only spend one hour on science.

As we have heard from Cynthia Yocum, science instruction in
the elementary school is resulting in a curriculum that is under-
funded in terms of equipment and supplies. It is taught by a
woman who is generally without the content background and is un-
comfortable with the subject matter; who relies on the textbook for
science instruction; who receives little support from t'sse school ad-
ministration; and who spends only one hour per week in the study
of scier ce.

The impact on students is not surprising. We are turning stu-
dents off to science in the elementary grades before they have ever
entered high school and taken their first serious course in science.
A rational study of student attitudes reveal that by the end of the
third grade, 50 percent of the students are no longer interested in
taking science-50 percent, third grade. By the end of the eighth
grade, only 21 percent have a positive attitude. For elementary stu-
dents, science too oftes -ans learning names, facts, and scientific
principles with r teaches or the textbook serving as the authority;

d
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for students have little understanding of the physical and the bio-
logical world, do not understand the process of scientific investiga-
tion. nor experience the excitement of scientific discovery.

You can think of in this way: Your child comes home and has
said, "Dad, I learned how to play basketball today. They gave me a
textbook and the first chapter was on how you dribble. You take
the basketball and you push it down on the ground and it will
co-1 back up. You can push it back and forth and that is drib-
bling. You can walk and dribble, but you cannot walk witht. t drib-
bling. At the back of that chapter was a test, and I answered all of
those questions correctly. The second chapter was on how to shoot
a foul shot."

That is the way we too often teach science. Parents would never
toler ate this in the basketball program, but we to tolerate it in our
science education program.

It is estimated that the elementary students spend about 70 per-
cent of their waking hours in activities that are not related to
watching television or going to school. That is an excellent opportu-
nity to capitalize on science centers, botanical gardens, zoos, aquar-
ia; to supplement, reinforce and to extend the educational experi-en e.

While the science centers represent only 18 percent of all muse-
ums in the nation, they account fcr 45 percent of the attendance.
The St. Louis Science Center, with )nly 13,000 square feet of public
space, had an attendance in 1988 or 1,073,000 people, making us the
fov '-th most popular attraction in the state, sharing honors with
the baseball Cardinals, the St. Louis Arch, and the St. Louis Zoo.

When one includes 700S, botanical gardens, arboretum, plane-
taria, nature centers, the total attendance exceeds 150,000,000 visi-
tors annually, which equals the combined attendance of profession-
al football, baseball, and basketball.

Science centers translate science from the scientist to the general
public. They are examples of informal learning i. itutions that
supplement and reinforce the lessons of the classroom through the
richness and diversity of the hands-on participatory exhibition in
education programs. Science centers are effective partners, instill-
ing the sense of excitement, enthusiasm, motivation, and personal
investigation and satisfaction. They also serve as a place where
after school the parent and the child can learn together in a joint
learning experience.

Science centers have four important criteria that make them
unique partners: One, they emphasize the primary object. When
you come to the science center and see the Gemini VI space cap-
sule, it is the real Gemini VI. It is not a fabrication. It is not a pho-
tograph. It is the real thing.

Two, they emphasize the primary experience. We want you to
practice science, yourself. Not watch someone else do it, not read it
in a textbook, not watch a movie, but actually participate in the
science process

Third, they are positive learning environments that are suitable
and accessible for all people regardless of race, age, educational
background.

Lastly, they are voluntary places to learn. There are no grades.
There are no diplomas. As Frank Openheimer, the late director of
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the Explorat, ium in San Francisco said, "No one giver flunked a
science museum."

Science centers focus not only on cognition, but the effective
domain, the attitudes of our audience, to promote an interest in sci-
ence, and become knowle 'geable and info /.ned of the scientific
processes which effect our daily lives.

Science centers can serve as an effective pa. tner in the education
of children and the entire community.

Thank you.
[The pmpared statement of Dr. Dennis M. Wint follows :]
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I am honored to speak before you this morning to share with you
my thoughts about science, mathematics, and engineering education
and the ability of our educational system to prepare our Nation
with a scientifically and technologically literate population. I
will address the role of science centers as partners with the
formal educational institutions, and will focus my comments on
the elementary school where I see the greatest need. If ue have
not excited and motivated students about science in the
elementary school, it is unlikely they will become interested in
high school or college.

Since the launching of Sputnik in 1957, the United States has
placed an emphasis on science education through the formal
educational institution, our schools. However, by nearly all
measures of success, we are experiencing a national crises. The
United States is lacking in two critical areas:

The recruitment and training of enough qualified
scientists and teachers to maintain the Nation's
prosperity, and

The adecp:ate preparation of the general population with
enough scientific concepts and information to use the
process skills needed by every person to function in an
increasingly complex scientific and technological society,
and to function in their daily lives, their work, and
their role as decision makers.

For the fist time in the history of the United States, this
current generation of students is less well educated than the
previous generation.

Dr. Paul Hurd, Professor Emeritus of Stanford University, has
stated dWe are raising a generation of Americans that is
scientifically and technologically illiterate."

The defi encies come at a time when highly skilled workers are
needed i many accelerating new fields, when there is a
proliferation of compters and computer controlled equipment into
every day aspects of life, where there is an increase in
occupations related to science and technology, and where
technology is transforming a ho,t of occupations.

In the past, the welfare of the Nation was relatively secure with
a few exceptionally well-trained men and women. This is no longer
the case because of competition from other industrialized
nations. The world is seeing a redistribution of training
carabilities and the resources needed for future growth.

- 1 -
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The report Nation at Riga stated "Knowledge, learning,
information, and skilled intelligence are the new raw materials
of international commerce and are today spreading throughout the
world as vigorously as miracle drugs, syr.',hetic fertilizers, and
blue jeans did earlier. Learning is the indispensable investment
required for success in the 'Information age' we are entering."

The report continues "... the eaucational foundations of our
society are presently being ercled by a rising tide of mediocrity
that threatens our very future as a Nation and a people. If an
unfriendly fore.gn power had attempted to impose on America the
mediocre educativnal performance that exists today, we might well
have viewed it as an act of war. As it stands, we have allowed
tnis to happen to ourselves".

Since this important report in 1983, there had been many reports
prepared by the National Science Foundation, National Academy of
Sciences, the National Assessment of Educational Progress, and
others which have further documented the scope and seriousness of
the probe as facing our communities and Nation. There is general
agreement the leading cause for the decline if pre-college
education includes:

. Too little time spent on teaching of science;

. Insufficient curricular materials that demonstrate the
importance of science through application, improv-
learning through the interest and involvement of the
student, cultivating the student's problem solving skills,
and personal investigation

. The decline in the number of qualified science teachers,

and I aad a fourth,

. The lack of parental participation in demanding an
effective science program wi,hin our schools.

For nearly a decade, the enrollment in ..:fence courses in high
school and college has been decreasing, and students are less
motivated to study science. "If a reasonable degree of scientific
and technological literacy is an expectation of a high school
education, it is not being achieved," states Paul Hurd.

Schools have not provided quality science education at the
elementary level necessary to interest Jtudents in pursuing
science at the high ,chool and college levels, and to understa
the scientific and technological changes affecting our daily
lives.

- 2 -
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On a nation wide study, students in grades one through six spend
an average of 85 minutes a day on readini, 45 mimtes on
mathematics, 25 minutes on social studies, and 20 minutes per day
on science. Out of 25 instructional hours per ,ieek, students
spend only about one hour on science instruction.

Science instruction in the elementary school is also compounded
by other problems Including: lower allocation of education
resources to elementary schools versus high schools; larger
percentage of women teachers at the elementary level; lack of
college level scienc courses Jil ..e training of elementary
teachers; sexual stf eotyping in women which has resulted in a
larger percentage of women teachers uncomfortable and ill
equipped with the teaching of science; and a shortage of
qualified science teachers.

What emerges is an eleloantary science curriculum that is under
funded in terms of equipment and supplies, is taught by a woman
who is generally without a content background and uncomfortable
with the subject matter, who relies on a text book for the
science instruction, who does not receive the lecessary support
from the school administration, and who spends only about one
instructional hour per week on science.

The impact on students is not surprising. We are turning students
off to science in the elementaiy grades, before they have entered
high school and taking their first serious course in science. 0...:z

national survey of student attitudes toward science revealed t'.at
by the end of the third gmle, nearly 50 percent of the ctudents
are not interested in taking any addition:A science. By ....e end
of the eighth grade, only 21 percent of the students have a
positive attitude about science.

One of the major reasons for the lack of interest in science
results from the emphasis on memorization and recall skills. For
elementary students, science too often means learning names,
facts, and scientific principles with the teachers and/or
textbook serving as the aiu'lrity. Students have little
understanding of the physical and biologica world, do not
understand the process of scientific investigation, or experience
of the excitement of scientific discovery.

Parents must expect more from the educational programs in our
schools. And parents must be willing to provide the time and
support- for learning that takes place in the home and community,
in addicion to learning which takes place in the schools.

- 3 -
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the problems we are experiencing have no quick fix. However,
there are solutions which can be explored and implemented to help
resolve the problem.

If one reviews the time children spend their waking hours, one
sees the following:

. 1l,On0 hours or 13 percent in school

. 13 or 17 percent watching television

. 55, or 70 percent in other activities that are not
rel. d to school or watching television

This 70 percent not spent in school or watching te: vision is an
excellent op -tunity for other learning to take p e, such as
in a rcierce center, botanical garden, zoo, or aqua.ium. The
important role of these institutions is to supplement, reinforce,
and extend the education that takes place in our schools. These
institutions are an effective partner through instilling a sense
of excitement, enthusiasm, motivation, and personal investigation
and satisfaction.

The National Science Board Commission on Pre--..a.)-4cge education in
mathematics, science, and technology stated th-- e,:posure to
scientific concepcs and processes at an early age is critical to
later achievement. The "...top priority must be on providing more
effective instruction in grades K-6."

The commission report continued:

"A great deal of education takes place outside the class-
room. The most fortunate students receive experiences in
museums, clubs and independent activities. All children
are strongly conditioned and motivated by their early
experiences and impressions. The child who has regularly
visited zoos, planetaria, and science. museums, hiked
nature trails and built model airplanes and telescopes is
infinitely better prepared for, and more receptive to the
mathematics and science of the classroom."

While science centers repzesent only 18 percent of all museums in
the Nation, they account for 45 percent of the audience. For
Jxample, the St. Louis Science Center with only 13,000 square
feet of program space had an attc:'.dance in 1988 of nearly
1,075 000 visitors, making us the ',.urth most popular attraction
in the city, with the baseball Carc.nals, the St. Louis Arch, and
the St. Louis Zoo. If one includes -oos, planetaria, botanical
gardens, aquaria, and nature centers, the total attendance
exceeds 150 million visitors annually, which equals the combined
attendance of professional football, baseball, and basketball.

-4
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Science centers translate science from the scientist to the
public. They e:e examples of "informal educational" institutions
that are effective agents c' the education of children in the
fundamentals of science.

The experience in a science center supplements and reinforces the
lesson of the classroom because of the richness and diversity of
the exhibitions and educational programs. It is also a place
where after school the parent and child can learn together in a
joint learning experience.

Science centers have four important characteristics that make
them unique partners in the education of children and the general
public:

1.. The primary object

2. The primary experience

3. Positive learning environment

4. Voluntary place to learn. There are no grades or
diplomas. As Frank Openheimer, the late director of the
Exploratorium in San Francisco, said "No one ever flunks
a museum."

Science centers not only have classes for children and adults,
but they sponsor in-service teacher workshops. Nearly 90 percent
of the science centers have programs especially for teachers, and
33 percent cooperate with colleges and universities to offer
training for degree programs.

Through a recent grant from General Education and administered by
The Association of Science-Technology Centers known as ASTC, 50
science centers are participating in the program "Science Teacher
Education at Museums" (STEAM).

Science centers provide a wide range of program services
including:

1. Train tg and support for television science programs
inclu.:ing 3-2-1 Contact and NOVA

2. Career motivation programs far young girls anu
minorities

3, Programs for the gifted

4. Curriculum and materials development

5. Special programs eg,. museum camp-ins and overnights for
school classes and scout grcups

5
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Most science canters also have an outreach component where
educational programs and/or exhibits are taken to neighboring
communities. The presentations may last an hour or two, or the
science center staff may spend the entire day working with
students durir.1 the school day and teachers thereafter.

A science center focuses not only on cognition, but on the
effective domain, the attitudes of our audience, to promote an
interest in science careers and to become knowledgeable and
iaformed of zcientifi,: processes which effect our daily lives.

Congress can perform an important role in promoting science
education throu,1 both the allocation of res .rces as well as
assisting in setting a national agenda. I would like to sagge,:t
the following issues, not or less lis'ed in order or priori+

REsEARCHON SUCCESSES AND FAILURES OF_INNOVATIoNs:

Between the early 1960's and t 1 mid-1970's, more money was
allocated for the improvement f s:fence education than in the
history of the Nation. During the same and continuin '.nto

the 1980's, science performan,:e continu :o decrease to th_
point that this Nation is at risk.

The allocation of adequate resources is very much needed, but we
also need a new way of thinking about science education. We must
clearly understand the factors contributing to the lack cf
success in order not to repeat the problems in the 1990's, eg,
the "alphabet" curriculums ana teacher training program, and
capitalize on the advances in educational technology and the
development of a partnership with community resources.

CLEAR DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEMS OF SCIENCE EDUCATION

While many reports exists which outline the problems facing the
Nation, I feel there needs to be a more carefully articulated
definition of the question. For example, is there a lack of
qualified teachers or are jobs unavailable because of soniority
and the unionization? The problems are complex, but without more
carefully articulated questions, we will be unable to focus the
liw:ted resources to achieve the best possible results.

- 6 -
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THE FEDERAL PRIORITY

The President, Congress, and the Nation must establish a national
priority dedicated to the improvement of education in general and
science education in pa-ticular.

An endorsement of a strong national agenda and the commitment of
resources would set the stage for the Nation as a whole t,
address this fundamental concern. We must use our limited
resources to think more creatively than only the "throw more
money at the problem" and expect a successful solution.

Both the Department of Education and the National Science
Forldation provide resources for the improvement of science
education. T see a complementary relation, not a crnfiict between
the two agencies and trust the funding for both will increase. As
you may be aware, I an a member of the Science Education and
Engineering (SEE) Advisory Committee of the National Science
Foundation. We are working toward a funding goal of $600 million
for SEE, $300 million for pre-college education, $200 mil" on for
undergraduate education, and $100 for fellowships and graudate
educaticn.

FOCUS ON THE HOME AND CoMMUhITY RESr'URCES

We need to develop the concept of the learning society, a society
in which learning does not take place only between the ages of 6-
18 in the confInes of a school classrcom, but throughout one's
life in all parts of the community, This philosophy includes
informal educational institutions as partners in the educational
process.

The home and community are two of the most important and
effective learning environments of the child. Parents must
continue to learn about science in ore to be effective teachers
with the chila. And more learning opportunities are neewd within
th. community to support the learning of the home and school.

Science centers are effective agents in the education of
audiences of all ages about science a- technology.. Financial
support is needed to develop innovative eaucational prograns, eg,
the magnet school concept being planned with the S*. Louis
Science Centar.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak before you about this
important topic.
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Mr. WILLIAMS. My thanks to each of you. Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me say to Kent

Kavanaugh, who, indeed, has been recognized for his outstanding
teaching ability by being named the Presidential award winner for
excellence in science and math. I hope you're not got getting
burned out as I feel that your testimony is telling me.

He has annually produced outstanding people over at Park Hill,
and many of them have applied to the academies as they want to
do, or to go on to higher education.

We wouldn't want to lose a resource such as you.
You said in your testimony that most people are turned off by

the time you see them in high school. Do you agree with the rea-
sons why, that it is the methodology of the elementary and junior
high classroom ,,echtliques, or are there other reasons?

Mr. KAVANAUGH. I believe it is a collage of reasons. I think what
we've mentioned here, this testimony covers a lot of them. I think
it is tradition to some extent, that the e lementary teacher must be
equipped to be chief bottle washer of he entire educational pro-
gram. We've taken the philosophy that a little bit is better than
nothing. We really do not prepare the elementary teachers, specifi-
cally, in the fields of science, to teach the technology base that we
have to have for the 21st century.

Mr. COLEMAN. Is that a reflection of our entire process of train
ing teachers and certification?

Mr. KAVANAUGH. It certainly is a reflection on the training of
teachers. The certification of teachers is another problem that
we're going to have to address. We are certifying teachers at the
elementary, but specifically the secondary level, in sciences, that
had little more than the blind leading the blind.

I think a personal story in this case is in point. My fir.t position
when I began to teach, they requested that I teach biology. I had
five hours of college prep biology. Knowing that I probably would
not be certified, I agreed and, of course, signed the contract. But I
had ten hours of biochemistry. So I guess the state took a look at it
and said, well, it be?:-Is with b-i-o, that is close enough, we'll give it
to him. So t ? consequence, I was certi9ed and found myself teach-
ing high school biology v,ith little less than five hours at the col-
lege level.

I realize the limits of a science teacher, and the critical need
forces this type of certification. But it is only perpetuating the syn-
drome that we are hearing in thi lassroom right now. It is not a
solution. It is a band-aid over a ti.ajor wound on that same educa-
tion wocess.

A.. . COLEMAN. Dr. Hill, I would want the record to show that, as
the chairperson of the Mathematical Sciences Education Board,
Nat .o..al Research Council, you referred to the report, Everybody
Counts, which the Council recently issued, and as I told you pri-

ttely the other day it was such an outstanding and extremely in-
teresting report tv read, it challenges all of us.

I wonder if, in that reform of the mathematical curriculum, you
might tell us a .ittle bit of what Federal role you envision your rec-
ommendations to impact.

What can we do as Federal congressmen to help, if you will,
assist you and your colleagues? I'm trying to, as you say, turn the

1.(-)
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whole of ride clown and really generate some different methodolo-
gY.

Dr. HILL. Well, I mentioned two quite distinct things, and let me
be a little more specific, if I may.

One is, I think that the Federal role and through the Congress
there is a critical role in really helping to build an encouragement
climate for innovation. Then, you know, that is not very specific,
but we can get down to the specifics of funding, of (-purse, where
there are particular kinds of things in research that the Federal
Government can do.

I do not believe that the funding of experimental curricula, as to-
tality as on a national level, to be either imposed or accepted or
adopted at local and state levels is the v..ay to go. I think we've
tried that, and that really didn't work.

Neither do I think that having every single locality do it, go it
alone and completely revise the curriculum, can possibly work. You
do have the merits there of the ownership of individuals and teach-
ers, but you have the demerits ofnone of us have a critical mass
of expertise to carry that off. I think there is a way that national
leadership can be supportive and, in its research aspects, funded by
the Federal Government in an, what we call and everybody counts
it, augmented grass roots approach, where you do have support to
develop the consensus I mentioned about goals and standards that
everyone can accept, but on a voluntary basis.

Then, help or all kinds: materials, personnel. Really, almost in
some ways, I think, often like the old agricultural field agenthelp
to individual districts who are interesteu, cross -woe king with other
districts in their own localities in making a total revisionI'm
speaking now of a mathematics curriculum. I think that is going to
take lots of people, and I think that lots of groups come together
and the funding would be i many, many, you know, packages,
partnerships, complementary :*ids of funding.

But I think in the long ha we're. going to have to try that
route.

The mathematics curriculum itself simply must change. I men-
tioned how old it is. That in itself wouldn't be bad, except that
mathematics has changed. We don't even see in our curriculum all
the things that have been discovered and developed in the last few
hundred years. It is an invisible culture. That is the urgency of the
change in the program itself.

The methodology, I thinkbecause I don't really distinguish the
methodology from the content. It should be more experimental. It
is has got to be h_nds-on. We now talk in mathematics about lab-
oratories and equipment. Our equipment is primarily calculators
and computers, but nonetheless, it is needed and it is a very experi-
mental subject nowa big task.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you very much.
Ms. Yocum, thank you being so frank and honest about some of

the shortcomings of the profession and to recognize that there are
opportunities for teachers to take advantage of. We're certainly
glad that you are doing that and prepari ig yourself to help prepare
our youngsters.

Mr. Gardner, it is exciting what high technology can do to bring
about what may be a current lack of classroom capability to be

1
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able to tie in with others in this nation and use the resources that
WP have.

Dr. Wint, let me ask you a q- .z!stion. Who funds your science
center?

Dr. WINT. Our operating budget is largely the result of a special
taxing district, composed of St. Louis city and county village tax
that is voted by the citizens. We also receive quite a bit of money
from corporations. We are in he middle of a $34 million dollar cap-
ital campaign, of which $20 mi!lion has been raised, nearlyall that
has been corporate support.

Mr. COLEMAN. I assume you have a very close working relation-
ship with all the school districts, then, for field trips and so forth.

Dr. WINT. That is right. Not only in terms of students coming to
us, but we go out to them, take our programs. We are also increa:,-
ingly involved in in-service teacher training.

Mr. COLEMAN. I thank all of you for coming.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Dr. Wint, do you receive money from the Institute

of Museum Jervices?
Dr. WINT. We have not been.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Have you applied for any- -
Dr. WINT. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Let me be the devil's advocate for just a moment.

All of you on both panels have said that science and math is fun.
The American people don't agree, overwhelmingly don't agree.
What happened?

Dr. WINT. It is in the wrong context.
Mr. WILLIAMS. What do you mean by that?
Dr. WINT. I believe someone before talked about the way we

teach mathematics. A 500-year-old curriculum and a 300-year-old
instructional methodology. I think we have done some of the same
things in science, .n that the context of the instruction is one in
whic.i the real essence of science is not experienced. It needs to be
changed. I'm less concerned about the curriculum and more about
the methodology in the instruction, where sci^nce becomes some-
thing that is real and fundamental to what we all need to do on a
day-to-day basis.

Dr. HILL. I think that we see in mathematics the clear evidence
of what happens. If you can get it with very young children, even
the surveys that have been taken recently about attitudes towards
subjects, they do like mathematicsand I'm sure science, too. They
do find it exciting when it is hands-on, when they plunge in with
materials and situations. They are very excited about it. Then, for
some reason, through schoolhig and, I think, society and the atti-
tudes of their parents, an apprehension is developed of fear and
sometimes even a loathing, and that is passed along. There are a
lot of myths that parents pass along. "I wasn't very good in mathe-
matics, so you probably don't need to be, either." This is, unfortu-
nately, too often true of the female parent and the female child.

We do make, in school, a subject that is inherently interesting,
often very dull, memorize a lot of formulas, grind it out, I'll show
you how to do one problem and then you do 50 more like it. That is
dull for me. I would hate such a subject. I know that is not the sub-
ject that I, in fact, love.
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So, I think school takes part of the burden of the blame that I
think society, in general, has the wrong ideas about the subject and
passes those along.

The Mathematical Sciences Education Board has a cooperative
program now with the PTA, which I have great hopes for. The PTA
is sending kits about mathematics and what you as a parent can dowith your children and with your schools as partners, to every
single PTA in this country. J think those kinds of things will even-
tually make a differeace.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Lee me suggest that some of what is happening
today is only going to hammer in the dislike for math and science
by the American people.

We are taking. in our rush to go back to the basics, we are re-
quiring today's college students to take increased amounts of math
and science, and 1-* ey are unprepared to do it. They didn't know
when they came torough elementary and high school that in col-
lege there was suddenly going to be the installation of a new basic
curriculum, and that they would have to meet it in order to gradu-
ate. Those people dislike math and science now, more than they
ever did.

I think we're making a mistake, my friends, to suddenly incorpo-
rate those requirements on an unsuspecting student population un-prepared to meet it.

But it is a typical Amer' pan response. By the way, not a national
response, but a local, the typical American local response.

Cynthia Yocum can't remember a single exciting science experi-
ment all the way through school. And she probably came alongwhen many of today's teachers did, just before cr after America's
advent into space, when one would think that there was a lot of
excitement in the classroom.

We don't have the answer, obviously, either. at let me suggest
to you that the answer will not be found at the Federal level, be-
cause Federal government only incidentally affects ouality in the
schools. Our job is one of providing access and equity.

We have, for better or worse as Americans, left it to the state
and the localities to determine the quality of their schools. Tl:,.
Federal Government has then simply moved in and said, now, ev-
eryone has access to whatever quality school it is you decide you
want in Kansas City, or Helena, Montana, or wherever it was.

We can, of course, affect quality at the Federal level, but the
American people have seemed somewhat resistant to us doing
thatperhaps, correctly.

Well, let me join ray friend, Tom Coleman, in saying that your
panel has indeed been very helpful to us. We appreciate it that you
could come.

On our third panel: David Drew, J--dscn Sheridan, and Ed
Wilson. Please come to the table.

Before this panel begins, I would like to make one additional,
short comment about tiomething that was said by the last panel,
and thf with regard to the competition between the private sector
and nerica's school systems for people who would be teachers.

It ib difficult to keep them down in the classroom once they've
seen the Nowa Project or Monsanto or G.E. That is no' to say that
each of those companies, Livermore, Monsanto, and l..E., and all
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the others, aren't very interested in having quality teachers teach.
Of course, they are. But they also have to have good personnel
for the:- operations, and there is a competition there that the
public has z,ot quite figured out how to resolve. It is very serious,
as Dr. Hill mentioned in her opening remarks.

Let's begin with Dr. David Eli Drew, a Professor of Education
and Public Policy from Claremont, California.

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID ELI DREW, PROFESSOR OF
FaUCATION AND PUBLIC POLICY, CLAREMONT, CALIFORNIA

Dr DREW. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Good morn-
ing, Mr. Coleman.

Dr. Wint used the basketball metaphor, and I think I woulu like
to begin my comments with a story about basketball that, perhaps,
symbolizes the kinds of problems we're discussing here today. It is
a story that Frank Layden, the forr ler coach of the Utah Jazz, has

)1(1 or several occasions.
He has talked about his difficulties in trying to instruct one of

his basketba" players in a certain maneuver. He set aside some
time and he worked with this player about an hour a day for three
weeks. The player still wasn't getting it. Finally, in great frustra-
tion he said to this player, you know, we've been working on this
for three weeks. You're not getting it, and to tell you the truth, 1
can't tell if the problem here is ignorance or apathy. The player
glared at him and said, I don't know and I don't care.

One way to summarize what we're discussing today, is that our
young people don't know about science and most of them don't care
abo t science. I've put together some data fcr this subcommittee
ant:, in fir.. interest of time, I would just like to present some of it.

The rirst figure I havethe figures in the report that I have pre-
sented to you begin after page 11the first figure is very much
like the one on this impressively done placard on the other table,
about the Ph.D's awarded to foreign citizens. Mine is about foreign
graduate students in the sciences and breaks it up into several dis-
ciplines. It ccmpares 1980 and '85.

There already has been some discussion of the high percentage of
foreign students in our graduate schools. My opinions about this
situation were summarized very well in an interviewwere ex-
prt ssed betterby Harvard professor, Sheldon Glashow, a Nobel
prize winner in physics. This is what he said: "We import them.
We import them from Iran, we import them from Turkey, and
Taiwan, from whatever countries we can fird. They stay in this
countrymore than half of them stay in this countryth IT take
all the good jobs. I'm not attacking this, this is not a problem. This
is the solution. These new Americans, who are a vital part of
America tod, and are the technological backbone of the country,
are the solution. Our people can't hack it." What really bothers me
is that last comment by Professor Glashow, "our people can't hack
it."

I will not repeat some of the data that you've heard before about
international comparisons. I've included some of that in my

paper, and I believe I'll skip over that. Even when our educational
system works for anglo middle-class male children, it discourages

1 (L



females and minorities from science careers. Mr. Williams men-tioned a low percentage of women who achieve baccalaureates in
the sciences. In Figure 2 of my paper, I've got some data about en-
gineering Ph.D's. You'll notice, as expected, less than half went to
U.S. citizens, 1,661. These are engineers, Ph.D's, in a recent year,
1986. Of those, only 139 were women, 25 Hispanics, 14 Blacks, 6
American Indians.

So, that is another dimension of the problem and, of course,these women and minority students represent the resource that we
can use to remedy the problem.

You'll note that Figure 3 presents some data about the attitudes
of young people towards sciencein declining percentages during
the school years who feel that science 6 fun or interesting or excit-ing.

Most of the data I have here are about college students and their
cnoice of science and engineering careers. These are from the Coop-
erative Institutional Research Program or the Higher Education
Research Institute. Also, in the interest of giving you as n.uch data
as possible, I have included, tentativelyand I'd like to request
that I might be allowed to include in the formal record a statementby my colleague, Kenneth GreenCasey Greenwho has written a
paper I've included here, which has even more data about fresh-
men choice based on the freshmen survey.

Mr. WILLIAMS. If there is no objection, that will be included inthe hearing record.
Dr. DREW. Thank you.
I'd like to add one other comment from my paper, one o' hertopic, in the interest of time.
I believe that encouraging college students to go into science de-

pends in part upon having professors who are actively engaged in
research. Ift..lieve that you cannot examine the problems of science
education at he undergraduate level without a!';., considering how
research is conducted, where it is conducted, and how Federal re-search funds are allocated.

Very briefly, I've argued elsewhere and in this paper that Feder-al research funds are very concentrated in a few institutions. This
has been true for a number of years, and I have a pie-chart here
that illustrates this, Figure 7, shows, for example, that almost 50
percent of Federal R&D funds go to 20 institutions.

We want our science funds to go to the best researchers, wherev-
er they are. But I also present some data here that suggests that in
the past 15 years, because of the tenure logjam in the universities,
many of the brightest, best, young Ph.D's from the best institutionshave taken jobs at second and third tier institutions; and that asmall investment in research funds to those scientists at those in-
stitutions can greatly enhance our research effort, and more to thepoint for the reasons we are here today, can provide centers of sci-
ence excellence, regional centers of science excellence, that candraw young people into science and where they can see professors
actively doing research. I discuss a program called EPSCOR, the
Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research, thatachieve,: just that in five states that get a low amount of Federal
science funds. One of them that was succc sful, if not the most suc-
cessful EPSCOR prngram, was in Montan and I describe that pro-

1 C)
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gram here in more detail. It .vas under tile leadership of Gary Stro-
bel, a plant pathologist at Montana "...ate.

So, we have a problem in terms of the number of young people
who are choosing science as a career. Associated with that are
these dismal statistics about the performance of our young people
in international competition.

There are a number of possible solutions to the problem. I dis-
cuss several in the pape:. In the interest of time here, I focused ol,
the higher education data and an example of a higher education
solution.

Thank you.
[The prepared stateritent of Dr. David Eli Drew follows:]

1 rL.;
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Preserving America's Scientific Preeminence

Good morning. I ,ould like to review with you
information and research findings about the flow of young
men and women into what we call the "scientific pipeline."
My own data and those of other researchers point toward
three inescapable conclusions:

o Far too few of our talented young people are choosing
careers in science, mathematics, and engineering.

o Those that do aren't being trained well enough.
o It's not too late to turn this situation around.

In the latter part of the twentieth century, U.S.
citizens and their leaders have worried about threats to
America's role as a world economic power. Conservatives and
li 'rals alike have agreed that scientific research, which
lays the foundation for industrial innovation, is vital to
the strength of our economy. In his best-selling book, The
Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, Paul Kennedy argues that
the United States may on an inevitable downswing, like
many prior world powers, and suggest that continued high-
quality scientific research and development are a vital
component of our strength.

Many Americans take for granted our leadership in
science. They have come to expect that each year Americans
will collect a lion's share of the Nobel prizes. The list
of scientific discoveries and inventions by Americans is
awesome, from Benjamin Franklin's kite-flying experiment
about electricity to the pioneering research about the
micro-computer by two young entrepreneurs in a garage in
Silicon Valley. However, there L. a very real danger that
we may lose our grip on our role as scientific leaders just
as we lost our number one status internationally in the
automobile business. The main reason is that «e nave
neglected the human resources that drive the system: young
scientists.

When I think about the problems in the "scientific
pipeline," I am reminded of a story that Frank Layden, a
former coach of the professional basketball team, the Utah
Jazz, enjoyed tql:ing. He talked about his frustrations
with one player's inability to learn a new maneuver despite
extensive practice. rinally, he said to the player "We've
been working on this every night for weeks. Yet you still
can't seem to get it. Frankly, I can't decide if your
problem is ignorance or apathy." The player glared at him
and replied "I don't know and I don't care."

The problem is that our young people don't know about
science and most of them don't care about science.

Let me show you one symptom of the problem. You may
already know that substantial portions of the graduate
students in science, mathematics, and engineering in the
United States are international etudents. Figure 1 presents
some data about the situation.
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According to a recent article in a journal published by
me National Academy of Sciences, "During the past few
years, over 90% of undergraduates in engineering were U.S.
citizens, but that proportion dropped to only about 45% for
new engineering Ph.D.'s (about 4% of this latter group were
naturalized, foreign-born citizens). Thus, the indigenous
new Ph.D. population is about 40% of the total, even with
efforts to restrict the number of foreigners admitted to
graduate engineering programs."

These fiv-es indicate our failure to train Ameraean
students so thLt. they can compete for slots in graduate
schools with foreign students. But I don't relieve th.1
presence of international students in our Ph programs, in
itself, is a problem. I agree with Harvard professor
Sheldon Glashow, a Nobel prize winner in physics, who said

"We import them. We import from Iran, we
import them Turkey, and Taiwan, from whatever
countries we can find. They stay in this
country--more than half of them stay in this
country--they take all the good jobs. And I'm
not attacking this, this is not a problem. This
is the solution. These new Americant, who are a
vital part of America today and are the
technological backbone of the country are the
solution. Our people can't hack it."

2 many decades, naturalized citizens have been amongour top scientists. We have only to think of the influx of
highly productive scientists and engineers escaping from
Naz: Germany to iustrate this. The present influx of
grad. Ite students, including those recent immigrants from
Southeast Asia, ma,, indeed, become the technological
backbone of our nation's scientific and industrial effort.
But, our own scit.ice education is in trouble when the future
of our national research enterprise is so dependent upon the
vicissitudes of immigration legislation. If new immigration
laws should discourage these foreign scientists from
remaining in our country after completing their education,
the implications for national research and development could
be devastating.

What really bothers me, and the focus of my
mresentation, tr that last comment by Professor Glashow "our
people can't hack

He's right. The International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) conducted a
study of science achievement in 17 countries. In t?e fourth
and fifth grade, our ten year-olds tested about in the
middle of tho pack when compared with countries like
Australia, Finland, Hong Kong, Hungary, Japan, the
Philippines, Poland, Sweden, and Thailand. Our 14 year-olds
tied for fourteenth place out of these 17 countries. Our
high school seniors, tested separately in biology,
chemistry, and physics, came in dead last, or close to 3
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depending on the discipline. The authors of this
international study said about the United States "For a
technologically advanced country, it would appear that a re-
examination of how science is presented and studied is
required." (1988, p.9)

Even when our educational system works for Anglo,
middle-class, male children, it discourages females and
minorities from science careers. For example, Figure 2
presents data on engineering Ph.D.'s awarded in 1986. As
I've already noted, more than half were awarded to foreign
students. Note the dismal percentages of women, blacks, and
Hispanics.

There really are nnly two possibilities to explain
these percentages. There's no scientific support for the
first hypothesis, which is that young women and minority
students are not as capable as Anglo males. There is
considerable scientific support for the second hypothesis:
Our educational and social systems consistently discourage
talented students, particularly women and minorities, from
successful careers in science. The silver lining around
this particular cloud is that these previously neglected
students represent a large source of tremendously capable
future scientists.

Part of the problem is the attitudes and expectations
held by some teachers about the capabilities of girls and of
minority students. I teach about multivariate statistical
analysis in our Ph.D. program at the Claremont Graduate
School. I have encountered many students, especially women
and minority students, who feared math and were sure they
could not do it. (As you may know, most graduate students
dread statistics and put it off as long as possible.). Most
of these students find they are capable of understanding and
conducting sophisticated statistical analyses like
hierarchical multiple regression. In conversation, I often
discover that their negative self-image goes back to an
elementary school teacher with a sexist or racist attitide,
a person who thought that "Girls can't do math" and maaged
to traumatize a student who now must he convinced about her
real ability.

Many people have become aware of the extraordinary
accomplishments of Jaime Escalante. This mathematics
teacher at Garfield High School in East Los Angeles has
successfully prepared many Hispanic and other minority
students from poor families to take the Educational Testing
Service Advanced Placement test in calculus. Last year's
movie "Stand and Deliver" told this story well. But, the
most important message from this experience is not that
Jaime Escalante is an extraordinarily creative and
successful teacher, although this certainly is true. The
message is that many poor, minority high school students,
who post educators might have considered incapable of
mastering calculus, did just that when they were taught by
such a creative instructor.
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Are We Driving Students Away from Science?

Too few students are choosing careers in science,
mathematics and engineering. Furthermore, the number who
find science interesting seems to shrink as they progress
through the school system. Figure 3, based on some
important research by Yager and Penick (1986), presents data
to illustrate this point.

According to Yager and Penick "The more years our
students enroll in science courses, the less they like it.
Obviously, if one of our goals is for students to enjoy
science and feel successful at it, we should quit teaching
science in third grade. Or perhaps we should try teaching
it differently."

Carl Sagan recently commented that when he visits a
kindergarten class "I'm in a class full of young scientists.
They ask provocative, enlightening, insightful questions and
clearly are enthused and excited about science." But wher
he visits a high school class, the students are much less
interested. Somewhere between kindergarten ,nd high school
they have lost interest and enthusiasm. Some research
suggests that the danger area may be junior high school.

Among those who locate the critical period in junior
high school are James & Smith (1985) who observe:

"There are some disturbing explanations for such
a dramatic drop in positive attitude toward
science at the seventh grade level. One
possibility is that the seventh grade is often
the first time that science is treated as a
separate subject in a separate classroom.
Further, it is usually required at this grade
level. Seventh grade science may be one of the
earliest attempts to require students to use
self-directed problem solving techniques to a
greater degree than earlier grades. Perhaps
this additicnal rigor explains the response.
Since K-6 science is frequently not graded,
seventh grade may be the first time students
work has been evaluated."

F. James Rutherford was the director of a project which
prepared a report for the American Association for the
Advancement of Science about the teaching of science and
math in the United Sates. He comments "You have to know
something is wrong when teaching something as exciting as
science can result in most of us disliking it. (Connell,
1989)

oo ratiVe stitutional e earth

This trend is reflected in data gathered from
undergraduates. Without question, the best information
available about clllege students comes fron the Cooperative
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Institutional Research Program conducted by my colleagues at
the Higher Education Research Institute at U.C.L.A. Each
fall, a four page questionnaire containing items about
demographic characteristics, high school experiences,
careers aspirations, opinions and values is completed by a
sample of well over 200,000 college freshmen. Follow-ups of
sub-samples of each cohort are conducted periodically.
These freshmen data have been collected each fall since
1966, making possible examination of trends over time.
Fivure 4 presents such trend data about freshmen interest in
majors in biology, the physical sciences, and mathematics.
The declining interest in mathematics is particularly
disturbing and merits further examination. Figure 5
presents a closer look and also breaks the data out by
vender. Mathematics is not attraczing students. I think
it's fair to say that if the Edsel division of the Ford
Motor Company had been an academic mathematics department it
would still be in existence.

Given that part of the problem may be the kinds of
science and math teachers students encounter in. their
elementary and secondary education--and that part of the
solution may be better teacher recruitment and training- -
Figure 6 from the CIRP freshmen data might be of some
interest. It suggests that virtually all undervraduates
planning teaching careers these days are education majors.
Figure 6 indicates that th3s was not true twenty years ago.
In other words, 15 or 20 years ago a high school student in
physics was much more likely to be taught by a young teacher
who had been a physics major in college. Today the same
student might well have a teacher who has had more
coursework in pedagogy than in math and physics.

There clearly has been a decline in the quality of
science teachers as a side effect of the woman's movement.
Increased career opportunities for women during the past two
decades have meant that intelligent young women no longer
arc constrained to careers in teaching, nursing, and one or
two other fields. The result is that the educational system
has lost the "hidden subsidy" that resulted from the fact
that so many bright young women who once chose teaching now
feel free to choose other careers.

The NeeviLfcr_Role Models

The poor drawing power of the sciences at the
undergraduate level relates to the lack of role models and
cannot be examined without consideration of the manner in
which research is funded and conducted. College students
planning careers in science need to see and learn from
professors who are excellent research role models. Instead,
they read about increasing reported instances of scientific
fraud. More to the point, they rarely are taught by
instructors who are actively engaged in research and can
model this process for them.

.1.2j
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Many undergraduates at large universities are taught by
teaching assistants. Recall the data in Figure 1 which
indicated that about half the graduate students in many
science and engineering disciplines are international
students. The fact is that many of them do not have a full
command of English. According to the National Academy of
Science journal cited earlier "The majority of these foreign
born engineering students come from countries where the
language and culture are likely to be significantly
different from those of most native-born U.S. citizens." (p.
78)

A more pernicious reason for the lack of good role
models has to do with the contrast between the distribution
of federal funds and the distribution of talented academic
scientists. In my book, Strengthening Academic Science
(1985), I discussed how this disparity is threatening the
productivity of a generation of young researchers.

For many years now, federal funds for university
research have been concentrated in a few institutions.
Figure 7 presents information about National Science
Foundation obligations. Note the substantial oroportion of
funds simply going to the top three institutions. Year
a ter year, roughly half the federal support for basic
research in many disciplines is awarded to the top 20
universities.

All those who favor a strong science effort want
federal funds to be awarded only to the best researchers.
And virtually all science policy experts agree that this can
best be assured through peer review. But the data I
reported in Strengthening Academic Science suggest that the
top young researchers may not be at the top 20 institutions.
Because of the demography of the academic world in the past
15 years--in particular the "tenure log jam" in which many
leading institutions have virtually no job openings--the
most talented new Ph.D.'s from the best departments who
chose academic careers have taken jobs in second and third
tier institutions. Thus, the best young physicists from
Harvard, Berkeley, and Michigan have not been taking jobs at
similar institutions but at schools like the University of
Arkansas and North Dakota State University.

In my book, I reported analyses of surveys of 60,000
scientists and hundreds of interviews with scientists and
administrators. The data revealed that the continued
concentration of federal science funds may be destroying the
potential productivity of these brilliant young scientists
at second and third tier universities. Furthermore, these
new Ph.D's then are unable to demonstrate to undergraduates
what the research process looks like. And, of course, they
are unable to engage undergraduates directly as participants
in that research process. College students who hear young
professors talk about the excitement of research, but note
that those same professors are not conducting much research,
are less likely to choose careers as scientists.

1 II
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This situation is made more serious by the fact that
there are vast numbers of students, many of them highly
capable potential scientists, enrolled at these
universities. We are talking here about AASCU-type
institutions, about comprehensive universities. While some
of the recent literature about future scientists focuses on
the Ivy League and elite research universities and some
discusses the Antioch or Claremont-type selective liberal
arts collegeE, the fact of the matter is that there are far
more students enrolled in the large state universities.
Thousands more of our young people are attending schools
like Montana State, Kansas State, and the University of
Missouri than are attending schools like Harvard, Stanford,
and Oberlin.

Solutions to the Problem

I'd like next to suggest some possible solutions to
this crisis in science education. First, let's cu. viler
measures that might draw more college students into careers
in science, mathematics, and engineering.

The National Science Foundation has paved the way
during the past quarter century with capacity building
programs aimed at enhancing the research capabilities of
scientists and institutions outside the top 20 schools.
These programs have served a catalytic function by
increasing the number of regional centers of science
excellence, institutions that may indeed attract young
people into science careers. Perhaps the three best known
programs, pre.sented in chronological order are:

o The College Science Improvement Program (COSIP)
o The Science Development Program
o The Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive

ReSearch (EPSCOR)
7 have great familiarity with these three capacity

building programs since I directed evaluation studies and/or
policy analyses of each of them (Drew, 1973; Drew, 1975;
Drew, 1985). Lessons learned from evaluations of the first
two programs laid the groundwork for the design of the more
recent EPSCOR activities.

The College Science Improvement Program awarded
millions of dollars to undeiyreduate institutions "to
improve the quality of undergraduate science education."
Our evaluation of its impacts found, for example, that
undergraduates at COSIP-funded institutions were more likely
to be planning careers in science and research.
Furthermore, we examined the various funding mechanisms
finding, for example, :hat funds intended to benefit the
undergraduate directly e.g. undergraduate students
projects, had considerably more impact than funds that were
Intended to have an indirect affect, e.g. funds for faculty
sabbaticals.

The Science Development program of the late 60's and
early 70's awarded well over $200 million to selected
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institutions outside the top 20 with the objective of
creating new centers of science excc.lence. Our systematic
evaluation of this program, conducted at the National
Research Council, traced There tne impacts were greatest and
where they were negligibl . One of the persistent findings
from our case study field visits and the quantitative data
was that creative leadership was a crucial factor in
virtually every successful Science Development grant.

More recently, NSF's EPSCOR program funded scientists
and institutions in five states that previously had received
relatively little federal science support: Maine, Arkansas,
West Virginia, Montana, and South Carolina. Under the
leadership of John Talmadge and Joseph Danek, this program
has converted relatively small investments by the Foundation
($3 million per state over a five year period) into dramatic
projects, breakthroughs, and productivity.

The Montana program, one of the most successful, was
directed by Dr. Gary Strobel, a plant pathologist at Montana
State University. The "MONTS" program had many innovative
features, including an extensive review of proposals by
experts inside and outside Montana before they ever were
sent to NSF for formal peer review. One illustrative
result: 1 small $15,000 grant for anthropological research
resulted in discovery of the largest collection of dinosaur
bones in the world. trengthenino Academic Science (1985)
contains a detailed description of each of the five state
programs as well as a discussion of the planning activities
in two states, North and South Dakota, that competed for
funds but lost. The initial successes of this program in
the five recipient states has led the foundation to fund a
second round of EPSCOR grants in additional states.

Science Teachers

Role models are just as important for elementary and
secondary school students. I recently heard Senator John
Glenn give a vivid description of how his interest in
science was stimulated by a high school teacher who invited
Glenn to join him and his family on a summer vacation trip.
Senator Glenn described with great enthusiasm how he saw
steel being made in Pittsburgh and how they visited Niagara
Falls where he watched the generators ir awe.

If we are to improve the education pf science students,
we must improve the selection and education of science
teachers. The power to change the dismal statistics
presented in Figure 3 about the declining number of students
who believe that science is interesting or fun or exciting
lies with the teacher. An innovative and creative
California junior high school science teacher, John
Eichinger, recently commented "Honest curiosity,
fallibility, and enthusiasm are the science teacher's most
powerful tools."

.A.
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Good teaching involves knowing what methods are
effective. However, a recent national study by the
Educational Testing Service (1988) found:

o "Only 35% of the seventh graders and 53% of the
eleventh graders reported working with other students
on science experiments at least on a weekly basis.

o "Over half of the third graders and more than 80% cf
the seventh and eighth graders reported never going on
field trips with their science class.

o "60% of the seventh graders and 41% of the eleventh
graders said they never had to write up the results of
science experiments.

I'd like to present two ideas about science teachers
that may be controversial:

o The teacher is more important than the curriculum in
drawing students into science and training them well.
I'd rather have a great teacher working with a poor
book than a poor teacher working with a great book.

o For the most part, good science teachers are born, not
mada.

These are exaggerations. Obviously, czrrIc.ulum is very
important in science education. And, obviously, we go to
great lengths to teach people how to be good teachers. But,
if these observations are even partially true, we must think
carefully about how we can draw better young people into
careers as science teachers.

In this context, I'd like to mention two innovative
activities of the Teacher Education Program at the Claremont
Graduate School. First, we have found that a very effective
message to attract capable undergraduates from the Claremont
Colleges and other selective institutions to graduate study
in Teacher Education is to suggest that they might begin
their career as a teacher. Some of them, indeed, may choose
to remain teachers. But many professionals these days
engage in two, three, or more careers during their lifetime.
Spending five or ten years as a teacher before moving on to
somethilig else will benefit some talented undergraduates and
our school systems.

Second, we have received funding from the National
Science Foundation for a program in which engineers from
industry enroll in the Teacher Education program, thus
sending trained teachers to the Lcho^ls who can speak and
teach with authority about science, math, and engineering.

Conclusion

Prior to now policymakers have employed the model of
the scientific pipeline depicted in Figure 8. I would
propose that the present crisis in science education
requires a new model of this pipeline, as depicted in

1 9
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Figure 9. As you can see, the important difference is that
our awareness of the present and projected needs of the
scientific enterprise affect our approach to education and
training at the pre-college and college levels.

In conclusion, we have a real problem in science
education in the United States, a problem with important
implications for the strength of our economy. Too few of
our young people choose careers in science, mathematics, and
engineering. In particular, we are failing to capture the
talents of most young women and minority students. The
achievement of our students suffers by comparison with those
of other nations. However, we can turn the sitation
around. It's a challenge worth accepting.
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Footnotes

1David Eli Drew is a Professor of Education at the
Claremont Graduate School, where he also holds appointments
in the Executive Management and Public Policy programs. He
is also a Senior Research Sociologist with the Higher
Education Research Institute. For some time the focus of
his research has been the management of scientists and the
assessment of quality science. Previously he held senior
research positions at the Rand Corporation, the National
Academy of Science/National Research Council, and the
American Council on Education. Earlier he held a faculty
position at Harvard University, from which he received his
Ph.D.

Mr. Drew is the author of four books, over twenty
technical reports and monographs, and over thirty journal
articles about science, technology, and education.

2 I have appe '-ded to the written statement of my
testimony a paper by my colleague, Kenneth C. Green, "A
Profile of Undergraduates in the Sciences" which discusses
these trends in great detail.
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Fig. 1: FOREIGN GRADUATE STUDENTS IN THE SCIENCES
(p.vt--:ntaga of total enrollment, by field)
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Fig. 3: AMERICAN ATTITUDES TOWARDS SCIENCE
(percentages)
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Fig. 5: FRESHMAN INTEREST IN MATHEMATICS MAJORS
(plireen1142es for first.turno.fu4.11m. can* freshman 1966.1988)
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Fig. 7: NSF R & D OBLIGATIONS, F/Y 1983
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Fig. 9: THE NEW SCIENCE PIPELINE
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A PROFILE OF UNDERGRADUATES IN THE SCIENCES'

Kenneth C. Green, Ph.D.
Higher Education Research Institute

University of California, Los Angeles

The health and vitality of the "pipeline" of students planning undergraduate work in the
sciences is an important indicator of the human resource component of the nation's science
resources. For more than two decades early indicators of undergraduate interest in the sciences
have been tracked by the annual American Council on Education UCLA Cooperative
Institutional Research Program (C1RP) survey of entering college freshmen. Begun in 1966, the
CIRP is now the nation's largest and oldest empirical study of higher education. The annual CIRP
freshman and follow-up surveys are a rich resource for data about the students who pursue higher
education in the United States. In recent years more than 300,000 students attending some 600
two- and four-year colleges and universitn s across the country have participated in the .tnnual
CIRP survey of college freshmen.

The CIRP Freshman Survey data can be used to develop normative profiles of students by
ethnicity, by ability level, and by intended college major. Drawing on cross-sectional and
longitudinal data, the CIRP offers a unique resource for studying the undergraduate pipeline in the
sciences.

This paper focuses on the population of freshmen who enter college planning to major in
science and engineering (S/E) fields. It offers a comparative profile of S/E-oriented students
against students planning other majors; it also compares the profile cf science students within
various science fields. This research draws on data from 1988 CIRP Freshman Survey, from
previous CIRP surveys of entering students, and from a 1986 follow-up study of 1982 and 1984
college freshmen?

SOME INITIAL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Let me begin with a simple and direct statement. We must recognize that the infrastructure of

the American educational pipeline in the sciences and resulting human resource capacity in the
sciences .1.-4 technology has suffered serious erosion over the past two decades. The evidence
from the CIRP surveys is very persuasive:

Freshman interest in key undergraduate science majors has dropped
dramatically by almost half over the past 23 years.
Freshman interest in technology careers has experienced a drama is decline in
just the past six years. Between 1982 and 1988, the proportion of freshmen
planning to pursue engineering careers fell by almost one-fourth; theproportion
of freshman planning to pursue careers as computer professionals has
plummeted, falling by nearly threefourths in just six years.

[Keynote presansuon. meemg or the Sigma Xi Nation I Advisory Group on Undergraduate Education in Science.
Mathematics. and Engineering at the Wingspread Confaa z Center. Rome. WI. on January 23, 1989. 'Gus work was
supported in part by funds from Sigma Xi and from a gr-nt to Sigma Xi from the National Science Foundauon The
views expressed in this papa are solely those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the official position of the
sponsoring groups. 0 Kenneth C. Green. 1989.

=Most of the salute-orientei data presented here focus on fint.time, fullttme students enrolled in four.year
institutions Although the CIRP does include community college students in the surrey population. full-time students
now compnse a less than half of the "tunlagraduate" enrollment in two-year institutions Consequently. any CIRP.
based portrait of the science interests of student: in two-year colleges and pipeline capacity of community colleges
would not provide a complete picture two-year college students

0
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Every fall tens of thousands of academically-able students enter college
planning to pursue science majors. Yet more than half these students change
their intended major for other, non-science fields. Moreover, the high
"defection" rates for aspiring science majors are not ()Met by recruits from
other (non-science) fields.
The disciplinary-training of secondary school science teachers has declined
dramatically over the past two decades. Today very few aspiring science and
mathematics majors plan to pursue careers as high school teachers.
Finally, if undergraduate science departments were run like for-profit
businesses that is, without substantial institutional subsidy most
programs might be bankrupt, largely because of their capacity (some might say
basic inclination) to "alienate" potential clients.

There is, of course, some risk in simply echoing the increasingly common refrain of a series of
recent national reports bemoaning the declining science interest and scientific performance of
American students (see, for example, Mullis and Jenkins, 1988; Yager and Penik, 1986).
However, the declines in science capacity reflected in the CIRP data point to serious problems for
the science-based infrastructure of the nation's labor market and the nation's capacity to respond to
the scientific, technological, and economic challenges of the 1990s sou the 21st century.

GENERAL TRENDS IN FRESHMAN INTEREST IN THE SCIENCES
Between 1966 and 1988, the proportion of college freshmen3 planning to major in the

biological sciences, the physical sciences, and mathematics fell by half, from 11.5 to 5.8 percent
(Figure 1). The largest portion of this decline occurred in mathematics: over the past 23 yetirs,the
proportion of aspiring mathematics majors dropped from 4.6 to 0.6 percent, a decline of more than
four - fifths. In the physical sciences (Le., chemistry, physics, and related fields), freshman interest
has fallen by more than half, from 3.3 perm t in 1966 to 13 percent in 1988. Only the biological
sciences have maintained a stable "market nhare" of freshman interest: in Fall 1988, 3.7 percent of
the entering freshmen planned to pursue majors in biological science fields, about the same as the
recorded in the late 1960s, but well below the peak numbers recorded in the mid-1970s (when
more than 6 percent of the entering freshmen expressed interest in bioscience majas).4 However,
the seemingly stable interest in the life sciences reflects student interest in premedical studies rather
than any intrinsic interest in biological science majors. Moreover, of the aspiring bioscience
majors who really harbor aspirations for medical school will ultimately change their majors and
carter preferences when they confront organic chemistry, a traditional "point of departure" for
many aspiring premed students.

The trends by sex for science majors paint an interesting and in many ways a surprising
portrait of the past two decades. The conventional wisdom might suggest that interest in basic
science majors among freshman women should have increased over the past twenty years, as
women presumably received more encouragement to pursue "non-traditional" majors and careers.
However, the CIRP data reveal that interest in science majors among freshman women dropped by
more than two-fifths during this period (from 8.8 percent in 1966 to 11 percent in 1988).
Admittedly, this decline among women is far less than the nearly one-half decline in these same

'References to the freshman population refer to first-tune. flail*, students. i.e.. "modal" or traditional alltiCIO The
CIRP data base automatically excludes those freshmen who are not enrolled as full-time students, and/or those students
who have had some prior degree credit expenence See Astir et al, 1988. Appendix A. for details about the CIRP
survey methodology.

The CIRP data do predict future trends in the number of earned undavaduatc science degrees. Unpublished studies
conducted by CIRP staff point to very high correlations (r2values) between the proportion of freshmen plasuung to
major in ecienufic fields and the rumba of earned undaaaduate science degrees four years bus (Ls, a four -yea cohort
approach). These revalues range from .118 for the biological sciences to .93 for estgineermg to .91 for mummy
science.

-2-
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fields posted among men (from 13.8 percent to 7.0 percent during the same period). However it
does run against the conventional wisdom and should be particularly distressing given the range of
government, institutional, corporate, and philanthropic efforts to encourage young women to
pursue training and careers in the sciences .5

Figure 1: Freshman Interest In Science Majors
(percentages, 1966.1988)
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The high losses in freshman interest in mathematics majors seem to play a strategic role in the
larger issue of overall science capacity. I mentioned earlier that freshman interest in mathematics
majors has dropped by more than four-fifths over the past 23 years. This decline occurs among
both men and women (Figure 2). It should concern us for several reasons. First, there is the
career path of math majors. Two decades ago the women who earned undergraduate math degrees
often took teaching jobs in secondary schools. These women played a pivotal role in secondary

Figure 2: Freshman Interest In Mathematics Majors
(percentages by sex.1Irst1:rne. lulltime freshmen)

1966 1970 1975 1960 1984 1988

- men IN women

school mathematics education. First, they represented a large (if all-too-often transient)part of the
teaching pool in science and mathematics. Second, they served as important role models.

5An alternative hypothesis. of course. u that the mvestment in encouraging women to pursue science majors helped
stem what might have been much larger declines in the proportion of fretful= women pluming to pursue scienceMUM'S.

-3-
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However, as women's career aspirations increased and options expanded beginning in the late
1960s, we began to see that their interests moved away from mathematil.., and out of teaching. The
loss of this pool of potential math teachers has been an important factor in the deterioration of the
science-oriented education infrastructure: one significant if often undiscussed consequence has
been the impact on secondary math and science instruction and the science pipeline coming out of
our secondary schools and into college.

TECHNOLOGY MAJORS AND CAREERS
The CIRP data also reflect student perceptions about the job opportunities for engineers and

computer specialists (Figure 3). Freshman interest in engineering careers and majors fell
precipitously during the early 1970s. This was the period just after the first Apollo moon landing
and the termination of funding for the SST project and other large government contracts. Potential
engineering students received ample doses of the televised images of unemployed engineers in
Seattle, Long Beach, and St. Louis. Consequently, these science-oriented students opted for other
majors. The rising interest in engineering careers that began after 1975 reflected both the return of
men as well as the rising proportion (if still small numbers) of women corning into engineering.
Frftshman interest in engineering was further stimulated by the upheavals elsewhere in the
economy: science/technology fields were the only "hot spots" in an otherwise down economy
between 1977 and 1982 Over the past six years however, we have seen a surprising decline in
freshman interest in engineering careers, from 12.0 percent in 1982 to 8.6 percent in 1988.V
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Fig. 3: Freshman Interest In Technology Careers
(percentages for firsttime. freshmen. 1966-1988)
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We have witnessed similar yet more significant declines in the proportion of fres;Lnen planning
to pursue majors and careers in computing (i.e., as programmers or systems analysts). After
posting almost exponential gains between 1977 and 1982, from 2.8 to 8.8 percent, freshman
interest in computing careers has plummeted, falling back to 2.7 t in 1988. This decline
reflects the fastest and perhaps most significant drop in a career croricer documented over the 23
years of the CIRP data

Like the concurrent decline in engineering, the decline in computing runs against the
conventional wisdom about the j lb market and the job prospects for students with technical
training. Why? Pan of the explana.'on rests with events in the labor market over the past decade.
The only bright rot in the economy during the last recession and even during the high inflation
that preceded it seemed to be technology areas. The late 1970s and early 1980s were also the
period when Apple Computer came out of the garage and went onto the Fortune 500 and schools
introduced a "bits 'vtes and BASIC" approach to computer instruction. Clearly the nation is in

-4-
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the midst of a major transition in the structure of the economy; it is a transition that marks the
movement away from manufacturing to service industries, to technology, and towards information
systems. College students are sensi lye to these changes in the structure of the labor market.

Why then the declining interest in technology careers? Our analyses suggest that the drop is
largely due to the "co migration" cc "defection' of the "B" students to non-science fields, rather
than an absolute los: of the academically-able (i.e., "A") students who are intrinsically interested in
science. In other words, the dire state of the economy in the early part of the decade prompted
many science-capable "B" students to consider technical careers. As employment options
improved in other sectors, many of the "B" students who could handle the science and mathematics
requirements of the engineering and computer science curriculum moved into other fields.

I should add, however, that the recent decline in computer science also seems to be a
consequence of increasing familiarity with the technology. As the computer literacy movement
grew in the 1980s, more students had contact with desktop computers. Moreover, the focus of
activity shifted from programming to applications (e.g., word processing, spreadsheets, graphics).
[The CIRP surveys indicate that over one-fourth (27.4 percent) of the 1988 freshmen "frequently
used a personal computer" the year prior to entering college and nearly three in five (58.1 percent)
had at least a hati-year of computer instruction while in high school.] Consequently, as more
students have exptnure to computers, they (like many adults) now come to view the technology as
a means to an end, rather than an end in and of itself.

In sum, the decline in freshman interest in science and technology fields has been both severe
and significant. The CIRP data, which correlate highly with the trends in earned undergraduate
degrees in these fields, point to a troubling deterioration in the science-oriented portion of our
education and human-resource pipeline.

TRENDS IN OTHER MAJORS AND CAREERS
Where have the students gone if they are no longer interested in the sciences? Clearly it has

been a bull market in business, particularly when we look at the shifts in career preferences by sex.
Between 1972 and 1988, the proportion of freshmen planning to pursue business careers more
than doubled, from 10.5 to 23.6 percent (Figure 4). And although business has declined slightly
in recent years (from a peak of 24.6 percent in 1987), it is still the most popular career preference
(and intended major) of today's freshmen, accounting for about one-fourth of total freshman
preferences for majors and about the same proportion of undergraduate degree awards (National
Center for Education Statistics, 1987, p. 105.).

Yet the overall shift towards business masks the particularly dramatic changes that have
occurred among women in the past two decades (Figure 5). Between 1966 and 1988, the
proportion of freshman women planning to pursue business careers exploded, rising bya factor of
more than 6 (from 3.3 percent in 1966 to 21.3 percent in 1988). Indeed, in some business
specializations women now outnumber men: for example, more freshman women thanmen now
plan to pursue accounting majors and careers.

The rising popularity of business seems to reflect students' efforts to prepare themselves for
the job market they envision in the 1990s and on into the 21st century. Freshman interest in
business remains high, despite the rising chorus of corporate leaders who say they want their
organizations to hire well-read, well-trained people prepared in the liberal arts. That students do
not accept this message seems to be their way of saying they know CEO's do not work the campus
recruitment circuit. The irony here is that students do not recognize the role of science as a
resource for business careers. For example, undergraduate business majors will not be effective
representatives for pharmaceutical companies; rather, to work in pharmaceutical sales and
marketing students will need a strong background in the biological sciences and chemistry, along
with strong writing, presentation, and interpersonal skills.

-5
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Fig. 4: Freshman Interim! In Business Camara
(paccentscos. 1966-1988)
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The pipeline in elementary and secondary school careers has also changed significantly since
the 1960s. There is little question that these changes have had dire consequences for the sciences.
Freshman interest in teaching careers fell from a peak of 23.5 percent in 1968 to a low of 4.7
percent in 082 (Figure 6). Freshman interest in teaching has been risinp recently, almost
doubling to 8.8 percent in six years. However, the current levels are still far below those recorded
in the mid- and late-1960s, and well below the levels need to meet future needs (see, for example,
Carnegie Forum, 1986; National Commission on Excellence in Teacher Education, 1985).
Moreover, even with the recent gains in student interest in teaching careers, the CIRP data reflect
comparatively little interest in secondary school assignments. This should be particularly
distressing for science educators as jun; ar high school and secondary school science and
mathematics courses stimulate student interest in these fields and provide the acadern.:: foundation
for subsequent undergraduate work in these areas.

Also distressing is the loss of the population of "discipline-trained" teachers. Twenty years
ago more than half the aspiring teachers planned to major in liberal arts fields, including the
sciences. At present however, the CIF.P data suggest that virtually all the freshmen planning to
pursue teaching careers now plan to major in education rather than in other, more "academic"
disciplines (Figure 7). The concern here, of course, is that future teachers in English and
literature, in the sciences and social sciences may not have an adequate disciplinary base for the
demands of the secondary school curriculum. The teaching profession is now wresting with var-

Flg. 8: Freshman Interact In Teaching Comm

(pwcaniagac 1966.1988)
25

Fig. 7: Shifts In Education majors and Camara
(pwoorgagas, 1966-1988)
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ious proposals to enhance the disciplinary requirements for teaching certification (e.g., enhancing
minimum certification requirements so that all credentialed teachers have more than just a
bachelor's degree). However, pending a quick resolution of this debate one that involves
unions, local school boards, state boards, and other parties such as the Colleges of Education
the sort-term consequences suggest that future secondary school science teachers may have more
upper-division college credits in pedagogy than in physics.

Teaching represents a situation where the loss of the "captive population" of women has had
dire consequences for the sciences. Two decades ago the young women who completed
undergraduate science degrees often entered high school classrooms; today, young women with
science degrees now pursue careers in corporations or advanced training in - fiedical programs and
business schools. As women's aspirations and opportunities have increased over the past two
decades we have lost a key resource in the pool of potential science instructors, as well as a key
group of role models for women who might be interested in both the sties es and in secondary
school teaching careers.

S/E STUDENTS IN FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTIONS
The data cited above reflect trends among all freshmen in all institutions (i.e., two-year

colleges, four-year colleges, and universities). Let's now turn to CIRP data that profiles the
population of first-time, full-time freshmen in four-year colleges and universities.6

Ten year trends point to a significant downturn in the the sciences among freshmen in four-year
colleges and universities. These downturns for the science majors come as freshman interest in
business and social sciences have increased by R one-fifth or more, and humanities and social
sciences have also posted modest if steady gams (up by a tenth since 1978; Figure 8). In other
words, even as some liberal arts majors show increases in student interest over the past decade,
these gains in "market share" come at the expense of freshman interest in science majors.. 111

30

Fig. I: Changan In the *Market Share" of Undergraduate Majors
(percent/gig first -tune. full -time freshmen in fouryear institutions)
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Although these declines in "market share" art troubling, the sciences continue to attract a
disproportionate pool of academically able students. In 1988, 45.3 percent of the aspiring
sciencekngineering (S/E) majors in footles: colleges and universities repotted high school grades
of "A" or "A-," compared to 26.3 percent for students planning non/S/E majors. And in contrast

Fullttme freshmen represent less than half the enrollment of enteritis students in the nation's twoyeas colleser.
consequently twoyear college students am not Included in the disciplinary profiles presented m the follovuts sections
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to the consistent declines in "market share" for the sciences, we do see some gains in the "talent
share" of freshmen planning S/E majors (Figure 9). In engineering, the change in talent share
(i.e., proportion of "A/A-' students planning engineering majors) between 1978 and 1988
increased by nearly one-quarter, 14.1 to 17.4 percent. Social science majors also reflect some
gains modest gains in talent share (up about a tenth, from 8.8 percent in 1978 to 9.8 percent in
1988). There s no change in "talent share" anaong the life sciences during this period (at 7.9
percent in both .978 and 1988). Unfortunately, physical sciences and pre-medical majors posted
declines over the past decade, falling 18.2 percent and 10.5 percent, respectively. However
encouraging, these proportional changes may, in part, overstate the real significance of these gains
or declines. For example, the roughly one-tenth gain in "talent share' in the social sciences
represents an absolute again of only 1.0 percent over ten years, from 8.8 to 9.8 percent.

60
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Fig. 9: Changes In the "Talent Share' of Undergraduate Majors
(percentages for totttime. fulltimo freshmen students reporting

Ark high school GPAs. 1978 and 1988)
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MINORITY STUDENTS
The CIRP data on minority interest in the sciences suggest that there has been some

improvement at the front-end of the pipeline over the past decade. Interest in engineering, physical
science, and life science majors among Black and Hispanic freshmen all posted gains between
1978 and 1988. Moreover, in some cases these increases push minority students past many of the
commonly -used measures of parity often employed to assess representation and progress (Figure
10). For example, Blacks represent 9.8 percent of the first-time, full-time freshmen enrolled in the
nation's four-year colleges and universities in Fall 1978; however, Blacks also account for 113
percent of the freshmen planning to pursue physical science majors (e.g., chemistry, physics,
mathematics) in Fall 1988. Similarly, Hispanic students represent 1.8 percent of the first-time.
full-time freshman population this past fall and 2.1 percent of the aspiring freshman engineering
students. In short, these data suggest that the long-term, institutional, governmental, philanthropic
and corporate investment in expanding the traditional underrepresentation of Black and Hispanic
students in the sciences is beginning to yield some real rewards. Of course these data :elect only
shifts at the front end of the undergraduate pipeline and do not tell us about the persistence rates
and ultimate majors of science-oriented minority freshmen. And this will be an issue of growing

-8.
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importance given both the demographic declines and shifts of the 1990s as well as the small
likelihood of any real gain in freshman interest in science majors in the next five years.?

Flo. 10: Ethnic and Minority Student Intorost In the Sciences. Foil 1011
(percureopt. truhmon In 4.yeer institutions. Fah 1016)
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PERSISTENCE AND DEGREE COMPLETION RATES
FOR SCIENCEORIENTED FRESHMEN

Our longitudinal studies of freshman preferences indicate that a tremendous number of aspiring
science majors ultimately "defect" or migrate to other nonscience fields (Figure 11). Indeed, the
sciences have the highest defection rates and lowest "recruitment" rates of any undergraduate
fields. In short, science departments lose a huge proportion of their potential "clients" or
customers academically-able and intellectually motivated students who enter college with a
genuine interest in straying science. Given the high defection-rates the loss of potential
"clients" we could probably say most undergraduate science programs would probably be
bankrupt if they were run as small businesses.

Fig 11. Retention and Degree Compietion Rotes for Aspiring Scam* Majors
(percentages. 1912 freshmen in bottom colleges and universities)
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This "small business" analogy will probably be offensive to most science faculty. Yet some
science departments seem to take great pride in the number of students who "flunk out" of key
courses in the lower-division sequence or who ultimately change majors. On many campuses there
often seems to be an informal competition to see which (science) classes have the lowest grades or
which programs have the lowest mean GPAs. Certainly organic chemistry has been a traumatic
experience for hundreds of thousands of aspiring pre -med students over the years; many
academically-able students never recover from the expenence and ultimately change majors because
of their experience in organic chemistry. However, any organization or enterprise that loses half or
more of its potential clients may be in trouble. And these data should bP especially troubling given
that the sciences attract a disproportiocate proportion of academically-able freshmen.

Where do they go? Most science aspirants leave for non-science fields, rather than dropping
out of college completely. The path from engineering to business has been well-documented over
the years on many campuses. Not surprisingly, the "defectors" usually do very well in their new
departments

THE PROFILE OF FRESHMEN ACROSS SCIENCE MAJORS
Thus far most of the discussion has focused on students within the sciences, as opposed to

comparisons of students across the various science majors. However, the CIRP data reveal some
very interesting differences across the populations of aspiring life science, social science,
engineering, and physical science majors.

Degree Aspirations
The degree aspirations of all American freshmen have been increasing in recent years.

Between 1980 and 1988, the proportion of all freshmen (in all institutions, across all majors)
planning to pursue some type of graduate degree rose by more than one-fifth, from 49.3 percent in
1980 to 59.0 percent in in 1988. During this period, freshman interest in the master's degree rose
by one-fifth (from 29.7 to 36.3 percent), while the doctorate gained by almost half (from 7.9
percent in 1980 to 11.7 percent in 1988).

Although these gains are notable, they mask the even more dramatic rise in degree aspirations
among women over the put two decades. Between 1970 and 1988, the proportion of freshman
women planning to pursue a doctoral degree increased by two-thirds (from 6.5 to 11.4 percent).
This cor nares to an ebb - and -flow pattern among men, beginning at 12.3 percent in 1970, falling
to 8.5 percent in 1980, and then rising again to 12.1 percent 1988 (Figure 12).

The rise in degree aspirations suggest that a growing proportion of students feel that the
bachelor's degree will not provide adequate training or credentials for the demands of the job
market of the next decade and on into the 21st century.

S/E students, in general, have higher degree aspirations than their peers in other majors.
Moreover, there are interesting and important differences in the degree aspirations across
undergraduate majors. Not surprisingly, a large proportion of aspiring life science majors (about
one-third) ultimately hope to pursue medical training (i.e., as physicians, veterinarians, or dentists;
see Figure 13). Also not surprisingly is that a far smaller proportion of aspiring engincering and
the physical science majors indicate interest in medical careers.

Interest in the doctorate among science students in four-year institutions has been rising over
the past ten years. However, gains have been less than the overall increase in doctoral aspirations
posted for all freshmen in four-year colleges and universities. Between 1978 and 1988, the
proportion of aspiring engineers planning to pursue the doctorate Few by almost one-fourth (from
15.8 to 19.5 percent). Among biological science students the gun in doctoral degree aspirations
was almost two-fifths (from 17.5 to 24.3 percent). The social sciences regigered a gain of almost
one-third (from 20.9 to 27.5 percent) over the past decade. The smallest gains occur in the
physical sciences and mathematics: these fields, which have been steadily dropping in freshman
popularity over the past two decades, posted a gain in freshman interest in the doctorate of about an
eighth (from 11.3 to 14.5 percent) during this period.
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Fig 12: Doctoral Dawes Aspirations Among Freshman

(Plinsitiget. 39' sets)
Fig. 13: Degree Aspirations of StE Freshman, Fall 1999
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Although the increase in doctoral aspirations among aspiring science majors %s below the levels
for all areas, these recent gains mark the beginning -4- the renewed interes ,and possibility of
subsequent enrollment) of U.S. citizens into gra,_ Aare science and technology programs.
Admittedly, we are dealing with freshman data which has many limitations. It is a long time and
distance from undergraduate registration to graduate school matriculation. A large number of these
students will change major, career choice, and degree plans during their undergraduate years.
Many academically -able and very motivated science students will encounter various hurdles that
will redirect their interest in and academic commitment to the study of science. The defectors
students who leave the undergraduate study of science for other majors and careers reflect a
serious loss for the science pipeline. Additionally, the arduous path through graduate school and
the increasingly common post-doc will channel many science and engineering graduates into the
well-paying jobs increasing available to technical graduates upon completion of the baccalaureate.

Career Aspirations
The CM? data also document a dramatic decline the proportion of entering freshman interested

in faculty or research careers since 1966 (Figure 14.) Freshman interest in faculty careers has
dropped by more than three-fourths over the past 23 years, from 1.8 percent in 1966 to 0.4 percent
in 1988. And interest in scientific research careers among entering students has fallen by
from 3.5 to 1.6 percent during the same period. These declines come at a time when many
observers predict future shortages in the pipeline of prospective college faculty and scientific
researchers in the United States.

The CIRP data profiling science-oriented freshmen in four-year institutions point to a slight
decline in student interest in research careers over the past decade, coupled with very slight
increases in faculty cart Of course these are difficult distinctions in the sciences, as many
faculty are engaged in research. Were we to aggregate the faculty and research career preferences
over the past decade, we find virtually no change in the proportion of science-oriented freshmen
who plan to pursue faculty/research careers. However, the seemingly "steady state" of career
aspirations among science students is not entirely good news. The market share of science
students has dropped along with the overall decline in the size of the freshman age-cohort. Taken
together, the decline in two key values affecting the denominator in the science pipeline equation
offsets any stability or gain in the numerator. In other words, a steady "market share" in a
declining market still means fewer people in the pipeline.
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Fly. 14: Freshman Interest In Faculty and Research Careers
(percentages. first time, fughmtip }Tishman in all instihrbons)
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STUDENT VALUES
It is an increasingly common pastime in the academic community to lament the seemingly

"better times" of earlier eras. Faculty who began their careers just before or shortly after the
Second World War often speak fondly about the dedicated, GI-Bill students who populated the
nation's colleges in the late 1940s and early 1950s. More recently, those of us who were on
college campuses as undergraduates, graduate students, or faculty during the tumultuous period of
the late 1960s and early 1970s engage in our own version of this game. We frequently compare
today's students against the "60s generation." In general, the tendency is to find today's students
guilty of a number of sins of omission and commission.

Let's be candid about the particular complaints commonly leveled against today's students.
Without attempting to rank their alleged sins by the seriousness of the potential offense, we often
hear that today's students are:

greedy and materialistic, preoccupied with making money, and making it fast;
intelkaually docile, demonstrating little interest in challenging intellectual issues
and their primary concern for making good grades; and
ambivalent if not outright apathetic about pressing social issues and
commonweal concerns, devoting more time to make life better for themselves
and doing little or nothing that might benefit others.

Certainly some of widely publicized data from the CIRP surveys support this perspective.
More than three-fourths of today's freshmen identify "being very well-off financially" as an
"essential" or "very -important" life goal, up from less than two-fifths in 1970. And a record 72.6
percent of the 1988 freshman indicated that "making more money" was a "very important" factor in
their decision to attend college (Figure 15).

Are science students very different from their peers on these issues? Although the aspiring
business students are the most likely to endorse the relationship between money and college,
engineering majors rank second among seven student subgroups in endorsing the "money factor"
as a key issue in the decision to attend college (Figure 16). Moreover, aspiring engineering
students like their peers in business are less interested in the "general education" aspects of a
college education than students in other science (and non-science) majors. In other words,
aspiring engineers (like aspiring business students) seem more likely to view their college
experience as a period of "technical training" and "portfolio" development for building the
foundations of a career than as a time for broad learning and personal development. Freshmen
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planning other science majors seem to be less concerned about money than aspiring engineers and
somewhat more interested traditional notions of "liberal education."

Fig. 16: RlkaOfte to Mending Wise*
koreentees of srasnrig freshmen
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Yet despite the CIRP data and other indicators, it may be premature to dismiss today's students
as "greedy materialists." Their behaviors and values demonstrate, in part, a readjustment of
personal priorities and a reflection of their perceptions of the world. Today's students are the
children of an economic upheaval. They came of age into adolescence and early adulthood
during a period marked by the high inflation of the late 1970s, the severe recession of t..e early
1980s, and the current restructuring of the American economy. Their economic experience has
been marked by upheaval and inconsistency rather than growth and stability. Their understanding
of aspirations in the context of the American postwar experience of equalizing if not surpassing
their parents' economic accomplishments is under attack. The key symbols of family economic
aspirations owning a home and sending your children to college increasingly seem to be the
perogative of the rich, or at least to require what today's students' perceive to be as "real wealth."
And today's students know that their own families will require the determined efforts oftwo
working adults to provide the financial comforts and security that they may have experienced ina
family supported by only one working parent.

We may be offended students's talk about making "lots of money" and being well-off
financially. However, we must recognize that the basis of their economic perspective is very
different than the one that marked the 1950s and 1960s. The world view of today's students is
mat like that of their grandparents who experienced the Depression of the 1930s than that of their
parents who grew-up during the economically prosperous 1950s and 1960s. The CIRP data
document behaviors and attitudes the shift to business majors, the concern about being well -off,
etc. that reflect a fundamental insecurity about the economic future.

The irony in this behavior, of course, is that demographic forces bode well for thl.se students.
These are also the children of the "baby bust." Demographic forces alone suggest that they will
experience the best job market the nation has seen in the past 30years. We already see indicators
of this in the "help wanted" signs in many shops, restaurants, and department stores. Yet their
outlook and behavior seems unaffected by the rational presentation of demographic and economic
data In short, today's students are scared, risk-aversive, and in secure.

-13-
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NEW CHALLENGES FOR UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCATION
Undergraduate science education confronts major challenges in the coming decade. The CIRP

data suggest several. I would like to discuss four issues I see as critical to any effort to rebuild the
talent pipeline and talent pool in science and technology fields.

Talent Development
The talent pipeline and science talent development is a critical issue for science these days.

Each year tens of thousands academically-able and well-motivated students enter college planning
to pursue S/E majors. Yet roughly half will ultimately migrate to other, non-S/E majors during
their undergraduate years. This is a tremendous talent loss that institutions and programs need not
incur and that the nation probably can no longer afford. Admittedly this is not now a new
problem: the sciences have long experienced high defection rates. However, the decline in both the
numerator and denominator variables in the science pipeline suggest we can no longer afford this
talent loss. The solution, of course, does not mean pandering to students by reducing expectations
about academic performance. P t we should recognize that departments and programs need to
develop an environment that en, .iurages students to pursue the sciences: undergraduates, and
especially non-science majors, must perceive the environment and faculty as engaging rather
than hostile.

The increasing external pressures on institutions to conduct various outcomes analyses may be
helpful in this context. As part of institutional efforts to gain control over the growing assessment
debate, campuses will have to identify various outcome measures as part of accreditation and
program review activities. Data collection that provides information back to departments will be
particularly helpful. The key data about program quality and student outcomes are not limited to
post-test measures on cognitive examinations or department grading curves. Deans, faculty, and
program chairs should be asking hard questions about recruitment, defection, and persistence rates
among aspiring S/E students. These data contribute as much (if perhaps not more) than traditional
testing approaches to an understanding of program quality and outcomes .

Opportunities for Non-Science Students
Second, we need to provide more opportunities and encouragement for non-S/E students in the

sciences. Science is a key resource for people in a variety of different sectors. Pharmaceutical
companies need people who understand biochemistry and market demographics. We also need to
forge strong links between science education and public policy programs.

There are a number of different options campuses and departments could pursue. Some may
not require the traditional science major. For example, twenty years ago most campuses offered a
recognized minor, a separate and important upper-division concentration in an academic discipline
other than the student's major. This is but one possibility; certainly there are others. Most
important, however, is that these new (or revived) options involve more than students working
their way through (or around) a curriculum model based on lower-division distribution
requirements. And part of the responsibility for expan 'ing these opportunities rests with science
departments and science faculty: they must be genuinely willing to encourage non-science majors
to pursue science courses.

Student-Faculty Interaction
Third, we need to know more about the relationship between undergraduate science students

and undergraduate science faculty. The discussion prompted by the Oberlin reports (Carrier and
Davis-Van Atta, 1985 and 1987) about the "science productivity" of small teaching colleges
highlights the key role of faculty in the talent development process. Unfortunately, most of the
research about talent development usually ignores the interactive affects in student outcomes:
pipeline studies traditionally focus almost exclusively on students and rarely on the key role of
faculty behavior and attitudes in defining a learning and mentoring environment. Consequently,
we know very little about the interaction between faculty and students in individual disciplines.
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There are some fairly conclusive data about the interaction affects at the "macro" or institutional
level: we know that contact with faculty is a very important factor in the context of career choice,
satisfaction with college, persistence, and academic performance (see Astin, 1977). But we know
comparatively little about how the faculty factor plays itself out in the individual disciplines. And
this is very important information for the people concerned about the talent pipeline in the sciences.

Science in Secondary Schools
Finally, we must acknowledge the pressing need to bring science and science students

back into secondary school classrooms. We need to explore variousprogram alternatives, degree
structures, curricular options, certification procedures, and financial incentives to encourage
undergraduate science majors to pursue careers as junior high and high school science and
mathematics teachers. We desperately need this talent back in our secondary school classrooms if
we are to rebuild the infrastn.sture which will support the science talent pipeline that has
contributed to the nation's research capacity and economic development during thepostwar era.

The sciences play an important role in the life and progress of the nation. Science and
technology are the engine that will drive the American economy in the 21st Century. There is
much we must to do to maintain that engine. Certainly one key factor is recognizing the
pipeline issues in the se .ices. The CIRP data presented here provide important information that
can help faculty, institutional officials, and government policymakers address some of the critical
issues affecting the science pipeline in the next decade and the next century.
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Dr. Sheridan is Graduate Dean, University of Missouri-Columbia

at Columbia. It is nice to see you, and please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. JUDSON SHERIDAN, GRADUATE DEAN,
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA, COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
Dr. SHERIDAN. It is nice to be here to have an opportunity to talk

about this very important topicvery important, not only for the
nation, as you have eloquently presented and as the rest of the
people talked about, but absolutely critical for our research univer-
sities and for our whole higher education, as well the entire educa-
tion establishment.

I thought I'd begin by a personal note which occurred to me
while I was listening to this last panel. I also happen to be a scien-
tist, and it occurred to me that the reason I'm in science is because
of my fourth and fifth grade teacherthe same teacher for twc
yearsmaybe it took two years for me to become really committed
to science. So, on the basis of that experience, I certainly can ap-
preciate the vital importance of early intervention, early identifica-
tion of interest, and stimulation of interest. I have to say that my
interest in science continued because of very critical interaction
with a college professor.

But I happen to be a graduate dean, and so I'm seeing things
now from a slightly different perspective in addition to those, and
that is the importance of graduate education, and in particular,
Ph.D education, as it relates to the full set of problems and issues
that we've been talking about. It is our Ph.D's in science and engi-
neering who provide the continual replenishment, the revitaliza-
tion, not only of the needs of the industry and other private sec-
tors, and the Government, but also, very critically, for the universi-
ties themselves. It is a part of an important feedback system and if
the feedback loop is broken, the system will not be maintained.

I have too much in my written testimony to do anything other
than summarize, al d I will emphasize that last point, the point
about breaking the feedback loop and how do we insure that that
feedback loop is maintained.

A number of us are very concerned about some recent statistics
that were put together by Dr. Richard Atkinson, who is Chancellor
at the University of California-San Diego. His predictionsbased
on a very detailed and rather complicated analysis of both the
supply, the potential supply, and demand expected by the end of
this centuryindicate that we could be as much as 7,500 Ph.D's
per year in science and engineering below what we need to main-
tain the demand of the non-academic sector, but very critically to
maintain this feedback loop that we need for the universities.

I don't have time to go into some of the facts. I know that a
number of those were presented by Dr. Drew in his presentation,
and I've got some of them here summarized from Dr. Atkinson's. I
thought that what would be useful, perhaps, would be to first just
reiterate a few of the things that I think need to be involved in any
of the strategies that we would adopt to try to answer this mis-
match of supply and demand. The emphasis, of course, has to be on
the supply, because we are not likely to be in the business of trying
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to decrease the demand of industry or the demand of the universi-
ties.

You've heard most of these strategies. One of the most important
ones is that the action we take has to begin immediately. If we are
talking about producing Ph.D's for a greater demand at the end of
this century, we have to be getting those students into the gradu-
ate schools at this time, or very shortly.

So, as important as the pipeline is, for the longer term we have
to be doing things now to begin the process, even at the graduate
level itself.

We have to act simultaneously, however, at all different levels,
and that is because the pipeline is leaking, it is permeable, as
somebody else mentioned. It also doesn't have enough tributaries,
so that we have to have ways of getting more stimulation early on
and preventing the leakage that occurs.

We do have to address this critical issue of, how do we accommo-
date the demand of industry and the private sector, and the
demand of the universities? That occurs not only with the Ph.D's
that leave, but it also occurs earlier in the process. Industry has a
great tendency to take bachelor's degree candidates and divert
them, not only from what they could do in elementary and second-
ary education, but divert them from the possibility of going on for
Ph.D's. We have to struggle with this. I have no answer, but it has
to be a cooperative effort, because we will both lose out in the long
run.

The strategies obviously have to include attention to minorities,
the issue of under-representation. That is a two-fold issue. It is a
moral issue because of the fact that we have whole segment of the
population that is not involved in a very important part of what
we're all about. It is also an opportunity. It is an opportunity be-
cause it is a part of the population expanding more rapidly than
any other. It is one part of the pool that has not been tapped, and
therefore, with the right attention and with the right strategies, we
might be able to really have a big change in the pipeline.

I think it is very important to recognize that a great deal of the
resources needed for taking care of these various strategies are
going to have to come from the Federal Government. Education in-
stitutions are currently committed and working very hard to put
their resources into graduate education and into other forms of
preparing teachers.

Industry is interested, as we heard from Dr. Montague about
Monsanto and other industries, are interested in this problem and
are putting resources in as well. For industry, it is difficult, be-
cause they are all geared to a much shorter-term solution. Al-
though they may be able see off in the distance a long-term prob-
lem, individual industries are unable to factor this in in the way
that it can be done on a national scale. It is a national problem and
needs a national solution.

What I'd like to finish up with are a few examples of what could
be done a bit more locally, because I think it is important to recog-
nize that, although it is a national solution, it is a cooperation
among a lot of units in the nation. It is not just a matter of the
government doing it all by itself.
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We have several programs that address certain of these various
strategies or issues that are similar to ones around in other univer-
sities, but I think it would be useful to mention at least a couple of
them, and I've listed several.

Probably a common theme amongst all of these things is to try to
get our graduate students involved in ways other than simply get-
ting their Ph.D's and then leaving. In other words, simply doing
their research and leaving. One very important area is to convince
at least an appropriate fraction of Ph.D students, that teaching is
an extremely important part of what they are all about and what
they will be all about as they leave to hopefully enter into the pro-
fessoriate.

We have not done the kind of job, I believe, that we could do in
emphasizing the importance of the teaching role of graduate stu-
dents. Rather, what we have done is tended to talk about graduate
students as somehow second-class teachers, and have forgotten the
fact that their teaching experiences not only can be very vital and
stimulating for the undergraduates they teach, but also are an im-
portant training ground for them as future professors.

We have developed a teacher training program. It began with
this emphasis on international students. We, like most other re-
search universities are find larger and larger numbers of interna-
tional students in the sciences and engineering. What we have
found is that those students respond very well to a carefully, or-
dered, mentored program for teaching skills and attitudes and mo-
tivation in teaching. We are having that program expanded to in-
cluded others of our graduate students. We are not doing enough,
yet, but I think it is the right direction to go.

In trying to address the minority student problem, we are fully
aware of the fact that it is probably more than any of the others, a
pipeline problem. Nevertheless, we need to act as much as we can
at our level. We have instituted a fellowship program. It is a four-
year fellowship program which provides support, and it has been
effective in recruiting students, many of which actually are inter-
ested in the sciences and engineering.

But that is not the only place th't we have been focusing our at-
tention. That is, not only on our institution, on our own graduate
students, but trying to see how the university can work further
down the line. I'll pick just a couple of examples.

One, our graduate professicial students, on their initiative, have
developed a program for going out to visit high schools. What they
do is to go as individuals or as groups out to the high school to tell
the students about what is possibly ahead of them at college and
more so, even down the line, in graduate s,..1+ool. The students
showing the greatest interest, that is, the graduates that are show-
ing the greatest interest have been those in the sciences and engi-
neering. I think because they sense the importance of the crisis
that is facing us.

Another way of getting involved earlier in the pipeline, this time
at the college level, is to have research universities trying to devel-
op cooperative arrangements with other universities close by, other
colleges. We've had a long-time relationship/interaction with Ste-
phens College, which is a predominately women's college in Colum-
bia. That particular interaction has focused on our research reactor
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facility. It is the enthusiasm of one faculty member. The dedication
and involvement and interest of a group of students and the full
support of the institution through the research reactor have all
combined to really be an effective experience for those undergradu-
ates. I might add, that a very important part of the experience is
their interaction with graduate students. They are doing research
on the research reactor.

These various programs that we have, many more of them
around the country and probably of considerably greater diversity,
I think are extremely important for providing the right kind of
complementary and cooperative sorts of effects and programs that
can work with the support by the Federal Government.

These together will, we hope, have the possibility of preventing
this costly shortfall of Ph.D's and the steep price that will be paid
by all of us: by government, industry, universities, and the popula-
tion as a whole.

Our future in science and technology is being determined today.
We must act with vision and with determination.

Thank you..
[The prepared statement of Dr. Judson D. Sheridan ollows:]
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to participate in this
hearing on math and science education and to comment on the
particular problems facing doctoral education in these areas
of critical national need.

I am Vice Provost for Research and Dean of the Graduate
School at the University of Missouri-Columbia, one of the
more comprehensive research universities in the country. My
responsibilities include the promotion and facilitation of
research and scholarship in twelve different colleges and in
seven multicollegipte research centers and programs, and the
encouragement, central management, and coordination of sixty
distinct PhD and 122 other graduate programs, more than half
of which are in the sciences. I am also a cell biologist
and my concerns about the impending crisis in graduate
education in science and math arise from my perspective both
as an administrator and as a scientist.

THE PROBLEM

The preeminence of the United States in the world
scientific community depends heavily on the unique merger of
research and PhD education that characterizes our "research
universities." PhD students not only contribute directly to
the advancement of scientific knowledge as they pursue their
degrees. They are the source of new researchers and
scholars for replenishing and continually revitalizing the
research enterprise in the academic, industrial, and
governmental sectors. Consequently, maintaining our
scientific and technological stature requires the continued
flow of qualified undergraduates into PhD programs and of
new PhDs out of the universities.

We can be proud of many aspects of doctoral education
presently being delivered across the country. Yet alarms
are being raised in many quarters about the prospects of a
severe shortage of PhDs, a critical mismatch of supply and
demand, that we can expect by the mid-to-late 1990's if we
do not establish effective countermeasures.

1 Sovern, Michael I., HigherFaucAtion- The Real Crisis,
The New York Times Magazine, January 22, 1989.

2
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Based on a particularly thorough analysis, Dr. Richard
Atkinson, Chancellor of the University of California at San
Diego and President of AAAS, recently prese9ted a bleak
picture to the California Board of Regents. He discussed
several factors contributing to the "growing imbalance
between supply and demand -- an incre sing demand for PhDs
that will not be met by the supply."

According to Atkinson's analysis the demand for new
PhDs arises from non-academic and academic sources:

o Demand in tte non-academic sectors, principally
industry and government, should continue to increase "at
least as rapidly as total employment, and probably more
rapidly," reaching a projected annual need of 9,500 new PhDs
in natural sciences and engineering by the year 2004.

o Demand in the universities is expected to change more
precipitously over the latter part of the 1990s, a result of
the acceleration of faculty retirements combining with a
projected increase in college enrollments. The many
faculty members hired ' the immediate post-Sputnik era will
begin to reach retirement age, increasing the need for
replacement faculty from 2,000 in 1988 to 4,500 in 2004. An
additional need for about 4,000 new PhDs responding to an
enrollment increase will bring the academic demand to 8,500
new PhDs per year by 2004.o Delnaild1111.

Atkinson indicates that the supply, coming only from
universities, presents an even more complex picture:

o Supply projections must take into account the rates
of entry of prospective PhD candidates into the
baccalaureate pool, the proportion expected to choose
science and engineering, the proportion expected to enter
PhD programs, the time it takes for the PhD to be earned,
and the subsequent career goals of the PhDs.

o With a decreasing college-age popLlation over the
next decade, there must be a combination of a higher

2 Atkinson, Richard C. ptsply and Demand for Science and
gnaineerine Ph.D.s A National Crisis in the Making.
Remarks to the Regents of the University of California,
February 16, 1989.

f)'.;
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proportion of individuals entering college and choosing
science and engineering with at least a constant pr ortion
of baccalaureate recipients choosing PhD prijrams i.. these
areas.

o Industry has been accused of "eating its own seed
corn," however, by attracting many of the best science and
engineering graduates out of the prospective PhD pool.

o The production of science and engineering PhDs has
increased over the recent years, but heavily affected by
greater numbers of international PhD candidates. While as
high as 70% of these international PhDs currently remain in
the U.S., this figure is likely to decrease as foreign
governments build their science and technology capacity and
increase the pressure for their citizens to return home
after graduation.

o All factors combined suggest that the rate of science
and engineering PhD production will decrease over the next
decade, reaching a level of about 12,000 per year in 2006,
down from about 14,500 currently. With the return of 30% of
the international PhDs to their home countries, the net
Available to meet the demand will be 10,50Q.

Therefore. Atkinson's analysis leads to the startling
orolvotion of a 7.500 per year short-fall in science and
engineering PhDs by 2006. If the academic and Lon-academic
sectors share the short-fall equally, each will be severely
affected. If the academic sector fairs less well in the
comeetition for new PhD.;, the imact on future generations
will be even greater because the PhDs are needed to produce
future PhDs - a drastic negative spiral will be produced,
one from which it will be difficult for the country to
recover.

Before commenting on the strategies for addressing the
situation, it bears note that in the academic sector, the
conditions for PhDs in humanities and social sciences may be
similarly devastating by the end of the century. It is
important to recognize that the integrity of the university
curriculum and educational mission, even for scientists and
engineers, requires a healthy liberal arts core; the breadth
of that mission is important for the education and the
performance of scientists and engineers as well as faculty
and students in other disciplines.

STRATEGIES

Our strategies should be based on the following
principles:
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o The focus must 24 on increasing the supply. While
the projected demands, as Atkinson admits, could be
overestimated, without appropriate action, a serious
shortfall is inevitable and we cannot afford the risk of
being wrong about its magnitude.

o We must begin immediately to take action. In order
for the flow of new PhDs to increase to meet the projected
demand of the late 1990's, PhD candidates should be now
entering the nation's graduate schools. We cannot wait for
the changes in the market to become apparent - that will be
tno late for a satisfactory response.

o Ntesitaneously at several different
educational levels to ensure both short -tern; and long-term
effectiveness. Augmented support and incentives for college
graduates to enter PhD programs are needed to address the
most immediate problem, but we must also plug the leaks in
the pipeline and increase the flow rate from the lowest
level on up. Students decide in junior high school whether
or not they are interested in sciences and the necessary
academic foundation for making the choice and for pursuing
science sucL.essfully must begin its construction even
earlier.

o Anv strategies must include attention,to the serious
problem of underrepresentation of minorities and. in
pertain cases. women. in science and engineering PhD
programs. For example, Blacks received less than 1% of the
PhDs awarded to U.S.4citizens in the physical sciences and
engineering in 1987. The proportion of Blacks and
H'Ipanics in the population is increasing, ghereas t!Ig
proportion entering colleges is decreasing. If we are
successful in attracting more of these students into college

3 Minorities on Campus: A Handbook for Enhancing Diversity,
American Council on Education, Washington, D.C., 1989, pp.
56-57.

4 Survey of Earned Doctorates, National Research Council,
1987, p. 48.

5 Seventh Annual Status Report on Minorities in Higher
Education, American Council on Education, 1989, p. 1.
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and graduate work, we will expand the pool of qualified and
interested PhD candidates, as well as address the
representation issues.

o We must ensure that an appropriate proportion of
science and engineering PhDs choose academic careers if we
are to continue the production of new PhDs and the
generation of the basic research knowledge now provided by
university faculties. PhD candidates need to be attracted
by the entire spectrum of faculty responsibilities -
teaching, research, and service. Special effort is needed
to illustrate the rewards of high quality teaching and to
prepare PhD students for the teaching components of faculty
appointments.

o The Federal Government should play a major role in
providing the financial support for PhD students.
Universities are already heavily committed to graduate
student support through special fellowships and teaching
assistantships. Although industries stand to suffer from a
PhD shortfall, we cannot anticipate that they will
significantly increase their support of graduate education.
This would require a change in corporate policies, which now
favor shorter-term investments, an unlikely occurrence since
the return on long-term investment for individual companies
is too difficult to predict. The problem is a national one
and requires a national effort.

The Federal response to the Sputnik crisis of the late
fifties - the NDEA Title IV graduate fellowship program and
other major new federal initiativ% - led to an almost
three-fold increase of PhDs from 1960 to 1969. These PhDs
rapidly became the core faculty of our higher educatioi.
institutions and the foundation of our preeminent research
community inside and outside of academia.

From the peak of 1969, when 80,000 federally funded
stipends were awarded, there has been a marked decline in
graduate training funds, only partially offset by an
increased number of research assistantships. The current
level of less than 50,000 federally-supported fellows and
research assistants is about 60% of that at the peak. New
programs, such as the National Needs Graduate Fellowship
program, have begun to reverse this trend, but more is
needed and fast. Dr. Wilson will address this issue and the
effectiveness of the National Needs program in his comments.

o While the direct support of PhD students is the mos!`
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immediate concern, ancgslFsderalsippoitjoLsrlgr
aspects of the university research enterprise is critical if
scientific research in a university context is to attract
the necessary numbers of PhD candidates and new faculty
members. The newest government trends are encouraging,
especially those aimed at restoring the greatly eroded
research infrastructure and facilities. Again, more is
needed for a significant impact on the problem.

UNIVERSITY INITIATIVES

Federal programs will work best in the context of
complementary and cooperative efforts by states and
universities. Most states and universities have already
begun to respond to the impending crisis. A few examples
from my own institution are illustrative. They represent a
wide range of attempts we are making to reach students
earlier in the pipeline and to convince them to consider
graduate education and careers in science and engineering,
especially in academia.

o We have begun an extensive and intensive program for
training graduate student teaching assistants. as an attempt
to give teaching skills a greater emphasis in the graduate
education process. Our broader premise is that T.A.s need
to become better "communicators" in order to contribute
optimally to the undergraduate educational experience and to
prepare for entry into the professoriate, where teaching
will be one of their major functions, or into other careers,
where communication in some form will be an
essential component of their professional responsibilities.
The progrzu began with an emphasis on international students
and has broadened to include all our T.A.s. Workshops,
video analysis, and detailed evaluation by expert teachers
are used to enhance teaching skills and to increase
motivation. Because many of our T.A.s are masters' degree
candidates, we hope that some of the best of these will be
encouraged to continue for a PhD when they recognize the
rewards of teaching in combination with research.

o We have recently instituted a major fellowship
program for minority araduate students. Our program has
some distinct features. PhD candidates are guaranteed
four-year support at a level of $12,000 plus all tuition and
fees. Departments must contribute a one quarter-time
teaching assistantship each year to e ch fellow, which

2
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ensures departmental involvement and an opportunity for the
minority students to develop teaching skills and interest.
This program, named for our first black graduate student,
Dr. Gus T. Ridgel, has attracted considerable interest among
highly qualified minority students. For next fall, we have
made a third of our offers to students interested in the
sciences or engineering. We have combined this fellowship
program with an aggressive recruitment effort involving
visitation of nearly 50 institutions and extensive mailing
and telephone followup. Some of our more effective
recruiting efforts involve our own black graduate students,
a strategy we believe could be extended to our general
recruiting activities.

o Our univer.ity has begun publishing a science
magazine aimed at_iunior high school students and focusing
gmscientific research by our faculty. The most recent issue
of the magazine highlights research in such areas as nuclear
medicine, archeology, anthropology, veterinary medicine, and
food science. This activity represents only one of our
efforts to affect students at the time they begin making
decisions about pursuing science or other areas of potential
graduate study.

o Some of our graduate and professional students
have recently begun visiting state high schools a. part of a
ne grogram established by their_student organization. Their
aim is to describe graduate and professional education and
to encourage the high school students to begin thinking
about future academic and professional careers. Much of the
focus is on research and scholarship, with a particular
emphasis on science and engineering and associated
mathematics.

o Our campus has beendpagisedbLApother innovative
Program- funded by the state and targeted on gifted students
Leaslytohesigtbeir iuiior year in_bigh schOol. The
Missouri Scholars Academy provides a three-week, residential
program for 300 students coming from all over the state and
chosen on the basis of academic and leadership potential.
There is a strong emphasis on developing creativity in
approach to ideas and problems. Although a wide range of
academic subjects is available, many students emphasize
science and mathematics.

o Two of our research center, have taken of
the NSF program. Research Exnerignceq_tor Undergraduates
MP). joining well over L2c1 rqcipient, of n5ite" awaris
nationwide. This program provide. an opportunity for
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universities to cooperate with the Federal government to
encourage involvement of undergraduates in research and to
expose them to graduate students. One of our "site" awards
was made to the University of Missouri Research Reactor and
will provide the undergraduate participants with a valuable
opportunity to engage in a wide range of research projects
from neutron scattering to radioisotope production and
application. The students will interact with reactor staff,
faculty, and graduate students. Thus they will experience
an active research environment and learn first-hand about
the research side of graduate education.

o Another way that research universities can affect the
pineLine_is_bv Drovidina_research opportunities for students
in nearby four-year colleges. We have such a program
involving our research reactor and students at Stephens
College, a private college in Columbia. The f3ct that this
is predominantly a women's college has special significance
given the underrepresentation of women in physical sciences.
The enthusiastic support and guidance of a dedicated faculty
member at Stephens, the interest and motivation of students,
and the encouragement and mentoring of professional staff at
the reactor combine to make this an effective program. Over
the rears, the students in this program have won several
local awards for research projects and papers. More
important. their interest in scientific research careers has
been fostered and their prospects for entering and
completing PhD programs in science have been enhanced.

CONCLUSION

These various programs, and ulany others like them at
research universities around the country, help address the
PhD supply problem in sciences and engineering. If we can
be assured of strong leadership and sufficient financial
support from federal sources, together we can work toward
preventing a costly Ph.D. shortfall and the steep price that
will be paid by government, industry, and universities. Our
future in science and technology is being determined today -
we must act now with vision and determination.
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Our final member of this panel is Dr. Ed Wilson, Dean of Gradu-

ate Studies at Washington University in St. Louis. Doctor, it is nice
to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF DR. ED WILSON, DEAN OF GRADUATE STUDIES,
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

Dr. Wni3N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, fiIr. Coleman, for offer-
ing me the opportunity to participate in this hearing. As you men-
tioned, I serve as the Graduate Dean at Washington University. I
am also a professor of mathematics, and that is nol. unrelated to
the fact that a number of examples in my testimony will be drawn
from mathematics.

I'm going to begin my testimony with just a few remarks supple-
menting comments of other speakers, and then spend the remain-
der of my time explaining how the new Federal program entitled,
Graduate Fellowships in Areas of National Need, can be effective
as a partial address to the problems under discussion today.

Every commentator and graduate educatorand I think nearly
every member of the panelnutt calls attention to the rising per-
centage of foreign students in the sciences. Among the conclusions
cilstomarily drawn is that college science teachers will, it the near
future, be increasing foreign born. In fact, the study conducted two
years ago by the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences
shows that new junior faculty and post-doctoral fellows in leading
mathematics departments across the country are already twice as
apt to be foreign as a decade ago. The numbers are on page seven
of my written testimony. I presume you'll find them rather star-
tling, because the change has been very, very rapid.

Although I'm unaware of comparable hard data on hiring pat-
terns in other disciplines, the example of anecdotal lessons, with a
trend toward increasingly foreign faculty is already even more pro-
nounced in engineering than in mathematics, and it certainly regu-
lates the foreign born in physics.

I fully concur with Dean Sheridan that to adequatly address the
general problem we're discussing today will necessitate a number
of new cooperati%e programs -,nd initiatives at every level rf our
educational system.

I might interject that I, too, as Dean Sheridan was commenting,
was remembering my high school teachers. There were simply
three mathematics teachers, all women, who were absolutely
superb. I noted in Dr. Drew's testimony data indicating that high
school teaching, especially mathematics, is no longer as appealing
to women and is certainly has an awful lot to do with what we're
now seeing at the college level.

I also was remembering an undergraduate mathematics instruc-
tor was just absolutely superb and dedicated to teachingprobably
didn't get the recognition that he deserved. So, we are talking, as
we know, about a pipeline that has plenty of leaks.

But I believe it is very important to dwell at length on the bene-
fit the new National reed Program has already provided in its
first year of operation.

2 r) 0 '..)
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National Need follows the pattern of the highly successful NDEA
Title IV program in providing sizable block grants that act in the
departments for the purpose of supporting institutionally designat-
ed American graduate studies. I was one of the nearly 46,000 stu-
dents supported by NDEA over its 14 years of operation. In my
case, the NDEA funds were the only practical means by which my
department could support me through my final two years.

Under NDEA, Title IV, in the past, the National Need today tar-
geted departments and institutions acquire the means to stabilize
or enlarge their graduate programs, their flexibility to accommo-
date individual student needs, and the capacity to recruit students
who might otherwise not attend graduate school.

At Washington University, both our mathematics and physics de-
partments were fortunate to be amorg the 42 departments selected
nationally to receive National Need grants in the first cycle. Our
physics department enjoyed unprecedented success in recruitment
this Spring of American students. Both the quality and quantity of
applicants ^nd acceptees was very much up. For the first time in
many years, a Black student will be entering the department next
year.

The department (lescribed to me a number of specific benefits
from the gra'it that came in the areas of enhanced recruiting
power and flexibility to fund students and the ability to admit
more students.

The mathematics department, my home department, in most of
the recent past years, have had at most two Americans who de-
serve conclusion on strict academic merits among the top 30 appli-
cants. It is the top 30 from which we normally expect to draw our
class. But this year we were able to offer admission to eight Ameri-
cans, rather than the three or four we leaned over backwards to
admit in prior years.

The problem that we're up against is that the average foreign
student that we admit is roughly three years ahead of all the
Americans that are both mathematically talented and well pre-
pared.

With National Need funds, we can, in good conscience, admit
these students, give 'Item an extra year or two to strengthen their
backgrounds, and develop special summer seminars to acquaini,
them with questions in mathematical research. I assert that it is in
the national interest to make an attempt to develop this pool of
adequate and trained talent and that National Need grants to
other mathematics departments can tantalize the effort.

I spoke recently with Dr. Matt Piley, professor of chemical engi-
neering at Lehigh University, concerning his department's experi-
ence with their National Need grant. He stated that the grant had
revitalized their graduate program through adoption of a new look
at recruitment strategies; introduction of optional academic and in-
dustrial internships; academic internships for the kind of pedagogy
training that Dr. Sheridan was talking about; and in preliminary
success, in encouraging all the companies to insure long-range per-
petuation of the new departmental initiatives made possible by Na-
tional Need.

I'm sorry that time does not permit me to poll the other depart-
ments around the country who are enjoying National Need grants.
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It might be that each one could supply other fascinating illustra-
tions of innovative and productive use of the grants.

I'm going to conclude my testimony by expressing the profound
gratitude cf the entire graduate community for the prodigious ef-
forts by Representative Coleman to establish the National Need
Fellowship Program. We followed with avid interest and admira-
tion, as the issue of activities, from introduction of the initial legis-
lation to the long authorization process and the many levels of
House and Senate debate over appropriation, and oversight
through his staff of program implementation and direction.

Representative Coleman, we salute you, for illustrating so vividly
what a member of Congress can achieve through vision and tenaci-
ty.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for inviting me to testify. I'll be
happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Edward N. Wilson follows:]
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Edward N. Wilson

Dean, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
Washington University in St. Louis

Remarks at the Hearing in Kansas City, Missouri,
of the Subcommittee on Post-Secondary Education
House Committee on Education and Labor
Honorable Pat Williams, Chairman

May 1, 1985

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for offering me the opportunity to participate
in this hearing. I have served for the past six years as Dean of the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences at Washington University, administering my Uni-
versity's twenty -odd Ph.D. programs and forty-odd Master's programs. In

addition, I cont.nue to do a limited amount of undergraduate and graduate
teaching in the Department of Mathematics where I have been a faculty member
since 1973.

My testimony toda.; will begin with a few comments supplementing the re-
marks of previous speakers on the dwindling participation by U.S. citizens in
science and mathematics graduate programs. "he remainder of my time will be
devoted to explaining why I believe the new program entitled Graduate Fellow-
ships in Areas of National Need can be very effective as a partial address to
this problem.

Fewer American Graduate Students and More Foreign Faculty

Appendix 1 to this testimony cites depressing, albeit familiar, data from
the National Research Council's Survey of Earned Doctorates sn the steady de-
cline in the percentage of new mathematics and science Ph.D.s who are U.S.
citizens. These data have triggered a stream of reports and speeches fore-
casting dire consequences for both the research enterprise and the teaching
of future unde graduate generations. Yet all of us can recall alarmist pre-
dictions in other contexts which subsequently proved to be exaggerated. For
this reason, I regret that the study conducted two years ago by the Conference
Board of the Mathematical Sciences has not received more national attention.
This study, some tables from which are reproduced in Appendix 2, demonstrated
that the anticipated dilemma of increasingly foreign-born mathematics faculties
is already at hand. Thus the percentage of foreign Junior faculty in leading
Mathematics Departments rose from 26.9% in 1977 to 36.3% in 1985 and then
Jumped to 45.6% in 1986, the last v analyzed by the survey. Since Junior
faculty at research universities are increasingly drawn, in mathematics and
the science.., from the ranks of postdoctoral fellows, even more ominous is
the fact that the percentage of mathematics foreign po'tdocs rose from 27.6%
in 1977 to 39.7% in 1985 and then skyrocketed to 59.6Z in 1986. Given the
recent Ph.D. production figures, it seems safe to presume the current year
percentages are even higher.

I don't in any way wish to imply chat foreign-born faculty are inherently
bad. One has o lv to recall the ample e'idence that in mathematics and
throughout much of the sciences, the post -WOrA ,Jar II rise to world prominence
of American research was lamely foster,_O ov an influx of highl billed foreign
nationals. Would-be ma,hematiLians learn qui,kly to cope with foreign accents
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and to appreciate the international nature of their discipline. But under-
graduates whose mathematical instincts are not as strong are understandably
less well disposed toward calculus instructors with heavy accents and uncon-
ventional notions of pedagogy. Since calculus is fundamental for all pro-
spective scientists, there is abundant reason to be alarmed at the above per-
centages while simultaneously acknowledging the large number of foreign-born
mathematicians who teach superbly in our colleges and univetsities.

Although I am unaware of comparable hard data on hiring patterns in
other disciplines, there is ample anecdotal evidence that the trend coward
increasingly foreign faculty is even more pronounced in engineering than in
mathematics and has become readily observable in physics.

Graduate Fellowships in Areas of National Need: A Trigger for Innovative
Partial Solutions

I fully concur with Dean Sheridan that adequate address to the general
problem we are discussing today will necessitate a number of new cooperative
programs and initiatives at every level of our educational system and with
sponsorship from many sources. Nonetheless I believe it important to dwell
at length on the benefit the new National Need program has already provided
in its one year of operation and the high importance I place on maintenance
of this program for the futur,.

National Need follows the pattern of the highly successful NDEA Title IV
program in providing sizable block grants to academic departments for the
purpose of supporting institutionally designated American graduate students.
Nearly 46,000 students were supported by NDEA during its fourteen years of
operation from 1959 to 1973. I was one of these. In my case,, the NDEA funds
were the only mechanism under which my department could support me during the
two years I spent writing my dissertatian out of residence under the close-at-
hand mentorship of a mathematician who has taken a faculty positron at another
institution. One of my fellow graduate deans has informaime tnat in hi, case
as well successful completion of graduate study would likely not have been
possible without in NDEA Fellowship. Appended to my testimony are results of
a survey favorably comparing the subsequent scholarly accomplishm nts of
NDEA Title IV beneficiaries with schol,rs whose graduate study was supported
by other mechanisms.

Under NDEA Title IV in the past and National Need today,, targeted depart-
ments and institutions acquire not only the means to stabilize or enlarge
their graduate programs, but the flexibility to accommodate individual students'
needs and to recruit students who might otherwise not attend graduate school.
At Washington University, both our Mathematics and Physics Departments were
am , the forty-two departments nationally who were awarded National Need grants
a. _ne program's first cycle. Dramatic consequences have resulted in both de-
partments. The Physics Department has enjoyed unprecedented success in re-
cLect-ment of American students this spring. Both the quality and quantity of
applicants and acceptees were up dramatically. For the first time in many
years, a black student will enter the department next year. In response to
my query on the speci.,c benefit Physics has realized from their National Need
grant, the Departmental Graduate Coordinator responded as follows.

** capacity to guarantee long-term funding for students irrespective

2.
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of the future success of faculty in securing external grant support
for their laboratories; flexibility to continue current students
without interruption when an advisor's grant dries up;

** lifting of the necessity to tightly regulate graduate admissions in
accord with available teaching assistantships;

** enhanced recruiting power derived from elevated departmental image
and perception by students of federal commitment to the discipline.

In mathematics, our Need grant has provided both the impetus
and capability for us to fully implement a two-tiered graduate program. This
year, as in past years, at most two Americans deserved inclusion on strict
academic merits among the top thirty applicants out of a total pool of approxi-
mately 120. But this year we were able to offer admission to eight Americans
rather than the three or four we leaned over backward to admit in previous
years. Startling as it may sound, the average foreign student we admit is
roughly three years ahead of all but the very best American applicants, i.e.,
the students who are not only mathematically talented but had the good fortune
to attend an undergraduate institution able to offer them a demanding and
rigorous mathematics curriculum. The Americans we were forced to reject in
previous years included straight A, best in the class students from small
colleges unable to provide more than a very :Liimentary foundation for mathe-
matical research. With National Ned funds, we can in good conscience admit
these students, give them an extra year or so to strengthen their backgrounds
and, most importantly, introduce them to modes of mathematical thought and
open research questions through carefully designed summer seminars and directed
studies. Neither we nor anyone else can guarantee a 1007. rate of success with
such remediation efforts. I am, however, convinced that it is imperative to
make the attempt to develop this national pool of inadequately trained talent.
For the numerous reasons under discussion today, we must anticipate the
passage of many years before there will be an adequate national supply of
Americans able to compete in mathematics on an equal basis with foreign chrono-
logical peers admissible into our nation's graduate programs. The National
Need program can play a vital role in permitting other mathematics departments
to adopt the kind of approach I've described above.

I spoke recently with Dr. Hatt Reilly, Professor of Chemical Engineering
and Director of Research Development at Lehigh University, concerning Lehigh's
experience with their National Need grant in Chemical Ergine9ring. Dr. Reilly
stated that the grant had revitalized their graduate program by encouraging
and enticing the entire department to t-ke a comprehensive fresh look at its
graduate program. Among the specific initiatives catalyzed by the grant are
the following:

** new look at recruitment strategies, especially for minority and women
students, enlisting selected University personnel who have general
expertise in recruitment as resource people in a Recruitment Advisory
Council;

** irtegration into the graduate program of optional academic and in-
dustrial internships, the academic internship: to entail im.ividualized
pedagogy training under the supervis.un of a senior faculty member:
guest lecturing appearances in regular cuurses with subsequent con-
structive critique, design of new courses, etc ;

2
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** extension of existing substantial interactions with local industries,
including use of she National Need funds as challenge grants to in-
dustry in order to ensure long-range perpetuation of the activities

made possible during the three-year duration of the National Need
grant; thus far, there has been delight over the positive reception
to this campaign with reports received that several companies are
working toward future budget commitments to the department;

** acceleration of efforts to establish an exchange agreement with the
University of Puerto Rico under which Lehigh would provide graduate
training to selected Puerta Rican ,tudents with the expectation that
a number would thereafter assume faculty positions at the University
of Puerto Rico.

I regret that time did not permit me to poll more departments around the
country who have received National Need grants. My guess is that each we ld
supply other fascinating illustrations of innovative and productive us.

I shall conclude by e\pressing the profound gratitude of the entire
graduate education community fur the prodlijous efforts by Representative cote-
man to establish the National Need Fellowship program. We have followed with
avid interest and admiration his leadership activities from introduction of
the initial legislation through the length% authorization process, the man%
levels of House and Senate debate and onprorise resulting in appropriation,
and oversight through his staff of program direction and implementation.
Representative Coleman, we salute you fur illustrating so vividly what a mem-
ber of Congress can achieve through vision and tenacity.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again fur inviting me to testiiv. I shall be
happy to answer any questions prompted by my remark,.

-4.
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Decreasing Number of U.S. Ph.D.s 1, Science and Mathematics

Year

liosciences Engineering Mathematics

Total 1 U.S. Total U.S. Total 7. U.S.

Ph.D.s Citizens Ph.D.s Citizens Ph.D.s Citizens

Physical Sciences

Total 1 U.S.

Ph.D.s Citizens

1982 3502 84.9 2644 44.1 720 63.6 3398 75.0

1983 3732 6. 8 2780 41.8 701 58.6 3438 74.0

1984 3872 84.7 2915 42.5 699 58 2 3459 73.6

19bJ 3766 83.0 3165 40.4 689 54.6 35)1 70.3

1986 3791 82.3 3376 90.8 730 50 3 3679 66.1

1987 3824 77.7 3716 41.8 740 46.6 3637 65.1

Source: Annual SuzmarN Reports on Doctorate Reriplcnt from tnIttO State, rnivarsities,

pr^4uced by the National Research Council.

2i
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Appendix 2.

Report of the Committee on
American Graduate Mathematics Enrollments

Conference Board on Mathematical Sc:ence

The following is inusuntr of 4 report by the
Conference Board of the Mathematical Science:
(CBMS) Alarmed by anecdotal reports about the
decreasing fraction of matt:lemurs graduate etu-
denu who are US. citizens the CBMS appointed

commutes on Aencan Graduate Mathematics
Enrollment in May 1986 The committee con.
oasts of Joe Kohn. Princeton University: Betty
Lichtenberg. Hnivenity of South Florida. Willard
Miller. Ma any of Minnesota. and Barry Sp
mon Committee asuman. Cahforma thritute
of Technology

The charge to the committee includes the
following

to determine if there is a problem by
examizung available statistics. and if necessary
to collect ilddlt10114/ Itsttsties

to eX11=1e the ecru of the problem. if
one aims.

10 snake recommendations about bow to
coot with any possible problems

The committee obtained DOMe of the data for
the study from the National Science Foundation
which provided information for the veers 1977 to
1981 The nit of the data was solicited from
the top thirecnrse zetirutions in mathematic: as
listed in cite 48I AMS survey. all but one of the
UlitItUt10113 rerPOOded Howne for some of the
years the report says some ira..i:tion3 did not
supply any data.

Table I. NSF Data on Graduate Enrollmenu

U S Citizens

_La) nu.

All SIE Dstiplines 197 716 198 49 199 693

Ma ermat les 7,91° 6 WS 6 710
FM cal Sciences 17 801 17 174 18 Its7

Foreign
All SrE Diutplmes 38 443 SO ::,"` 61 152
Mathematics 2 435 3 23.1 4 513
Phveical senores 4690 741 7 479

Foreign
AU Si E pnciPhon Ito 3- 201' 21

Slathemattra :3 7- 32 9 40 :
Ph)stral bcences '0 '5 I

Table t aho..1 sl.:F data (or three uletted
yeah ,n three cstegor.es all areas or e

and enctneennt 9,E matheor ALA inriumns

statistics), and phesical Kiett 21 (Doi toclud.og
mathematics) Tara 2 breaks down the 1981
data by field

Table IL NSI
1914 Graduate Earollmeau by Flue;

Engineering
Physics

leg
56 862
9W

ram Comm
23.916 42 11

3.765 38 01
Chemistry 11 996 3.367 23 SI
Mathematics 11.2'.3 1.513 40 n
Computer Science 11 118 1 507 39 I'S
Biolopcal Science 37 554 5.896 15 7
&oarsmen 11976 3.522 39 21

The report anthill dem and guru dramatic
trend toward a consistently hatter percentage of
foreign etudenu m mathematics than in the phys
teal winces or than in science and eng.neenag
overall. However. Table 2 shows that the sr tut.
tion is put 'as bleak in antral other ar " 11n
report Pointed out that the drop in the number
of mathematics graduate students with 11.S rot.
uenship was accompamed by slight rut m the
total Dumber of Radiate studeau

Tables 3 and 4 conuun data colinted by the
committee from the top durtymine institutions

Table EEL Foreign Graduate Enrollments
Matbeasatles

ea

1977

of Fins
students

% of All
t dentg,mar

22 A'S 1961
1978 219; 18 21
1979 25 71 22 61
1980 32 11 27

1981 39 el 27 71
1982 32 32 51
1981 36 e":. 39 V'.
1981 3$ 41 11
1985 16 71 41 6":
1966 lb 2`7. 158`;

neferytng to Table 3 the report noted that
the problem is worsecing In addition of
the thins eve SrhoOl. that provided information
atom' nest rear .rodents a 1940 half indicated
that ltr or more of their hest vest itUlteOlf
were (Ofelp The nport °horned not surnns
ins, that the stew, .nrrease ,a the fraccon
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foreign graduate students LI mirrored in the
steady inertia* of foreign postdoctoral fellows and

untenured faculty

Table IV. Foreign Nontenured Personnel
hi Mathematics

N ear

% of Nontenured
Farulty

% or 7 ostdoe to rol
Fellows

269% 276%1977
1976 32 5% 26 3%

1979 "26% 389%

1900 284% 439%

1981 32 8% 25 0%

1982 34 9% 2' °%
1963 361% 29 2%

1984 37 3% 35 1%

1985 36 3"6 39 7%

1966 456% 5960

Analysis

fere, talent The report notes that matnematics
has influenced many aspects of our modern tech-
n ological civilization. from the secunty of bank
transactions, to elementary particle physics. to
the development of computer algorithms In the
post'Worid Year II period. the emergence of the
tinted States as the premier power in math&
mama: research produced an explosive growth.
in the field. The report goes on to say that.
because those who entered the field in the 1950s
will be retiring in the next fifteen years. mathe-
matlell will be facing severe manpower shortages
All predictions suggest the' the average age of
tenured faculty in =theme in will increase. This
trend. the report says LS not healthy in a field
in which research eccomplahments are dominated
lee the young " Warning that continued American
kadership LLI the mathematical sciences LS central
to the long term prosperity of the nation. the
report points out that the current prognosis for
the vitality of the field is bleak.

Teaching For foreign graduate students
postdoctoral fellows, and faculty, language bar.
nen can present teaching problems In math.
emetics the report says. teaching assistantships
have traditionally been a major source of support
for graduate students. and the bulk of postdoc
tonal positions involve teaching Even when the
teachers have excellent written and oral skills in
English. the report maintains their accent, can
mace :Lem very difficult for students to under.
stand. There have even been cases in which
undergraduates brought suit against their schools
because their instructors had inadequate English
evils and in several states legula.ive action is
being considered

The report urges that adequate instruction
in F,nzlish be made available to foreign students
Fluency examinations as ;recondition of accep-
tance to graduate school are rt.K.ted in the report
on the grounds that administer rig them abroad is

9 .,

too complicated and that the results are difficult
to quantify

Why has It happened? The newt uys that
the mathematics community has ed to attract

.many of the very best potential mathematicians
'and conjectures three reasons for this failure

Salarie i i academia are lower than in cons.
peting areas such as law, medicine. and business

Society as a whole has become more mate-
nalattc

Students introduced early to computer, are
often likely to study programming rather than
mathematics

Recommendations

The reports urged a more detailed followup study,
under the auspices of the National Research Coupe
cll. to examine the full spectrum of manpower
problems in the mathematical sciences including
the lack of women and minonty mathematics
students Some specific suggestions are

studying the educational and career paths
of those who do well on the various national
high school examinations, such as the Putnam
examination;

studying the distribution of foreign ...sache-
ms= graduate students by country of ongin. and
investigating how many have permanent residence
status,

studying the extent to which the increase
in the percentage of foreign students LS due to
a decrease in the number of American students
or due to an overall growth in the number of
students.

studying the extent of the problem in
statistics The committee received anecdotal
evidence that the situation LS worse in statistics
than in the mathematical sciences as a whole.

adding more schools to the top tturty.sune
used by the committee in this study

The report also gave recommendations to
rectify the tangy sge harrier, that cause teaching
problems

Fist year foreign students should be given
positions that only involve grading until they
demonstrate spoken fluency

Mathematics departments need to convince
the administrations at their institutions to offer
formal instruction in English for incoming grad.
uate students Receiving such instruction may
mean delaying slightly the schedule for meeting
other requirements that may be more academi-
cally significant

Mathematics departments must insist that
their instructors be fluent in spoken English Too
often postdoctoral fellows are hued on the basis
of their mathematical potential without regard
to language difficulties that might affect their
teaching

Early on in the study. the committee noted
a dearth of mathematics programs for bright high
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school students While a few programa do must
the report says that they are not an adequate
solution to a national problem The chairman of
the committee milted the NSF to try to con-scce
some key people of the importance of a program
for Is.gh school students

Subsequtiath, the report says the education
directorate at toe NSF proposed ...Ali pro -
gun, which is included in the bgdget proposed to

the Co Tess be the Of Fce of Management and
Budget Entitled the 'Junior Scholars Program'
and budgeted at S3 9 cul'ion it would allow about
I 500 students to attend summer .nstitutes in the
summer of 1958 The report applauded the
mit.ause but noted that because the program
addresses all sciences the fund.ng is inadequate
and ocean to be increased to the future

Source: Noti.ces of the 4-ertcon mothematteol Soctev. (August 19871,
pn. 748-30.
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Appendix 3. afghliehts of 1975 Followup Study of NDEA Fellous.

Title IV of the National Defense Eduoation Act cf 1975 supported 45,e29

graduate Fellchs for varying amounts cf time up to 3 year... over the period :959-

1973. Title IV vas Intended to alleviate the then existing and projected shortage

of .loge teachers, and to tohieve a wider geographt: spre :f strong graduate

programs.

Approximately half of the male : :EA Fello...s an one ::.r: tf tse female Pellt-ws

(49.2 and 23.5%) of 1959l972 attained dortcrates cy nt-7ff date

for follow-up in the present study.

Approximate:, one fourth cf the =isle rellots and ore e:.:Atr of toe female Fellows

(26 1, and :3.6%) could to Identified as fec-Ity memiers in ctileges and

universities in :975. Bem.se of prool,ms of identifiretici, tnese are probe

underestimates.

Abo4t 2.c, cf the male Fellows end ,.--1, of the female Fe-liws ted by T oetome

dissertation advisers of DitZ's wne nad graduated op tc ttet time.

The baccalaureate-to-dcatorate ttme laps:.;. male :Ti. EA Falltws averaged ab-..t.

7.3 years; for the female To---e years. These fig.:es vary s-LstLotlellV

by field and graduatd:n cohort, tut are renersIli louer then tie evereiTe for all

r :Pa by about 2C-T,, where comparable data are avat_etic.

Of the NDEA Fellows attainiL; trees. tte prop:dr:I:n3 .7lannoni to

take postdoctoral training were e---.alli :nmparatle -^ tc:se of all Fh:'s of

the same fiele: and same grad-aticm ecnorts

Cf PLEA 'Fellows uto were supported ir scien-t fields in _ s on

s ;pert thro-rn researon grants =roc NSF or l=,.72 In a competition

judged by their sotenti:ir peers.

A:thrust 9 n of NDEA Fellows loo aztained do:torates did as Is depertmenta

the Roose-Andersen (R-A) rating system, on-4 about 15t of FC.....7.$ w;t-., d-_.:rates

cculc be Identified as faoolty mem:era in 9-A rated deparmments on

zal., were is =rate:: tlt- of these -egos are l:cer-

bound f16,..ros, they doochent a tessivesta isevitahle--movement tc..erd t,e

gated departments, any :nen in scr.-7n7-Erano.sg Inst.tuticrs.

Of :21A teem dcotcrete: in sooence sec erci- Ir fle-da.

wort f:uno in fl...lrw-up in :.93 coo t.; be --erp_oyet; another 1 were

fcuid to be part-time er.71cied. Cf tm-ee emp:e:ei. . , lr. ed.:et:ens_

isstit.tidta is 1;73. is 1?" the . :si =r. . . ta
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The second most frequent employer category for the science/engineering PhD's

among NDEA Fellows is business and industry, roughly comparable to that of

the general population of PhD's In science and engineering fields.

The primary work activity of science and engineering PhD'. who had been NDEA

Pellets( was teaching for 471 in 1973 and 411 in 197$, reflecting the shift

from academic to nonacacemic employment noted above. Other work activity

categories show a corresponding shift toward industrialicommercial types

of activity.

Over half (56.81) of science and engineering NDEA Fellows woo took doctorates

in the early 1960's had published in the scientific literature by 1972, for

group of 4.9 papers each. For those wno graduated in the late 19e0's,

45.21 had published, wit= a group average of 2.2 papers. Those graduating in

the 1970's had little time to publish by 1972, but 29.62 did so; t! average

was 1.1 papers each for this group. Even :1.1Z of those withoJt doctorates

published; the average for this group was 0.4 papers each.

Inter-regional migration of NDEA Fellows snare net shifts paralla to, but

stronger than those of FhD's in general. The overall patter= was migration

from the northeast toward the eottn, with the South Atlantic states as the

largest net gainer at each successive career stage from baccalaureate to

doctorate to post-PhD employment.

Provtded by the Assocoat:on of Arzericin Universttleb :roe Documents
on file in that office.
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, and the chair wants to associate him-
self with your commendable remarks about Tom's leadership in
what has been a very vital need in America.

Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Pat. And Dr. Wilson, thank you for

those comments.
I only was able to do that because of the type of support and data

which many people, including yourself, pro , ided me with to go and
convince my collearles and the Appropriations Committee. Tomor-
row I will go back to re-convince them to try to fund the third year
of that very important graduate program. I'm going to pull some of
the testimony that I've heard here today, throw it at the Appr..
priations Committee tomorrow, and hopefully will be persuasive
enough to keep at conatant level funding, those fellowships and sti-
pends that we'N7e already been able to fund and someday, perhaps,
increase it.

As you know, we we only able to fund, that is the Department
of Education was only able to fund, of the appropriations that we
have obtained, about 10 percent of all the grants that could have
been Plided at a very high, expert level that the applications were.

Let me say to the three of -ou. Dr. Drew, these computer print
outs are fantastic for somebody to look at these things all at once
and see the attitudes of Americans toward science. It starts high at
third grade. By the time you're an adult, it is almost off the map
here. Freshmen interest in science majors has dwindled consider-
ably since the 70's, trickling down to the bottom. It just re-empha-
sizes everything we have heard today fr ')m other people in the
field.

Judson Sheridan, you have impressed me again about the imme-
diacy. That is why, I think, the Graduate Program in Areas of Na-
tional Need is so important, because you can see the payoff. If we
don't do this now, as you indicated, regardless of pipeline questions,
we are not going to be able to make an impact 10 years down the
road because we won't have Americans teaching these subjects.
Other A 'nericans by then, hopefully, will be in the classroom even-
tually ---), that is why it is so important.

And to replenish the supply, that is what you're saying, replen-
ish the supply at the Ph.D. level. They in turn provide various
teaching assignments. They are the ones that will be teaching the
Yocum's and others that come on for the teaching profession. So,
that is why it is so darn important.

Ed Wilson, again I thank yon for your fine comments. I don't
really have any questions. These people have, in the past, supplied
great information to me, and I thank them for that.

I appreciate it very much, Pat.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
I believe that the majority of the members of our subcommittee,

peri_aps, and Tom, wc'ild sense that this is true, alsoare support-
ive of the foreign stuuents who attend American higher educati(
That is not our concern, nor, I think, has it been the concern
anyone wile nas expressed the issue today. Ratifier, our concerr
that the r o of foreign students to American students is alarmi..,.

We join with you on our committee in having great pride in
higher education in the United States and significant bride in our
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ability to attract foreign students, who know where to go to get the
best education in the world. Come to America.

In my judgment, we Americans do nothing better than what we
do in higher education. That is the business of America, higher
education.

Another point that needs to be made, lest it be misunderstood,
and speaking for myself now, I think that productive, well-edu .ated
immigrants to the United States are critical to our future. It is in-
teresting that at a time when we need well-educated immigrants,
many Americans seem resistant to allowing them to enter the
United States. But we desperately need them, economically, and we
continue to need them socially and culturally, as well as we always
have throughout our history.

Gentlemen, we're very appreciative of the time you've taken to
come before us and share your thoughts with us. Thank you very
much.

Mr. Coleman, any closing remarks?
Mr. COLEMAN. No. But I do want to associate myself with your

remarks that the thrust of what we're trying to do is to encourage
America Is to be in those classrooms, to be able to compete with
whoever else is in those classrooms, and recognize that by educa-
tion v e can convey our sense of democracy and culture to others,
and we're very, very happy to see them in our classrooms. The
question is, why aren't there Americans seated in those classrooms.
and that is what we're trying to address. I think that was very
good that you said that, lest others may misinterpret you.

Again, I want to thank you and the staff for coming here to
Kansas City for our hearing. I want to thank all of the panelists. I
thought it was a very good hearing, and members of the press who
have sound time and ihterest to come to cover a very important
subject for this nation.

Again, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:18 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING

Donald E Ledsstg
President and
Chief Executise Officer

May 10, 1989

The Honorable Pat Williams
Chairman
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
Committee on Education and Labor

U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 2051c

Dear Mr. Chairman:

It has come to my attention that the Subcommittee on Postsecondary

Education conducted a hearing focusing on math, science, and

engineering education from kindergarten through graduate school on May

1, 1989. I would like to offer for inclusion in the record of your

hearing an overview of the efforts by the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting (CPB) to bolster primary through postsecondary education

in America.

CPB is a private, nonprofit, nongovernmental corporation authorized

the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 to facilitate the development a-'

distribution of high-quality public service programs for all

Americans. The Corporation has long recognized th t it is in the

public interest to direct sufficient resources tow,rd the development

of educational and instructional series and their an-illary materials

for use in the home, the classroom, and in the library.

Recent studies indicate that as much as a quarter of the American

labor force lacks the basic reading, writing, an math skills

necessary to perform in today's increasinly complex job market. One

out of every four teenagers drops out sr high school and, of those who

graduate, one of every four has the equivalent of an eighth-grade

education. Employers are facing a proficiency gap in the workforce so

great that it threatens the well-being of hundreds of U.S. companies

which ;...re now forced to pour millions into educational and training

programs in order to meet basic levels of competency.

Public broadcasting in the United States is a multifaceted and diverse

endeavor, consisting of many elements, including m're than 600

independent local public radio and television stat.o In this

context, she principal t?sk of the Corporation is to find, initiate,

1111 16th Stress NW
Washington. DC 2(X)16
12021955.527S 2(p)eaf% r (Qualm Pfograrnmung

2
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and finance the production of high-quality educational, informational,
instructional and cultural programs of greater than local interest
which are not available from other sources. Th, programs are produced
by a variety of entities, including public broadcasting stations,

minority-based production companies, independent producers and
educational institutions. Through their educational content,
innovative qua:ities and diversity, these programs are intended to
enhance the knowledge and imagination of all American<..

Since its inception, CPB has always strongly encouraged the use of
public television as a supplement to textbook education. Currently,
approximately 65 percent of the public broadcasting schedule is

devoted to delivering educational programming during the school day.
In conjunction with this, CPB-funded programming delivers a wide range
of programming and services addressing educational problems both at
home and in the classroom, including:

o 3-2-1 Contact, a science and technology series for eight- to
12-year that encourages youngster, particularly minorities
and girls, to view science and technology as a vital part of
overyday living;

o Square One TV, a series designed to encourage children's interest
in, and enthusiasm for, math and is aimed at eight- to
12-year-olds;

o Reading Rainbow, a series designed to mAivate young people,
kindergarten through third grade, to read on their own; and

o Spacewatchv a new series on space science and exploration targeted
to youngsters in grades 3 to 7, responding to the need to improve
science instruction in the sch,ols.

A major part of the Corporation's commitment to educational

programming is instructional programming for use in the classroom.
One excellent example is the Annenb.rg /CPB Project. For the past nine
years, CPB has helped fund the creation of college courses and the
demonstration of advanced technologies for use in education through
this endeavor. These efforts have allowed students and faculty to
collaborate at great distances and provided access to resources by
otherwise unreachable students. Forty-four complete college courses
are now either available or in production. Computers, laser discs,
communication networks, and interactive video are some of the new
tools available to teachers.
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Since 1980, the Annenberg/CPP Project courses have be'n adopted by
more than 1,000 colleges and universities. Since 1984, the Project's
efforts have garnered more than 50 awards and critical acclaim from
broadcasters and educators for programs such 's The Brain, The
Constitution: That Delicate Balance, and Planet Earth.

Basic education skills are vital to the general well-being of our
society, as well as to America's economic stability. As one response
to the critical need for new and innovative methods of teaching tools,
CPB in 1988 provided critical funding to the Satellite Education
Resource Consortium (SERC). As part of the Star Schnols program,
CPB's funding allowed the Planning and start-up semester of vis
project. SERC is an educational initiative designed to boos'
America's competitiveness in a global markeWzce and is a p, Anership
between CPB, state educational television networks or associations and
tate departments of education in eighteen states, serving 59 schools.

SERC currtly offers courses such as rrobabtlity and Statistics,
Introduction to Japanese, a teaching course for teachers in AP
Calculus, a series of eight science seminars tor students, and a
series of eight forums and workshops for teachers. Next fall, SERC
will offer five high school courses, two graduate courses; and an
array of teacher in-service programs.

Not only has CPB funded programming as part of our commitment to
education, but the Corporation has taken a leading role in developing
other initiatives designed to strengthen the relationships between
instructional programming, tex'.book materials, and other ancillary

materials. As a cornerstone tJ these relationships, CPB has worked to
strengthen the involvement of teachers, parents, and students in
providing the best educational tools available.

To encourage teachers to make the most of available programming by
linking material in textbooks to instructional programs that cover the
same topics, CPB published textbook correlations for series such as up
Close and Natural or Community of Living Things to science textbooks.
Other guides funded by CPB are a part of each majcr children's series.
They help build lesson plans and provide follow-up activities for
teachers to use in integrating Square One TV or 3-2-1 Contact into
their classes. CPB also funded study guides for students t., use with
special series such as The American Experience and specials such as
Pyramid.

Other educational initiatives funded by CPB include EDISON --
Educational Information Services Online -- an advanced nationwide
computer network that connects teachers with a number of education
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information databases. This allows teachers to research educational
materials, review new material, or see which of the hundreds of ITV
series currently available can be incorporated into their lesson
plans. Another project is Learning Link. Developed by WHET /New York,
Learning Link provides public TV program descriptions, long-range
schedules, and an avenue for exchanging teaching tips.

Finally, CPB is currently developing a brochure that is designed to
promote partnerships in education. Included in this brochure will be
information on classroom program production and distribution, print
materials for classroom use of regular nubile television programming,
SERC, electronic information services, pilot demonstration projects,
community outreach activities and national awareness efforts. This
brochure is being developed for school boards, superintendents,
legislators, education advisors, founeations and national and local
public television funders.

The brochure is intended to motivate potential partners between CPB,
PBS and regional networks; with other broadcasters; with program
producers and distributors; with textbook publishers; with state and
regional departments of education; and with community groups, PTA's
and teachers.

These and other programs and services offered by CPB and the public
broadcasting community represent just a few of the valuable
contribution public broadcasting has made, and can continue to make,
to educatior. The job of educating our youth is too big for anyone to
do alone. The commitment and vast pool of talent, imagination, and
expertise of CPB and public broadcasting are limited only by the
resources necessary to put them to work toward enhancing both
conventional and innovative teaching methods. As always, CPB stanas
ready to provide whatever assistance it can to bring the best in
educational programming and materials to all Americans.

CPB applauds the Subcommittee's attempt to focus greater attention on
the importance of issues affecting education today. As always, we are
pleased to offer our views and pledge the Corporation's commitment to
assist in any way possible.

Sincerely,

Donald E. Ledwig
President and

Chief Executive Officer
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The Honorable Pat Williams, Chairman
House Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education

Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
616 House Office Building Annex #1
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Williams:

I am writing to express my appreciation for the opportunity
to testify before the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.
The hearings provided important information on the issues
confronting our Nation and suggestions for the improvement
of science education in the elementary and secondary schools,

Science centers can perform an important role as the translators
of science between the scientist and students and the general
public. Through the use of interactive hands-on exhibits
and informal education programs,, science centers c n instill
the excitement and motivation nee-led for students to continue
pursuing careers in science.

If I can provide further information or be of assistance,
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

0.G6
Dennis M. Wint
President

DMW/shh

99-177 (256)
P..I 4,.... i
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